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ROWING CREWS 
FROM NELSON TO 
COMPETE HERE
Senior Fours and Doubles to Take 
on Energetic Crews from Ke­
lowna Club During Regatta
OTHER C R E W S  A C T IV E
Changes Made in Set-up of Sen­
ior W ar Canoe Race— Pentic­
ton and Summerland Disagree
Canadian and B.C. Championship Swim and Diving Events 
Head Attractive List of Contests for Two Big Days 
in Kelowna—Novelty Features Galore Arranged by 
Energetic Regatta Officials—Competitors Coming 
from All Parts of B.C. and State of Washington—Big 
Wrestling Card Wednesday Night—Many Coast Vis­
itors Expected—Dances as Usual will be Big Feature
K a y  H i l l ,  L a d y  o f  the L a k e ,  w ill O f f i c ia l ly  R egatta
Fr o m  the moment that Kay Hill, 1936 Lady of the Lake, officially opens the 32nd annual Kelowna Regatta until the last note of 
dance music fades into the breaking dawn of Friday morning, the two 
biggest days in the history of Kelowna’s summer' seasons will be 
packed with more thrills and events than has ever been experienced.' 
That is no idle boast, the Regatta officials state, and it covers a wide
f
RECUPERATING FROM INJURIES
Constable E. H. Hembling, of the 
VMcouver City police force, who re­
ceived injuries in the recent fight be­
tween Vancouver police and the un­
employed sit-downers at the Vancou­
ver Post Office, is recuperating fi-om 
his injuries at the home of his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Hembling, Oyama.
J
le Plans for Bjg Provincial 
Liberal Convention in Kelowna 
Entire C ity will ^X^elcome V isitors
Numerous crews are training stead-
thVbig^M^nu2^°ReiSa^S “ r «-, «•««: xvvguii  in i is sr t , a it rs  i
day and Thursday, and some sterling for the Kelowna Regatta has long been known as the pre­
battles should be observed the two event of its kind in western Canada.
days as the scullers skim over the Not only will the 32nd running of this ereat affair draw com- 
wajer S surface with breath-taking petitors from all parts of British Columbia, but many sections of the
Chief in the rowing competitions State of Washington are to be represented. Swimmers, diyers, speed- 
will be those between the Nelson sen- boat racers, wrestlers, ball players, water skiiers, life savers bands
cowboy bands, singing trios, fireworks, illuminated' boats, bearded 
3no tnG NgIsoii sncl KlGlowns. sGirior bcsiitics TniflTA/axr j  r i
doublescrews. For weeks the Kelow- aances, midway attractions and dozens of other novelty
na crews have been training and both are being brought forward for the pleasure of the thousands
crews are said to be in excellent con- who will witness the two big days of August 3 and 4.
Kelowna senior four is compris- La^v of^he «  m ^ast-crowned “  ^ ---------------------------------—
ed of Bob Hayman, stroke, Malcolm tifp m S  officially open Thursday, with an overflow at the
Chapin, Bruce Paige and Bill Tread- regatta in company with Max Oddfellows’ Hall,
gold, bow. The Kelowna senW  doub- y„u5tfc^ Thursday morning will see a re-
les crew is made up of Malcolm Cha- ^ ^ ° n  mana- sumption of the diving and swimming, .
pin and Harold Burr. Nelson’s senior ,7 Can Co., Vancou- with heats in the speedboat classes,
four is made up of Bud Greenwood, f_r ’ named Commodore On Thursday afternoon come . Ihe
stroke, Albert Bush, Cam Holt and main events, the swimming and div-
Darrell Varner. The Nelson doubles P on .Wednesday afternoon August ing being complemented ,by the war 
team comprises Bud Greenwood Precede a big canoe races, sculling, speedboats and
' swimming and diving and sailboat races. Many novelties, de-
I"
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»ions
From Coast and V^ashington Points 
Coming For T w o  Big Regatta DaysVarious Civic Bodies Gb-operate in Planning Entertain- Bush. noveity'-featGres.' tails of which may b^ found’ in“oth7r
ment Features for August 25 and 26— Residents Ex- other Rowing contests sum m ers will be present from Vic- columns, win intersperse the program
tend Invitations to Delegates to Use Their,Homes Vancouver Competitors Competed at British Empire
^ this Regatta but there will be plenty Kelowna contestants are keyed to a a banquet will be tendered the many . .. _
of other rowing contests despite t h a t  high pitch and should provide stiff Regatta guests and officials. This is 
fact. competition for the visitors. Okana- alwavo a onionHia
Games, at Sydney, Australia, Last Winter-—Victoria, 
Seattle and Vancouver, W^ ash., Entries are Received 
Expect Other American CompetitorsWIT H  The assistance of the senior and junior boards of trade, Gyro t „ —  - — -  visitors. Okana- always a”splendid wind-urto twTen^club and other interested civic bodies, the Kelowna and district In the junior doubles Bill Treadgold Valley points are sending bigger joyable days and provides the visitors 
L ib e ra l association is progressing with its plans to entertain nearly hnd Bruce Paige team up against Rudy swimmers and divers with an opportunity to express their
a  thousand persons in Kelowna for the big provincial Liberal con- ® r- ion many years past; thanks^ for the invitations and ccurte-
venhon  on A u g u s t  25 an d  26. ............_  nunareos o . spec
Toslenson and Don Campbell. On Wednesday evening a g a to e  - S g e s W  ,in,proveme„.s tators w ho  w ill be here fo r the 32nd a n n u a f  K e lo w T R e g a t t a  r x tBilleting Committee Active '  '
rni.., V, ■ a- ... Ihe possibility of a boat trip on FridayThe housmg or billeting committee . „ a or; e ra- , . . . .
weis set up some time ago v/ith Chas. •^V*gust 26  ^^ om Kelowna to . enticton 
Hubbard as chairman, Dick Parkinson C.P.R. sternwheeler. Sicamoiis.
as secretary and Roy Hunt, W. W. Rid- spacious boat will acconimodate
dell, George Anderson and Jim Doug- persons, and Penticton Liberals 
las. This committee has been quite ac- entertain the ^visi-
tive and now have between 500 and hours in the event oi the
600 occommodations for the visitors being made.
Junior fours crews are made u p  o f  will be the wrestling match between which might be made. tvv j  , ■, rr^ , ---- --- ------ ------------ ------------ ..w.™.*.
Phil Chapman, Rudy Burnett, Art 'I^ek McLauchlan, of Vancouver, who ft is confidently expected that the Thursday, August 3 and 4. Such nationally-known
Burtch and^ Buster Jennens in one has packed ’em in for Regattas on pre- 1938 regatta will come close to e q u a l -  Sports figures as Lynda Adams, George Athans, Mary Bag-galev and
Scholl 3hc3 CbtI snej 011111 TustGnson, ocossions snd Bull, sVinters, for- linff the sttondsncG fiffurG^ ? of tl'rj 1Q8fi h e r  *oinTTii«<ri j  __ «
Roy JaiDGs and Don Camnbell in tho ocious killer from Kalamazoo, Mich, afflir, u f  ty N^el Qxenbury. Phylhs Dewar and many others
competing boat. has just returned from a trip cords. That ySm the r e g a ^
OL Y M P IC  and British Empire champions in the diving and swim­ming world will cavort before the delighted hundreds of spec-
Are Returing Again
 ti  f r t  i it r  
with tentative promises of another 100, 
at least.
On Friday evening, at the I.O.O.F. 
Hall, members of this committee, to­
gether with Dr. Knox, provincial Lib­
eral association president, other mem­
bers of the Liberal executive, and 
junior and senior boards of trade rep­
resentatives met to hear of the forma­
tion of still more edmmittees for this 
big event which is expected to be, tlie 
largest of its kind ever held in the Or­
chard City.
The new committees are registration, 
transportation, halls and entertainment 
and publicity.
Besides forming these committcc.s, 
tentative plans for the entertainment 
of the many delegates and visitors 
were made. Delegates will begin " to 
arrive early that week and should ah 
be here by Wednesday afternoon, ii is 
anticipated. The registration office 
will be set up in the Don McLean M o­
tors building and will be open at least 
a week prior to the convention.
Horse Race Meet
Qh Thursday afternoon, ih e m n ii’. 
feature of the entertainment to be pm- 
videdw ill be the first Gyro race mcel, 
attracting the best horses to be foiuid 
in the Interior of B.C. from Kamloop.s 
to the border, with possibly one oi 
two American importations.
Premier T. D. Pattullo has consontod 
to open this Gyro race meet, tir.'-'i. 
event of its kind to be held in Ke-, 
lowna for nearly two decades. Tiie 
august Premier will be conducted to 
the.Knox Mountain Park, scene of the 
meet, in the old Stagecoach, and will 
be preceded by the Kelowna Legion 
Pipd Band, according to tentative 
plans rriade now.
That evening, a public meeting may 
be held in the Kelowna citj’ park, with 
the Premier as the chief speaker. Two 
big dances are being planned by the 
Gyro club to wind up the big day.
Drives around the city, thro'ugh tlie 
orthard lands, and visits to the many 
industrial plants are included in the 
. lengthy progx'am of entertainment. A  
garden party for the ladies at the L’l- 
. dorado Arms is in prospect, while J. 
R. Young, East Kelowna, has thrown 
open his spacious grounds for a tea. 
probably on Friday afternoon.
No decision has been made yet as to
visits Kelowna during Regatta time.
YOU WILL HEAR THEM PLAY IN KELOWNA ON AUGUST 3 AND 4
i l l ■pj s 
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Then there will be a mixed doubles which has taken him Down Under to up with the Vancouver jubik'e ceD-
contest between Malcolm Chapin and Australia and New Zealand, and to bration and the combined ticket sales ivtoet ° ° ..... ......
T- ^ , . , , . . , , , Lorna Barrat and Bruce Paige and South Africa and England. He is for the two affairs swelled the attend- ^  Vancouver aquatic Under Coach. Percy Norman,,Van-
If no boat, tup IS taken, a small tvvo- Vera Ciisbing. The ladies’ • doubies looking for fresh fields to conquer and ance considerably. ' members of the British couver is sending a contingent of 33
hour regatta will be sla.ged at the contest will be composed of Vera Cu.th- will be v/elcomed here as he has al- The ladies’ auxiliary to tho Ann'Uif Games team which reprc.seni-, swimmers and divers who will be top
Aquatic club, with The Possibility of ing and Lorna Barrat agaimst Helen Nvays been a popular contestant. association is c o n d S g  a Sydnpv Australia. last ranking in Canada. Victoria is send-
a luncheon there Friday, as v/ell. There Ennis and Madeline Gagnon. The first of the Two Aquatic dances ing on Thursday evening to howSs of • ^hey , were here last year and ing a party of eight, including Eleanor
may be a dance at the Aquatic Friday There is an interesting by-play be- will be. held Wednesday, evening, at tickets. The lucky Ticket holder v.dll snSad^tlfe and Stan Peden, sister and brother of
, Turn to Page 12, Story 4 Turn to Page 7, Story 6 . the Pavilion the second being on Turn to Paee 12 Storv 3 tidings of the wonder- the famous Torchy Peden,. internatio.n-
===== --- - -- - -----------............................................................... ... . T ' .. ' . . . ■  ^  ^ _ _  ful. treat in store for . everyone who ally-known professional bicycle rider.
Others will be Hazel Smitn, Florence 
Byatt, Macrina Booth, Bob and Gor­
don Lawrence, and Bob Doherty. 
Gordon Lawrence was the winner 
• last year of the coveted Wrigley tro­
phy for the half-mile junior cham­
pionship swim for B.C. He is also en­
tering the mile race this year, along 
with his father, R. E. Lawrence.
At least one carload of contestants 
will be coming from Seattle, being pu-. 
pils of the esteemed Ray Daughters, 
trainer of Jack Medica and Helene 
Madison, world record holders in so 
many events it is almost, impossible to 
begin to count.
. Other contestants whose names are 
not known at theTime of going to pres.? 
are from Vancouver, Wash., Omak, 
Chelan and other .American points.
Penticton, Vernon. Summerland, 
Peachland and other Okanagan points 
are sending plenty of contostauls. Ke­
lowna’s swim stars and diving experts 
are known throughout the Interior for 
their fJrowGss. Such names as Alice 
Thomson,_ Alice Wilkinson. Dot Smith, 
Dot Andison, Noel Deans, Primrose 
Walker. Betty Poole, Edna Barnett Fls- 
peth Whillis, Malcolm Chapin, Dexter 
Pettigrew, Lloyd Taggart and others 
are -sure to be in the limelight when 
the prizes are handed out.
Kelowna Ccntestanls 
In the junior boys. Bob Dave’s and 
Don Deans are the outstanding Kelow­
na contestants while Mui’ray Tree. Bill 
Rawlins, Jim Vint, and Ted Yoshioka 
will give them a real run for tlieir 
money.
The .mile race this year pt’omises To 
be the bigge.st event of the class ever 
, held at a regatta. Victor Wilson, 
teacher at’ Okanagan Mission for the 
past few seasons, is .said to be . in real 
trim for, this race which he won three 
seasons ago against tough competition. 
Lloyd Taggart and Dexter Petti^revy, 
are two other Kelowna ■ contestants 
who will be in the running. Gordon 
Lawrence and his father R;. E7 LaW- 
x'ence are two Vietpna. contestants, 
while Vancouver entries are! not known 
yet. They are'Sure, .to have one pr 
Turn to Page 12, Story 5
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sman-appeanng aggregation of musicians comprise the Wenatchee 
Junior Eagles Drum and Bugle Corps which will appear in Kelowna as a 
pecial feature of the 32nd annual Regatta on August 3 and 4. Their chief 
triumph This year has been to win the sweepstakes and blue ribbon in the 
junior Pai^de at the Portland Rose Festival. This corps is the pride of Wen- 
riSfing^"^ ribbon at the Portland festival for two years
In the front/ow, left to right, are Kenneth Barry, Lyle King, WaynV^
Parsons, Bud W^heeler, Clair Vickery, Clyde Scott, Kenny Stevenson.
Second row: Harold Wanger, Noel Kinder, Hogatt, Ora Ladwig, Wally
Rothgeb, Ewin De Long, Jimmy Coonan, Bob Merz. Third row: Bob Brown 
Wilber Apley, Derald Parsons, George Weisenberg, Charles Penhallegon Don 
Miller, Albert Blutqher, Gordon Ispacson, Warren Edgemon, Howard Rairdon 
C. E. Watkins. , ’
Back row: Bill Soule, W. W. Scott, Vern Parsons, Carol Gay, Herb Quirin.
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T h e  A q u a t i c  C lu b
Kflowna is justly known as one of the most favored 
and proj;re.ssive cities in all Western Canada. No stranger 
but is captured by the charm of the city and Impressed 
with the activity of the various organizations which give 
to the city its forwaid-lookini' spirit and aggressive en- 
thusiasm. Of all the organizations, however, one leaves 
its mark more firmly in the minds of visitors than any 
of the others—the Aquatic Club.
Strictly speaking the Aquatic Club is not an organ­
ization. It is an institution, an integral part of the com­
munity. In other^ cities, aquatic clubs are somewhat 
limited in their scope; their members are essentially 
those who are vitally interested in water sports. Not so 
in Kelowna. The Aquatic Club here is the hub around 
which revolves the entire circle of summer sports and 
social life. A large portion of the city’s population seeks 
its relaxation during the hot summer months in the 
waters of the lake at the club, on the sandy beach, on 
the club’s dance floor or upon the spacious gallery.
Perhaps the setting of the club itself has something 
to do with the fact that it is a community affair. Being 
as it is in the heart of the beautiful city park, the im­
pression cannot lielp but be given that the club is a 
community institution, 'rhe fact that it is so accessible 
is also a factor in its popularity: it is within easy walking 
distance of the greater portion of the city.
The club’s long gallery, the lounge and the pavilion 
are the mccca of all during these warm summer days. 
The gallery is never empty; afternoon tea groups and 
bridge parties are no rarity, while the comfortable chairs 
are usually occupied during the afternoon and evening 
by persons of all ages watching the activity on the beach 
below or the play of the sunlight on the hills across the 
lake. The pavilion at least twice a week is crowded by 
merry dancers for the club’s dances are something which 
just are not missed. Then, too, most of the organizations 
in the city transfer a number of the luncheons during 
the season to the Aquatic.
While the social angle plays no small part in the 
; life of the club, the water activities themselves are of 
course the major attraction. A ll ages find relaxation, 
enjoyment and refreshment in the waters of the lake 
at the club. Every facility is provided for the enjoyment 
of swimming and diving enthusiasts while the rowing, 
sailing and powerboat clans have every opportunity and 
encouragement to enjoy their favorite pastime under 
ideal conditions:
It is with the youngsters, though, that the club has 
found the greatest favor and won its most enviable re­
putation. Several scores of children of all ages seek 
the Aquatic beach each morning and wild horses could 
not persuade them to go home until the whistle blows 
at five in the afternoon. The intervening hours are 
spent in their swirn suits on the sand and in the water, 
in play with their fellows. Here they enjoy the summer 
to the full and obtain that health which gives them vigor 
of mind and body. During the hours when the beach 
is crowded with these two or three hundred youngsters 
each day, they are under constant surveillance of an 
experienced lifeguard whose swimming classes have 
proven so successful that this city has the reputation of 
being one of the most water-minded communities in 
Canada. Youngsters of all ages are taught to swim and 
encouraged to like, rather than fear, the water. The 
Aquatic Club is responsible for the fact that there have 
been some of the country’s finest swimmers produced 
here and that no other community has a group of young
people who are as generally as fine swirnrnera us the 
boys, girls and youngsters of this city. If for no other 
reason than for its activity among the boys and girls 
of the city, the Aquatic Club is deserving of the wholc- 
heartt'd backing of ever/' resident of this city.
The inllucncc of the Aquatic Club radiates in many 
directions throughout the city. It has become so de­
finite a part of the life of the city that without it the 
city would lo.se much of its color and attractiveness. It 
is valuable as an advertising medium for the city but 
it is also a welder of groups and classes into one. har­
monious whole. It is a community builder as no class 
or social barriers are recognized. Kelowna without the 
Aquatic Club would be much poorer, pliysically and' 
spiritually.
T h e  R egatta
This week Kelowna will be en fete, to mark the 
highlight of the year, when on Wednesday and Thurs­
day the Kelowna Aquatic Club holds its thirty-second 
regatta. From a small beginning a score and a half 
years ago, the energetic directors of the club have suc­
cessively staged such successful allairs that today the 
local water festival is recognized as the premier exhibi­
tion of its type in the entli’e district from the Great 
Lakes to the Pacific.
The waters of Okanagan Lake have through the years 
become to be recognized as one of the premier testing 
grounds for swimmers, divers and crews and seldom is 
the year that does not sec some potential Empire Games 
or Olympic team aspirant demonstrate his claim for the 
right to represent Canada in either of these famous com­
petitions. More than one potential champion has obtained 
the first step on the road to fame in the local competi­
tions while the performances of others has been the 
touch which won the final stamp of approval from the 
selection committee.
The regatta here is the meeting place for the aquatic 
stars of British Columbia and an international flavor is 
added by the entry of the premier performers of Seattle, 
Wenatchee and other American cities.
Such a gathering of aquatic stars naturally is a tre­
mendous magnet for all lovers of water sports and the 
natural result is that hundreds annually make their pil­
grimage to Kelowna from not only the Coast cities but 
from across the border as well. In this regard some pf 
the most prominent British Columbia business men an­
nually support the event with their presence, some never 
missing attendance during the course of twenty-five years.
The regatta has now grown to the position where it 
is recognized as one of the premier sports events of Wes­
tern Canada. But it is also more. It is one of the great­
est advertising factors the city of Kelowna enjoys. The 
hundreds of people who come here, enjoy the sport and 
have a good time, return to their homes full of praise 
for the Orchard City; the visiting competitors leave 
only to praise their treatment here. The reputation of 
being a hospitable city and a good place to visit, is the 
best advertising any community can enjoy. To send 
your visitors home happy and pleased is but to insure 
that they will return next time and bring their friends.
ANNUAL
M M  DOWN S/tlJ
LAST DAY -  SATURDAY, AUG. 6
TAKE THIS TIP — 
BE HERE DURING
MEN^S D A Y S
at
CHESTER OWEN
MEN’S WEAR STORE
MARK DOWN SALE OF—
3 5 0  M e n ’s S u its
We heartily recommend these suits 
for they represent outstanding values. 
Every suit comes frohi our regular 
stocks.
MARK DOWN SALE OF-
PANTS
SOCKS-
-  HATS — SWIM TRUNKS 
-UNDERWEAR— POLO SHIRTS
MARK DOWN SALE OF—
/ SOCKS — PYJAMAS — SHIRTS — TIES
V.These two pretty mermaids who are laughing right out loud have good
SEE THE 1/2 PRICE TABLE 
OF SUMMER GOODS
cause’ to be joyful. Those two trophies which are being cuddled sO fondly 
are the Wrigley trophies which the two Baggaley sisters, Mary and Betty, 
captured at Kelowna last year. Mary, on the left has the ladies’ open half- 
mile Wrigley trophy and Betty has the junior half-mile championship of B.C. 
TheS  ^ will be here to attempt to repeat their daring perfprmances of 1937 on 
August 3 and 4.
Chester Owen
ONTARIO FALLS 
INTO STEP ON 
LEGISLATION
RELIGIOUS OBJECTOR 
DENIED CITIZENSHIP
MEN’S WEAR SPECIALIST 
Opposite new Postoffice
le-l
PATERSON, N. J.— A  clergyman 
who said he would not bear arms for 
the United States in war because it 
was against his religious principles to
The regatta is to Kelowna what the Canadian Na-
Growers in Eastern Province are take human life, was denied American
ing Act for Whole Dominion R e l Tn^ffo^ Benvenuto, Italian
Expected to Push for Market- born father of 11 children, told .Judge
--------- . Robert H. Davidson religious scruples
prohibited him from killing in war, 
but added:
T am willing to do anything else for
E N A B L IN G  L E G IS L A T IO N
tional Exhibition is to Toronto. It brings many hundreds 
of visitors here each year and spreads abroad the fame 
of Kelowna and its friendly citizens. It is no club affair; 
it is a definite part of the community life, business, 
athletic and social. As such, it deserves the wholehearted , 
support of every citizen.
W . E. Haskins Tells of Trip to the United States in the event of war. 
Old Country and Side Visit to in my capacity as a Minister.
Covent Gardens, Kent Orchards
. Upon the decision of the Privy
Council on the provincial marketing  ^ ^
legislation rested not only the fate o f  ^^izens cant be put into
AHA! of a person’s hair overnight.”
Clerk: “And remember, I ’ve got Customer: “Yeah? I’ve got a son in
something that can change the color eollege too!”
Y O U R  C O U R TE SY G R O C E R Y !
SER VICE  W IT H  A C C U R A C Y  can be 
obtained by phone or personal call to
CITY CASH GROCERY
Phone 340 Bernard Ave.
■ ■ " - 1
PRAIRIE FARMERS 
PLANT TREES FOR 
WINDBRDHCS
each province’s right to set up boards 
to handle producte within the pro­
vince’s boundaries, but also any fur­
ther, effort to have a Dominion mar­
keting act prepared which will stand 
the test of the higher courts, declared 
W. iE. Haskins, B.C. Fruit Board chair­
man, upon his return from London, 
England, where he attended the Privy 
Council hearing.
Judge Davidson, in denying his final 
application for citizenship ruled: 
“That is not enough. Americans born 
here must bear arms, and naturalized
a separate
category.”
Dickens wrote Davidwhere Charles 
Copperfield.
Mr. Haskins found Covent Gardens 
and Spitallfields, where the fruit auc­
tion is conducted, most interesting. 
New Zealand and Tasmanian apples 
were being sold there, and Mr. Has­
kins did not believe they were up to
REGINA, Saskatchewan^—Evidence of 
the high interest farmers of the Can­
adian prairies are taking in the plant­
ing of trees to beautify and to make 
windbreaks bn their farms, is the 
heavy, shipments of seedling trees sent 
out by the Dominion Forestry Farm at 
Indian Head, Sask. ■
More than 6,000,000 seedling trees 
have been shipped, as well as 125,000 
evergreens.
'The shipments were made to 6,500 
prairie farmers and they have been 
leaving the Forestry Farni at the rate 
of one carload each day.
Mr. Haskins left Kelowna on June the grade of Canadian apples, the fan- 
9 for the Old Country, sailed from ^y varieties having more blemishes 
Quebec on the Empress of Australia, than allowed in. Canadian supplies, 
and landed in England on June 22. Li(j bruisings wet^e obvious, as well. 
The case was first to be heard on While at Covent Gardens he met 
June 27 but was postponed until June Thos Duffield, well-known member of 
30, and concluded on July 4. Mr. Has- the firm of White & Co., English im- 
kins returned to Canada and landed porters, who has many acquaintances 
on July 16. in the Okanagan Valley.
Interviews Department On the return journey, Mr. Haskins
■ • X .L 1 J- • iYi®t Dr. Howard Coulthard, Who is
His first stop after landing was in practising in London, and who
Ottawa where he interviewed Dr. Bar- , remembered by old-timers here
ton, director of marketing for the do. ^^en he relieved Dr. Knox more than 
minion department of agriculture and ^ quarter century ago.
Mr. Olmstead, solicitor for the depart-
U M Y -B U T  
Y O U  LO O K  
S M A R T -B IL LA
Sure he looks smart-—
99
Your appearance is al­
ways improved when 
y^ou have that
B ARB ER  L O O K
No matter how smart the cut of your 
suit or the shine of your shoes is-— 
your appearance can be spoiled if you 
haven’t that groomed look that only 
a good hair-cut can give you.
Stimulate your Scalp with—- 
The latest in  sca lp  treatm ents.
While in town drop into the
R O Y A L  A N N E  B AR B E R  SH O P
Two chairs always at your service.
le-l
FO R  H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO T O  T H E  CO U R IER
HE’ S B R O A D C A S TIN G
The glad tidings of the
KELOWNA HARDWARE 
MAMMOTH
io Sale
We are offering the most 
stupendous bargains in the 
history of Kelowna - - - -
JU ST T H IN K  S
$25 ALLOWANCE ON ANY MAKE OF RADIO
This special trade-in is allowed bn 
the purchase of one of our new 
Westinghouse sets of $100 or more 
value-— YOU CAN’T MISS !!!! 
The Home of Westinghouse.
Kelowfiia Hardware Co., Ud.
Phone
• f
Bernard Ave.
le -l
merit. He queried them regarding the 
Dominion government’s attitude re­
garding a federal marketing act to re 
place the one declared ultra vires,and 
was informed that the government’s 
attitude would depend largely on the 
outcome of the Privy Council’s de­
cision on the provincial legislation.
Dr. Barton could not speak for the 
government as to its prospective atti­
tude in this respect, he informed Mr. 
Haskins.
At Toronto, the Kelowna man inter­
viewed the Ontario marketing board 
and enquired if it would join with 
British Columbia in seeking Dominion 
legislation provided the provincial act 
is upheld by the Council. Chairman 
O’Neill and P. W. Hodgets, members 
of the Ontario marketing Kpard told 
Mr. Haskins that Ontario growers 
would press for the. Dominion legisla­
tion.
Mr. Haskins also attended a meeting 
of the Ontario Fruit Growers associa­
tion, which had called delegates from 
all parts of that province to discuss 
the seriousness of the impending trade 
agreements between the United King­
dom-United, States and Canada, and 
the possibility of lowering of dump 
duties between the United States and 
Canada. The Ontario growers, Mr. 
Haskins found, are fully aware of the 
seriousness of the situation and will 
leave no stone unturned to assure 
themselves against lowering of the 
Imperial preference or dump duty 
safeguards.
TeUs O f  B .C . A c t
Mr. Haskins addressed the Ontario 
growers shortly and explained the 
workings of the provincial marketing 
act in British Columbia.
Another interesting side trip taken 
by Mr. Haskins was to the apple or­
chards in Kent. He found- that the 
English apple crop is obviously a small 
one, due to the severe spring frosts 
and drought. He was driven to Kent 
by W .'B ; Gornall, and was accompan­
ied by W. B. Bredin, Kelowna lawyer 
who is holidaying in the Old, Coun^try. 
They dined at the inh at'Canterbury
FISHIMG
TACKLE
NEW TYPE VISIBLE FLY  BOXES;
STEEL TELESCOPE RODS; CTA
9 feet ....... .................. ................ ....
SPLIT CANE RODS; d»-|
LARGE TACKLE BOX;
Two Trays; regular $3.75 ....... ....
ENGLISH HAND TIED FLIES; •
JUNE BUG SPINNERS;
LARGE ENGLISH TROLLIiyG REEL; QC'.
5 inch; regular $7.50 .....  ..... .......
SPLIT CANE FLY  ROD; (b-fl Q fT
regular $2.95 ............... .......................
JOHNSON
M ID G E T
The latest Johnson 
Triumph. The small­
est, lightest, lowest- 
priced Sea Horse ever 
produced.
ONLY
W eigh t  on ly  
pounds.
36 lb. Test Braided Cutty Hunk 4li'| Y I A
Trolling Line; 50 yds! spool; teg . $1.25 n )X # \ / U  
4-inch PEARL WABBLERS;
Assorted Plugs for Okanagan Lake;
special values to $1.75; each for ..........  I  D L
ENGLISH CANE FLY  ROD; f k r
regular $15.00 .......... .... ...... ........
JUNIOR’S OUTFIT FOR THE CREEK; O t  ^
regular 50c ........  .................—...... .......
GENUINE SILK GUT TROLLING f y r
LINE; 100 yards; regular $2.75 ... ....... ^ X *  f  O
100-yard Spools MONEL M ETAL LINE; d»-| i n
STEEL FISHING RODS; '7 ^ % ^
ideal for the creek or lake .... ...........  4 OC/
BLACK  SILK TROLLING LINE;
NON-RUST LEADER BOXES;
LIFE PRESERVER CUSHIONS; K f t
each ............        t D X .D U
WINCHESTER FLASH LIGHTS; n A
regular $1.75 .......  ......................... • « I> X .U W
2-only KODAK CildHERAS;
values to $60.00; each ................  v X U , V v
SLAZENGERS TENNIS RACQUETS; (|>1 Q r  ‘ 
clearance price; each ...............  ^ X , « / 0
CATCHER’S Mnr; 
real value; regular $3.75 ..........  ....
FIELDER’S GLOVES; (^1  f f A
real value; regular $2.50 ............. t I/ X o 9 v
le -l
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Importing
Groccrti
Coffee
Roasters
Tea
Blenders
100% British Columbia Company 
♦  Q U A L IT Y ! ♦  L O W  PRICES f ♦  A G U A R A N T E E !
—  for the —
FIN E ST G RO CERY V A LU E S
Over 30 Branches in B. C.
Go to CHAPIN’S
For your Meals and Afternoon Teas 
COLD DRINKS ICE CREAM
Candies and Chocolate Coated
ICE CREAM  B A R S
You’ll like our excellent food most of all.
Yet you will notice CHAPIN ’S perfect ser­
vice, quiet surroundings and hospitality.
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT CHAPIN’S
le -l
For the convenience
of the many hundreds of persons 
who will be visiting Kelowna for 
the big annual Regatta, August 3 -4
Golden Pfieasant Cafe
W I L L  B E
OPEN DAY and NIOHT
giving 24-Hour Service for the Big Annual Event.
Customers can be assured of 
Quick, Efficient Service, 
well-cooked meals, or tasty 
lunches.
OUR
SODA FOUNTAIN 
SERVICE IS 
UNEXCELLED
for —
HARDffi DEPENDABLE SPRAYERS
CLETRAC CRAWLER TRACTORS
FORD And  LINCOLN DEALERS
LIMITED
Phone 352 Kelowna, B.C.
Ue-l
OH, MY DEAR, JUST IMAGINE THOSE COSTUMES
M A Y F A I R  Steel
KELOWNA, B.C.
;.A . ■
worn
Maybe this isn’t quite fair^ but this picture gives one a fair idea of the regattas in ddys gone by, probably 
about 1915. The actual date has been lost but those In the know believe that it was taken some time during the 
war. Those costumes are really just too, too much. Or are they?
Kelowna Sweeps Penticton Regatta 
A n d  Returns with L ion ’s Share 
O f  Cups and O th er M a jo r A w ard s
Orchard City Senior War Canoe Crew Triumphs for First
)iad to be on the job ta be able to tell 
the winner. *
This 1938 Penticton regatta was the 
best run of any similar event held in 
the southern city in the past few 
years, Kelowna competitors say. A  
new swimming pool, donated by the 
Penticton Rotary club had a distinct 
bearing on this improvement, and the 
races were run under much better 
conditions.
_ Viv Wilson, teacher at the Okana-Time Since Revival of Penticton Aquatic Sports—  gan Mission school, was a strong fin- 
S^ trong_Swimmers and Divers Show Way in Nearly^ “  nV"and'captu?ed toih’ 'wUh Ktiu
colm Chapin second each time. Vic 
was winner of the mile open against 
strenuous odds at the Kelowna regat-
Just the place to stay when visiting Kelowna. 
A  few steps from the cool park and beaches.
It’s the Coolest Hotel in Kelowna. 
Modern Rooms - - Moderate Rates.
We Welcome You !
Phone 16 Mrs. F. E. Jackson, Prop.
1
Every Event
K e l o w n a  swimming and diving competitors took almost every ta a few years back and will attemptrace in the Penticton annual regatta held Thursday morning f  comeback at this 32nd annual Regat- |
and afternoon and made an almost complete sweep of the many ‘^tee^hoTso^A lte  wSSson Dot 
events. Their style and better training were far too strong for thi SiSthrLyiriaSkfr,
Penticton competitors in most events. ’ ' ’ —
Advantage Of Coaching
This feat in itself shows the advan­
tage which is experienced by young­
sters in Kelowna receiving expert tui­
tion. At the Kelowna Aquatic Don 
Poole, manager and chief life guard, 
spends endless hours teaching pupils 
not only how to swirh but how to swim 
and dive expertly. He is being assist-
home ahead by nearly three lengths 
over Summerland while Penticton was 
a bad third, not being in training for 
the event.
Some argument ensued before the _____
start regarding Kelowna having only and^iinder,
John Panton, and Donald Deans were 
among the winners from Kelowna at 
Penticton.
Detailed Results .
Following are, the results of races 
in which Kelowna contestents were 
entered:
Standing low board dive,^boys’ 14 
C. Bowen, Kelwwna, E.
E V E R YTH IN G
E LE C TR IC A L
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
thirteen men in the canoe, Kelowna Johnson, Penticton, 
was using its new canoe, purchased Standing low board dive, girls’ 14
and under, Alice Wilkinson, Kelowna,this spring, and this craft can'^only ................  ...... . ..............
ed now by Harry “Pi” Campbell for thirteen paddlers of senior type. Nona Colq’uhohh, ipenticton’
the two summer months of July and the race went off at last, 20 yards swim,’ girls’ 10 and under,
Sheila Macdonald, Kelowna; Joan Cal- 
der, Penticton. , ^
Balloon race, boys’ 14 years and un-
August. with Kelowna being the winner.
One of the features of the Penticton 'The two other war canoe races went 
day, from a Kelowna standpoint, was to Penticton, the ladies by a length 
the winning of the senior war canoe and a half, and the junior by the nar- 
race for the first time since Penticton rowest of margins in the most thril- 
came back into active competition in ling event of the day. Only six inches 
holding regattas; Kelowna breezed separated the two boats and the judges
Norge and Universal Refrigerators for commercial 
and domestic use: Rogers Radios: Conner Washers
C. H U CKLE , E L E G T R ie iA N
Phone 12 223 Bernard Ave.
le -l
der, John Panton, Kelowna; Colin
Brown, Kelowna. ine Woodward, Penticton.
Balloon race, girls’ 14 years and un- Dive, running low board, girls’ 16 
der, Alice Wilkinson, Kelowna; Paul- and under—Alice Wilkinson, Kelowna;
D. Smith, Kelowna.
Dive running high board, ladies’ 
Turn to Page 4, Story 2,
CUT ALONG ’THIS LINE
— PAGE FOUR — —  PAGE ONE
EVENTS FOR THURSDAY (Continued)
59.- -3.45 p.m.— 100 yards Relay SWim. Boys^ 14 and under. In­
terior B.G. only.
60. — 3.45 p.m.— Five-Metre Dive; Men. Open. Canadian Cham­
pionship. House of Lords Cup.
61. — 3.45 p.m.— 225 Class Hydroplanes. Heat.
62. — 3.55 p.m.— Cigar and Umbrella Race. .BOys, 16 and under.
63. —4.00 p.m.— Sailing Race. Open. Hamber Cup.
Exhibition of Stunt and Coniedy Diving by Members
of Ogopogo Swimming Club.
64. — 4.05 p.m.— 200 yards Relay. Ladies. Open.
65. — 4.15 p.m.,—-50 yards Handicap Swim. Men. Members only.
K.A.A. Cup.
66. —4.15 p.m.— W ar Canoe Race. Men. Willis Piano Cup.
67. —-4.25 p.m.— 25 yards Balloon Race, 12 and under.
68. —-4.30 p.m.— Free-for-all Handicap Motorboat and Outboard
Race.
Exhibition High Tower Dive.
69. -4 .35 p.m.— 200 yard.s Relay. Men. Open. - .
/O.— 4.45 jj.m.— 25 yards Apple Box Race. Final. Ismon Cup. 
57.— 4.45 p.m,— Mixed Doubles.
72.— 4.50 p.m.— Greasy Pole. 16 and under.
6.30 p.m.-—B A N Q U E T  at Royal Anne Hotel.
7.00 p.m.— V IS IT  T H E  M ID W A Y .
GO REGATTA OFFICIALS
Commodore: Ralph Ismon.
VicerCommodores:
Mayor Owen Jones 
J. F. Bume
Hon. Grote Stirling, M.P. 
Capt. C. R. Bull, M.L.A.
Referees: Capt. Clampitt 
Roy Longley
JUDGES
Rowing, Canoes, Sailing, 
Motorboats:
H. Evierard 
A. Cameron 
Grote Stirling
Swimming: E. C. Weddell 
E. Welch 
Don Loane 
J. Witt
Diving: L. Reid
W. D. Walker 
Ken Griffith 
Dot Smith 
Fred Burr
Medical Officers:
J. S. Henderson, M.D.
A. S. UnderhiU, M.D.
Stewards: Don Poole 
Pi Campbell
STARTERS
Rowing, Canoes, Motorboats, 
Sailing:
R. Seath
Swimming: Ed Neff
Timers: H. Blakeborough 
Les Thomson 
Roy Stibbs 
Jim Panton 
Eric Sinclair
Scorers: Roy Hunt
Audrey Hughes
In Charge of Rowing Float:
W. 5. Dawson 
Chairman of Committees:
M. J..DePfyffer 
Chairman of Sub-Coinmittees: 
Bert Johnston 
" C. E. Friend 
J. Treadgold 
R. F. Parkinson
L. Leathley 
C. DeMara
M. Lane
Announcer: Bert Johnston
Regatta Manager: R. F. Parkinson.
T H IR T Y -S E C O N D  A N N U A L
K e l o w n a  R e g a t t a
A U G U S T  3rd and 4th, 1938
P R O G R A M M E
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l e n g r a v i n g
TH O M S O N ’S J E W E L R Y  can olTcr the best attention and service in- Entjraving your Regatta Cups. W ork  
accomplished by an expert with years of experience.
When in Kelowna for Regatta take home one 
of our many Souvenirs. It will remind you 
of your pleasant stay during these two big 
celebration days.
TH O M SO N JEW ELRY STO RE
le -l
-M o re  A b o u t -
KELOWNA
SWEEPS
JUST A HAPPY BUNCH OF KIDS
F/7/ u p  Y o u r  Y L o d a k  
a t  O u r  K o d a k  
F i l l i n g  S t a t i o n
Don’t miss taking the many interesting 
scenes at the regatta. Your friends will 
appreciate some “Regatta Snap-Shots” 
in your next letter.
E A S T M A N
F I L M
W e do developing and printing. 
In at 9 a m. —  ready at 5 p.m.
P. B. W IIU T S  &  CO., IT D .
From Pago 3, Column 7 
oi)on-^D. Smith, Kelowna; K. Brown, 
Penticton.
Swinimiti;', .')() yards, boyn' 1(1 and 
under, free .style—Lyle San/?er, Ke­
lowna; M. Tree, Kelowna.
Swimming, 25 yards, boys 14 and un­
der, free style—J. Vint, Kelowna; B. 
Rawlings, Kelowna.
Swimming, 25 yards, girls' 14 and 
under, free style—Tish Evans, Sum- 
inerland; Alice Wilkinson, Kelowna.
Swimming, .10 yards, boys’ 1(1 and 
under, free .style—D. Deans, Kelowna; 
R. Richards, Kelowna.
Sailing, open'—P. J. Landry, Sum- 
merlund; Dunham, Summerland.
Dive, running low board, boys’ 1(1 
and under— Keith Simpson, Penticton; 
2, R. Sanger, Kelowna.
Dive, running high board, men’s 
open—M. Chopin, Kelowna; Keith 
Simpson, Penticton.
Swimming, 50 yard.s, girls’ 10 and 
under, 
lowna;
.......... „. --------- -- ----- why shouldn’t they be happy. They have a lovely lake to splash
free style—Alice Thomson, Ke- obout in, and a splendid diving stand from which they can plunge into the 
l  Dot Smith, Kelowna. warm waters. And besides, they have just finished a morning lesson in swim-
Swimming, 50 yards, girls 1(1 and un- niing as given by the able Aquatic lifeguards, Don Poole and Pi Campbell.
der, free style—Alice Wilkinson, Ke- — - ^  ..- =
lowna; Tish Evans, Summerland. R V I Y T M I / ’i i n  A  T T T h V r
Swimming, 50 yards, ladies’ open— I V lU J N lC l l  A J L  C L iEjK K .
Alice Thomson, Kelowna; Alice W il- 
kinson, Kelowna.
Motorboat race—P. J. Landry, Sum­
merland; R. Lawrence, Penticton.
years of age.
 ^ In the years that have passed since
H7VtVII7I7 T D I D  Mr. Bracewcll and Mr. Nock have 
ViJCi 1 D r\ IlJ rJ T  1 1\1k  kept up an intermittent correspond- 
* once, keeping alive the friendship
which existed when they worked to-Swimming, 400 yards, men’s open, Man Whom He had not Seen for gether
SpT n , S S "  30 Years is His Host On Monday, Mr. Bracewell received
War cano6 race, mile straight- .... . . . .  —  . ^^ lat Mr. Nock was m Canada,
awnv lunior hovs’— 1 Penticton- 2 Tbe age of fairy tales is not yet pass- planned to stay at Banff for ten days
. P  Be , , Twenty-eight years ago, B. C. at the beginning of August, and asked
Swimrnihe 100 vnrds free stvle municipal clerk of Pentic- Mr. Bracewell to be his guest there for
mfiTs ™oen—V  S o n  ^OkanaSn employ of William Nock, that time, with all his travelling ex-
owner of a brick-yard in England, for penses paid.
^ S "c iU o e ^ L a ? e ? ’ 5*^ muC^ straight- whom he had worked since he was 15 Mr. Bracewell received permission
for leave from the council last week
away, ladies’- l ,  Penticton; 2, Kelow- sharp tines practically scalped Mr. Ro- to avail himself of t h r / n v R a ^  
na; 3, Summerland (tipped). berts while another pierced his left “Wish we were going with you,’’ was
PH O N E  191
FOR SPEEDY 
Perchlorethylene
C O O L . ^
fa
CLEAN CLOTHES
are GOOL Clothes !
Process
H . M. S PA R K S
WE DELIVER
Ware canoe race j/, mile, one turn, cheek, and, passing ui^der the cheek- the unanVmous cornmem o^^^ the’ree;^; 
senior men— 1, Kelowna; 2, Summer- bone, injured the left eye. and council
land; 3, Penticton
Canoe race %  mile, one turn, mixed 
doubles—Blewett and Rowley, Sum­
merland; Ryan and Thompson, K e­
lowna.
Canoe racje, mile, three turns, 
men’s doubles— Blewett and Hallah, 
Summerland; Ryan and Chrysler,. Ke­
lowna.
NO, THEY AREN’T NEARLY AS MAD AS
THEY LOOK
O L D - 'IT M E R  IS  IM P  A IL E D
O N  T IN E S  O F  H A Y -R A K E
Apparently having fallen under a 
hay-rake he was using, John Roberts, 
an old-timer of the district sustained 
an unusual and painful accident on 
Monday* July 25, that demonstrates the
hazards surrounding the operation of 
even the simplest farm machinery. The 
sixty-odd year old pioneer resident is 
in the Penticton hospital, his condition 
being serious.
Details of the manner in which the 
accident occurred have not been ob­
tained, but it is presumed that Mr. Ro
A m e ric a ’s M oun ta in  O bservatories
The three earliest mountain obser­
vatories of the United States -were on 
Pike’s Peak (Colo.), Mt. Washington 
(N.H.), and Mt. Weather (Va).
These two determined young men are chief contenders for the senior 
berts fell off the hay rake and was doubles championship of Okanagan lake on August 3 and 4. They are looking 
speared on the tines before the team, grim and determined because they will do their utmost to turn back all eom- 
aware that, something unusual had hap- petition and win for themselves this coveted championship. Harold Burr is 
pened, stopped. As it was, one of the looking at you from the left with his co-partner in crime, Malcolm Chapin..
C U T  A L O N G  T H IS  L IN E
—  P A G E  T W O  — —  P A G E  T H R E E  —
EVENTS FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3rd, 1938
1.45 p.m. Official Opening of Kelowna International Regatta
1.—*-1.45 p.m.—-100 yards Back Stroke. Men. Open.
1.45 p.m.2.
mile.
B. C.
Can-
—Three-metre Diving. Junior Girls. Interior B.C. 
only. Cunard Cup.
22.-—1.45 p.m.— Men’s Novice Club Doubles. K.A.A. Cup.
4. — 2.00 p.m..— 100 yards Free Style Swim. Ladies. Open.
Gooderham & Worts Trophy.
5. -—2.10 p.m.— 300 yards Free Style Swim. Junior Boys. Interior
B.C. only. 2nd G.M.R. Cup.
IS.— 2.15 p.m.— Ladies’ Club Lapstreak Doubles. 34 
K.A.A. Cup.
7.— 2.20 p.ni.— Flalf Mile Junior Girls’ Wrigley Swim. 
Championship.
S.— 2.25 p.m.— Five-metre Standing Dive. Ladies. Open 
« adian Championship. .
9.— 2.30 p.m.— Sea Horse Race. Fleats;
10-— 2^.40 p.m.— 25 yards Swim. Girls, 10 and under. Interior 
. B:G. only;
29.— 2.45 p.m.— Men’s Junior Club Fours. W 2 mile. Joyce Cup. 
12.^ —2.55 p.m.— 50 yards Free Style Swim. Junior Girls. Kelowna 
Furniture Cup. Interior B.C. only.
Exhibition of Water Skiing, Tandem and Jumping
14-— 3.05 p.m.— Pleasure Launch Race. Handicap.
14. — 3.05 p.m.— Three-metre Diving. Junior Boys. Pacific Box
Gup. Interior B.C. onl3^
15. -—3.20 p.m.— 50 yards Flandtcap Swim. Ladies. Members only.
K.A.A. Cup.
16. —^3.30 p.m.— 50 yards Free Style Swim. Junior Boys. Mon­
ogram Gin Cup. Interior B.C. only.
17. —^3.40 p.m.— 25 yards Juvenile Swim. Prize for first place
and medals to three youngest to finish.
6-— 3.45 p.m.:—Men’s Junior Club Doubles.
1*-^ -— 3.50 p.m.— 100 yards Breast Stroke. Ladies. Open.
20.— 4.00 p.m;— 25 yards Butterfly Swim. Open.
21'—4.10 p.m.— 300 yards Medley Relay. Men. Open. Three to 
a team, 100 yards each; breast stroke, back 
stroke, free style.
-4.20 p.m.— 150 3'ards. Medley Relay. Ladies. Open. Three 
to a tearn, 50 yards each; breast stroke, back 
stroke, free style.
-4.2a p.m.— Open Sailing Race. Jones Tent & Awning Cup.
-4.30 p.m. -100 yards Rela>'. Girls, 14 aiid under. Interior 
B.C. onlj’.
-4.40 p.m.— Apple Box Race. Heats.
-4.50 p.m— 50 yards Breast Stroke. Men. Open.
-5.00 p.m.— 400 yards Free Style Swim. Men. Open. Erven 
Lucas Boles Trophy. .
7.00 p.m— V IS IT  T H E  M ID W A Y .
7.30 p.m.— S PE C IA L  M U SIC  in the Park.
23.
EVENTS FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 4th, 1938
■ ■ . . ■ *
30. — 10.00 a.m.— .50 yards Swim. Free Style. Men. Open. Heats.
31. :— 10.10 a.m.:—50 yards Swim. Free Style. Girls, 14 and under.
Heats. Interior B.C. only.
32. — 10.20 a.m.— 50 yards Swim. Free Style. Boys, 14 and under.
Fleats. Interior B.C. onl3  ^ ’ *
33. — 10.30 a.m..— 200 j-ards. Free Style. Men. Open. Vancouver
Breweries Cup. .
34. — 10.30 a.m.— 225 Class Flj-droplanes. Heat. Ford Motor C(d.
Cup.
35. ^10.40 a.m.— Low  Board Dive. Boys and Girls, 12 and under.
36. — 10.50 a.m.—-50 yards Swim. Free Style. Ladies. Open. Heats.
37. — 1^1.00. a.m.—-.100 yards Swim. Free Style. Men. Open. Heats.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON
38. — 1.45 p.m.:—Half-mile Junior Box's’ Wrigley Swim. B, C.
Championship.
39. — 1.45 p.m.—-Three-metre Dive. Ladies. Open. Ogopogo
Trophy.
40. — 1.45 p.m.— Men’s ^?enior Doubles. One Mile. Championship
of Okanagan Lake. Maclaren Cup.
41. —-1.55sp.iu.— Half-mile Ladies’ Wrigley Swim. Open. W rig-
■ ley-Kelowna Cup.
42. — :2.00 p.m.— 225 Class Hydroplanes. Heat.
43. -—2.05 p.m.— 50 yarjds Free Style Sxvim. Girls, 14 and under.
Final. Interior B.C. onl3^
44. -2.15 p.m.— 50 yards Swim. Free St3'le. Men. Open. Logana
Wine Cup.
4o.— 2.20 p.m.—^Junior W ar Canoe Race. United Distillers Cup.
46. — 2^.25 p.m.— 2^5 yards Swim. Free Style. Boys, 10 and under.
47. — 2.25 p.m.— Three-metre Dive. Men. Open. Grand McNish
Cup.
48. — 2.35 p.m.— 50 yards Swim. Free St3de. Ladies. Open. Daily
Province Cup.
49. —■2.'40 p.m.— Men’s Senior Fours. Ojie Mile. Championship
of Okanagan Lake. U.T.C. Cup.
os I
2  I
F A N F A R E  by Wenatchee Junior Eagles Drum and Bugle Corps
rUESDAY. AUGUST 2. J03O
DURING REGATTA
with a
LEONARD
Electric Refrigerator
The biggest bargain of 1938.
JUST A FEW CENTS A DAY 
BUYS ANY MODEL.
Come in and see it ... . Compare it with ALL the 
others . . . .  And don’t buy any refrigerator until 
you do! We’ll be expecting you.
K E LO W N A  ELECTRIC  L IM ITE D
Phone 93 Bernard Ave.
l e - l
LO O K  BEFORE Y O U  B U T !
N A S H  is certainly a car worth seeing 
before you buy any car!
Full of striking values— full of new developments— years 
ahead of other cars in dozens of ways.
N ow  that Nash prices are so low, why not drop 
in and see this car that is making such sales records 
this year?
D. J . K E R R  G AR A G E , LTD .
P H O N E  17 P E N D O Z I ST.
l e - l
Notice
T o U se r s  o f  W a te r  fo r  L a w n  
a n d  G a rd en
When Fire Siren sounds please shut off all 
lawn and garden taps. This does not mean that 
there is a shortage of water, or any restriction on 
its use at other times.
The abnormal use of water for lawns and gar­
dens reduces the pressure to that point where sat­
isfactory fire fighting streams cannot be obtained. 
Fire Prevention By-Law  No. 452 imposes a penalty 
for failure to shut off all water being used for lawns 
apd gardens immediately on the sounding of the 
Fire Alarm.
Please co-operate with the Fire Brigade as re­
quested above, and also be particularly careful 
about fire around your own premises, as the long 
continued heat and low humidity are favorable for 
quick, disasterous fires.
J. D. P E T T IG R E W ,
. Chief, K.V.F.B.
W E  R E P A IR  and overhaul 
all makes of domestic and 
commercial refrigerators.
REFRIGERATION
ENGINEERS
•
Remember —  - - -
W E
C U T
K E Y S
H ave  that ex tra  k e y  m ade  n ow !
TH O M SO N  M O TO RS LTD .
P E N D O Z I  S T R E E T  P H O N E  22
50. -2 .4 5  p .m.-— 50 yards Swim. Free Style. Boys, 14 and under.
Final. Interior B.C. only.
51. -^2.55 p.m.—^100 yards Swim. Free Style. Men. Open. Flud-
son’s Bay Cup.
32.— 2.55 p.in.— Launch Race. Open to all pleasure craft, (rac­
ing hulls barred.)
53.— 3.05 p.m.— 25 yards Swim. B 0 3 S and Girls, 8  and under. 
Kennedy Cup.
Exhibition of Life Saving by Rpyal Life Saving Crew
of Vancouver Amateur Swimming Club.
34. —^ 3.15 p.m.— 200 yards Swim'. Free Style. Ladies. Open.
Empress Theatre Cup.
35. — 3.15 p.m.— W ar Canoe Race. Ladies. 54 mile.
56.-3.25 p.m.— One Mile Swim. Men. Open. B .H .M . Cup.
Exhibition of W^ter Skiing, Tandem and Jumping.
28.— 3.30 p.m.— Ladies, 50 yards Back Stroke. Open. 
38. ;3.35 p.m .— 2 5  yards Sea Hoi^e Race. Final.
Box Cuttings
These are ideal fuel for summer 
and unsurpassed for wihter kindling.
DUMP CARTS ....... ... $2.00
DOUBLE LOADS .... .... $4.00
T H E  S U P P L Y  IS  N A T U R A L L Y  L IM IT E D  S O  P L E A S E  P H O N E  
Y O U R  R E Q U IR E M E N T S  I N  T IM E .
-•~r ..... I
TH E  K E LO W N A  S A W M U l CO.
Limited
Phone 221 Kelowna
THURSDAY, J U L Y  20. 1030 THE KELOWNA COURIER
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Visitors
in' town are
CORDIALLY INVITED 
to call at
KELOWNA’S 
MOST EXCLUSIVE 
DRESS SHOP
FEATURING;—
Imported Woollens in Knit
Goods
Imported Tweeds in tailored 
Suits and Top Coats
TH E  ENGLISH  
W OOLLEN SH O P
Bernard Ave.
le -l
FOR SALE
FO R  SALE on G AD D ER  A V E N U E  at a very reduced price offering a woffderful 
bargain on a fully modern residence containing living room 
with open fire place and hardwood floor, 3 bedrooms, dining 
room, kitchen, bathroom, sleeping porch and glassed-in sun 
porch, basement and furnace, garage, |
woodshed and good garden. PR IC E  ......  v
FO R  SALE New Stucco Bungalow at Okana­gan Mission, situated on the lake- 
shore, convenient to store, school and church. Contains 
two bedrooms, living room, bathroom, wide verandahs, 
kitchen, electric light, domestic water. Large lot, 125 ft. 
by 350 ft. Immediate possession.
For fturther particulars apply Real Estate Department.
OKANAGAN INVESTMENTS CO. LTD.
P h on e  98 P h on e  332
S
EMPRESS T H E A T R EK E L O W N A
FOR ONE DAY ONLY
ON THE SCREEN
M IC K EY  R O O N E Y
— .All ---
HOLD T H A T  
KISS
35c
15c
Dump Duty on Peaches Imported From 
United States Has Becom e E ffective 
From Friday^ July 29, V a lle y  Learns
Look Out! Here He Goes!
Okanagan Delighted with Prompt Issuance of Duty in 
Time to Allow for Marketing of Big Peach Crop This 
Year—Representative Meeting Held at Penticton
OK A N A G A N  soft fruit growers were delighted on Friday morn­ing, July 29, to hear that the dump duty on peaches had become 
effective from that day. The duty is the same as last year, one and 
two-fifth cents per pound, and has come just in time to take care of 
the large; supplies of peaches available from this Valley. Any im­
portations from the United States escaping the duty must show a 
billing as from July 28 and must be rolling within ten days of July 29.
At Penticton on Friday, July 22, a big representative meeting 
of growers, shippers and others interested in the soft fruit deal was 
called by the B.C.F.G.A. Following is a complete account of this 
meeting;
AlJiillCation of dump duty on pouch­
es and pours and opening prices foj’ 
these fruits were discussed at a soft 
fruit conference in Penticton July 22 
afternoon, attended by the members of 
the southern council of the B.C.F.G.A.. 
tho tariff committee of that body and 
representatives of the Fruit Board. 
Fruit inspectors were also present. 
The question of dump protection for 
peaches will be gone into immediately 
by the B.C.F.G.A. tariff committee, the 
meeting having expressed itself as of 
tho opinion that this protection should 
be effective with the shipping of Ro­
chester peaches.
It was agreed that the Okanagan’s 
crop of early white flesh clingstone 
varieties was not sufficiently large to 
justify asking for dump protection in 
view of the fact.that the market could 
not be satisfied with this crop.
Peaches are ripening up rapidly and 
Rochesters will soon be moving from 
the Oliver-Osoyoos area. Bartlett 
pears will also be ready for market 
before long.
In view of the earlindss of the sea­
son those at the conference feel con­
vinced of the necessity of early action 
by'the government although no exact 
date was stipulated by the meeting. 
The tariff committee will arrange the 
date to be suggested to Ottawa.
Hawaiians Coming
r ' "
’V s
T a k e  a  
P i c t u r e
when you go!
IT  D O ESN ’T  M A TTER  
W H E R E  Y O U  GO - - -
To the Regatta;
On yom* Holidays; 
Over the Week-end-
A  P ICTUR E  RECO RD
of your activities will be worth countless money in fond 
memories in years to come.
-weCome in now and sec for yoursclf- 
havc the world-famous KODAKS and 
C IN E -K O D A K S  in every price to suit 
any particular income.
The purchase of a K O D AK  is an 
investment which remains with you 
through the years.
W. R. Trencli Ltd.
Bt,
jy,
vte •n:
''0|6
Phone 73 Bernard Ave.
Bo sure to take along 
a'supply of Kodak Veri- 
cliromc Film with you.
le -l
Here is a smart picture of George 
Athans, British Empire Games com-
 ^Waikiki Beach will be moved ^  the petitor’from Vancouver, whose grace-
................... ............... .............  stage ot the Empress Theatre Wednes- fui form has carried him a long way
Whether there shoiild be a twenty  ^ reproduc- international diving circles. George
cent spread this year between No one be there as jast year defeated Chuck Redling,
peaches and No. two’s and whether well-known Seattle contender, and
the opening price should be ninety- instrumentalists will this year be seeking the Canadian
m Robert Bells ‘Hawaiian Follies.” championship for men at the Kelownafive cents or ninety cents were other „  i 4. j. ■  ^ tr
matters discussed at some length Adjust 3 and 4,
without definite decision. oiuiu lor me last tew years has ^  ^ ^ ^ -------------- --------
A . K. Loyd. B.C.F.GA,. president i S c a  ‘ '  S B M M E E L A N D  P R I N C I P A L
was chaimmn and others In. attend- Ceremonial dances, old and new ver-
ance were F. A. Lewis, chairman tar- gjons of the hula, the Hawaiian rhunt- Caple, M.A., a well known fig-
ifl coimnittee, D. McNair, Associated the new dance called ithe Okanagan educational circles,
Growers, J. S. Browne, Browne Fruit wickrwacki are on the orograiri to be is now studying at Stanford Uni-
Co., Penticton; G. A. Barrat, Fruit presented. versity, California, resigned last week
Board, I?lelotvna,G. E. Broivn, Fruit On the screen you Will see IVIickey the principalship of Summerland
Board Accountant; C. A. King, A. Cu- Rooney and Dennis O’Keefe in “Hold school. His resignation was ac-
mine and D. E. Burpee, Osoyoos; Geo. 
Mabee, H. A. PorteOus and F. W- 
Hack, Oliver; R D. Mutch, Kaleden; 
J. H. East, Keremeos; L. R. Stephens, 
Kelowna; G; DesBrisay and W. H. 
Morris, Penticton; A. MacLachlan, 
Summerland; T. I. Williams, Narama- 
ta; Chief Fruit Inspector Bryson
that Kiss”.
would prejudice the whole situation education, 
because B.C. did not have enough of ■ 
the very early peaches to supply the 
market and in any event these were
cepted with regret. Mr. Caple will take 
a position with the provincial govern­
ment to do experimental work in rural
T h e
V O G U E S h o p
Under the management of
MISS E V E LYN  M cD O NALD
Carries a complete line of 
the nevF Avell known line of
P H A N T O M  H O SIERY
as well as
WOOLS — LINGERIE — CORSETS 
See our stock of Gossard Garments.
le -l
FOR H IG H  CLA3S JOB P R IN T IN G  GO TO  T H E  C O U R IE R
not satisfactory competition for Ame- 
White, Senior Inspector William Read, rican yellow freestones.
Fear that Water street and otherInspector Loveday.
After alluding to the fact that there wholesale rows would have advance
_ '.t ^___ i_ ___ _ •__i ____ J  .Jhad been some misunderstanding in information of the date and would
other seasons about the date of appli- fill up their storage with U.S. peaches 
cation of peach dump duty Fred Lew- was expressed by G. Mabee of Oliver, 
is, tariff committee chairman, said He said he had heard that 35 carloads 
that this gathering had been called to of apricots had been brought in prior 
discuss when the duty should be to the cot dump duty and they had 
sought for 1938. Some of the very hurt the market for the B.C. product, 
early B.C. peaches did not compare This kind of thing seemed to happen 
he thought with American fruit going every year. , ^
to the market at the same time. Fur- Importations at duty time w e r e  
ther, only two and one half per cent merely the result of guesswork Mr. 
of the BjC. peaches were varieties Lewis thought.
coming previous to Rochester. Mr. Mabee wondered why the duty
Figures produced at the meeting could not be made retroactive so as to 
showed that shippers estimates for apply to shipments on the way. This 
1938 in peaches totalled 407,547 crates would make the Water street boys hol- 
as compared with 401,698 last year, igp j^st as they did when a previous 
Elbertas are the leaders with 180,503 government used retroactive regula- 
with J. H. Hales at 70,744, Rochester tions and the wholesalers were caught 
at 69,579, Videttes at 39,962, Valiants with a lot'of cherries brought in from 
and Veterans at approximately 11,000 ^he U.S.
and Crawfords at 11,944. Other var- Under present arrangements all 
ieties make up about 17,000 crates in purchases rolling at the,
this years estimates. time the duty is applied, escape the
From fruit inspectors, however, impost, 
came figures which appeared to indi-. “We have had, a pretty fair deal 
cate a prospective peach crop of 467,- fi-om the present government and our, 
000 crates or 60,000 more than the to- policy has been one of diplomacy and
tals supplied by the shippers to the tact,” replied Mr. Lewis to the Mabee
Fruit Board. ' contention. “This government has a
TTiat a dump duty is particularly plank in its platform about, looking 
important to this year’s crop is seen after the prairie consumer and, we 
from the size of the yield for 1938 as should do nothing which would bring 
compared with only 82.331 crates in legitimate cause for complaint.”
1936, 124,624 in 1935 and 274,655 in He agreed, however, that the duty 
1934. for apricots had been applied later
Rochesters are at their peak in the than the recommendation of the tariff 
Oliver-Osoyoos district. committee and according to report a-'
’The' dump duty was applied last bout 20 cars of American cots had 
year on August 7 but the crop this been imported.
season is probably, ten days earlier Figures in a telegram made avail- 
than in .1937. able to the meeting, however, seemed
Pear dump duty was applied on to indicate that only ten cars of Am-
August 11 last season and Bartletts erican apricots had come on to the 
were moving well in the south at that prairies since the dump went into ef- 
date and out of Penticton in volume feet on July 5, these ten escaping duty 
between August 12 and August 20. because of being on the way when it 
Bartletts. this year will be moving was applied. Regina got three, Saska- 
in good volume from the Oliver-Oso- toon one, Edmonton one and Winni- 
yoos area about August 5. peg five.
Satisfaction with the application of B.C. went
I T S  K l l [  i m y N !
B ig g e r  a n d  B e tte r  T h a n  E v er
Something Doing every, Minute for Two Big Days
KELOWNA'S 3 2 n d  A n n u a l
‘T H E  B IG G EST O F  ITS  K IN D  IN  C A N A D A ’
Wednesday and
A U G U S T  3rd and 4th
SW IM M ING Canadian and B.C. Championships on the program for both days. Competitors from Seattle, Wenatchee, Spokane, 
Chelan and other U.S. points, Vancouver, Victoria, Ke­
lowna, and Okanagan points.
ship-
special duties this year, except in the 
case of apricots was expressed by Mr. 
Lewis at the conference. ’
He said that it would be important
into commercial 
rnents of cots on July 5.
Dealing with cantaloupes and the 
original application of the special duty 
July 12, then its suspension andon
for the meeting to take up such ques- finally re-instatement on July 19, Mr.
tions as what varieties should receive Lewis explained the duty had been
the initial benefit of the duty,. when applied a little too early, cool weather 
the duty should be applied, what was . having checked the cant ripening, so 
the amount of the U.S. production and the committee informed Ottawa and 
what were the U.S. prices. What co- the duty was suspended for a few  
operation could be expected from the days.
trade? The committee, he mentioned had
Speakers agreed with the suggestion tried to play ball with the department, 
advanced by Mr. Loyd that the grow- Capt. Porteous thought that the
ers and shippers should 
question of the quantity
study the peach dump, however, might be edged 
of peache.s forward a day or so so as to prevent
available for the market at the time this inrush of American fruit, which
of duty imposition and make the ap­
plication fair.
going on to the market at a low price 
kept the whole-seqson price down.
Capt. Porteous of Oliver pointed out Mr. Loyd felt that opponents of dump 
that there had never been any general duty would have an argument the 
request for special protection for the moment it was seen that B.C. did not 
very early B.C. peaches, produced in have a flow sufficient for consumers 
small quantity but the feeling had needs.
been that the Rochesters should have According to Mr. Stephens, Kelow- 
. the benefit of the dump tariff. na, a meihbeir of the tariff committee,
According to W. H.'Moimis, Mr. Ro- chief competition came from Califor- 
binson of the Ottawa departmental nia Elbertas. It was likely, however, 
staff had felt’ that applying any spec- that this particular season California 
ial duty to the pre-Rochester varieties Turn to Page 8, Story 1
D IV IN G
W RESTLING
Some of the finest and showiest 
Northwest will be here.
divers in the Pacific
SPEED B O A TS  
RO W ING  -
4  B A N D S  I
Jack McLaughlan, Vancouver contender for W orld’s Title, 
the most popular man in Canada. In the Aquatic Grand­
stand on W E D N E S D A Y  N IG H T , at 8 p.m. Tickets on 
sale at P. B. Willits Drug Stpre.
Wenatchee’s famous racing demon, Frank Sontag, with a 
new boat will be here, also Seattle and Chelan boats.
WAR CANOES -  SAILING
N PARADE and CONCERT
W E N A T C H E E  D R U M  and B U G L E  CORPS, U. S. Champions, 35 pieces.
K E L O W N A  B O Y S ’ B A N D  K E L O W N A  LE G IO N  P IPER S
O M A K  C O W B O Y  B A N D  A N D  E N T E R T A IN E R S
N O V E L T Y  E V E N T S  and E X H IB IT IO N S  G A LO R E  — , M ID W A Y  and C A R N IV A L
Water Skiing and Ski Jurnping —- Exhibition of Life Saving---- Stunting Seaplane
Comedy and Tower Diving
Grand Fireworks Display
Courtesy Shell Oil Co. on T H U R S D A Y  N IG H T , at 9.45 p.m.
B A S E B A L L  —  P E N T IC T O N  vs. K E L O W N A  at 5 p.m. Thursday 
Dances both Nights in the Aquatic Pavilion with the
G R A N D  W IND-UP D A N C E -T H U R S D A Y  A T  10
O V E R F L O W  D A N C E  in the I.O.O.F. T E M P L E  on T H U R S D A Y  N IG H T
P.M.
8 ^
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FIVE-ROOM MODERN STUCCO HOME 
in very desirable location.
$2,700"“
$500 doAvn — for reference call at
E. M. C A R R U TH E R S  &  SON
Phone 127 Bernard Ave.
Ic-l
AND THEY GATHERED FROM MILES AROUND
Final Clearance Sale
White Shoes
*yHERE is plenty of summer
weather ahead — so better 
rush down and replenish your 
shoe wardrobe;
WHILE THESE SAVINGS 
LAST.
PRICE
W ILLIAM S SHOE STORE
“ The Home of Better Shoes”
It’s goin’ to Sse
ONE OF THE LARGEST REGAHAS 
KELOWNA’S HAD FOR MANY YEARS
------------- A N D  A LSO  ------— —
THESE ARE SOME OF THE BIGGEST 
BARGAINS IN MANY YEARS
B R E A K F A ST  SETS, 32 pieces, three designs ;
per set ......................... ..................... .....
AT STOCKWELL’S LIMITED
S A LA D  BO W LS , with servers ; ' l
per set . ..............  ........  .......  ..... . V
AT STOCKWELL’S LIMITED
C E LE R Y  TRAYS, large size;
each ......  ................................  .... O O i /
AT STOCKWELL’S LEVnTED
These were bought in large quantities 
to be sold at almost cost price. Don’t * 
be sorry you missed these BAR G AINS.
GET YOURS EARLY!
HEAH
STOCKWELL’S MELODY MEN
on the air F R ID A Y , 9 to 9.30 p.m. 
— — -----—O V E R  C K O V ----- ------- -
TIME LOST IS MONEY LOST !
Every month you put off the purchase of your Frigidaire 
you are' losing money ! ! •
C L IF F  D A V IS  will cheerfully give you the valuable in­
formation on
G ENERAL M O TO RS 
FR IG ID A IR E
and show you why today IF2 million more Frigidaires are 
sold than any other refrigerator.
Don’t Forget to see
WESTINGHOUSE SENSATIONAL NEW 
GUSHIONED-AGTION W ASHER
STOCKWILL'S LTD.
Phone 324 Kelowna.
FUMERTON*S
August Clearance ef
iV A  ■ Ladies’Summer /J
Apparel
i.- I - r . ■-
SUMMER HATS
■Oosja
t  " « l
Newest styles in smart 
straws, crepes and pastel 
felts—off the face— turbans 
and smart 
brim.............
V. -•
$1.00
It was a gay time in the old town when the lads and lassies gathered for the first Regatta. This colorful picture 
was taken, as far as can be ascertained about 1909. 'This picture was taken from the C.P.R. wharf, looking south-west 
towards the site of the present Aquatic club. They didn’t have as much accommodation for their regattas in those 
days but they had just as much fun.
REGATTA CUPS AND TROPHIES
Event Value 1937 Winners
25.00
20.00
50.00
75.00
100.00
Bob Hooper ...............  Vancouver
Terry McCauley .......  Vancouver
Bob Hooper ...............  Vancouver
Mary Baggaley ........... Vancouver
Vera Cushing ..........   Kelowna
Ladies’ Aggregate ........................... ....  Hiram Walker Cup .............$ 40.00 ............. Noel Oxenbury .........  Vancouver
Ladies 100 yards, Open   ........  Gooderham & Worts C u p ............  15.00 ............  Mary Baggaley ........... Vancouver
Boys’ Junior, 300 yards .......................... ......... C. M. R. C u p ............  50.00 ............  Doug Herbert ................ Kelowna
Boys’ Junior, 50 yards ........................ Monogram Gin Cup ............. 10.00 ............  Don Deans ..................... Kelowna
1 Mile, Open .................................................  B. H. M. Cup .......... 25.00 ............  Bob Hooper ...............  Vancouver
Men’s Open, 400 yards ...... .... .......  Ervan Lucas Boles Cup
Men’s Open, 50 yards ................  .........  Logana Wine Cup
Men’s Aggregate ...................................... . Blackwell Cup
Ladies’ Half-Mile ................. ............. Wrigley-Kelowna Cup
Ladies’ Senior Fours .... ........... ............. Nichol Rowing Cup
Girls’ Junior, 50 yards .................  Kelowna Furniture Cup ............  15.00 ........ . Alice Thomson ...;......... . Kelowna
Boys Junior, 3-Metre Diving ................. Pacific Box Cup ............  50.00  ........... Lyle Sanger  ......... .....  Kelowna
Men’s 50 yard Club Handicap .............    K.A.A. Cup   20.00 ......... Dexter Pettigrew ..... ..........  Kelowna
Ladies’ 50 yard Club Handicap ......................... K.A.A.' Cup .............  25.00 ............. Dot Andison .....'.............  Kelowna
Ladies’ Club Doubles ,................      K.A.A. Cup   12.00 .... . Hazel Jennens ............   Kelowna
Junior Men’s Fours ....... ......... .....;................... , Joyce Cup ............  15.00 ............. Jack Gordon ......... ........ Kelowna
Senior Men’s Doubles ........... .............. ......... McLaren C up ...... . .... 50.00 ...;.........  Tim Hill ...... ...... ...... . Kelowna
Junior War Canoe ..................... .......  United Distillers C u p ......... 15.00 ....... ....  Penticton
Men’s War Canoe..... ....... ........ .............:.... Willis Piano Cup ... ........  12.00 ............  Summerland
Men’s 3-Metre Diving .............. . Grand McNish Cup ..........:.. 25.00 ............. George Athans ..........  Vancouver
Men’s Diyipg Aggregate .................... .... Nichol Diving Cup ............. 100.00 .......... George Athans .............. Vancouver
Noyi^ ; Ciiib Doubles ...........       K.A.A. Cup   6.00 ....  .....  Russell Scrim . ............  Kelowna
]\ieh’s 100 yards Open,     ....... Hudson Bay Cup ............ 35.00   .....  Bob Hooper  ....... Vancouver
First Year Swimmers ...........      Kennedy Cup . 7.00 ............. Allan Barnes .............   Kelowna
“C” Class Outboards ......... :.......................... . Cunard Cup ............. 40.00
Men’s Senior Fours   .....................U. C. T. Cup .................... ... 30.00 .............. Dan McKay   ............. . Nelson
Men’s 5-Metre D iv ing..... ...... ..... .......  House of Lords Cup ......... , 35.00 .......... George Athans ......... .. Vancouver
Apple Box Race .......;................. ............. Ismon Cup .............  .......... 20.00 .... ... Clifton Hoy ...................  Kelowna
Senior Doubles Club ........     Hulme Cup ....... 20.00  ;..... Ted Ennis ....      Kelowna
Ladies’ Junior Fours    ...... ..............  Travellers Cafe Cup .  ........  20.00    ...................... .......... .... Kelowna
Outboards, with racing hull ........... ;....... ........ Leckie Cup ......  5.00 ...............................  .....................  Kelowna
Ladies’ 200 yards Free Style, O pen... . Empress Theatre Cup ............  25.00 ................. .........  ............  ...... Kelbwna
Men’s 200 yards Free Style, Open Van. Breweries Cup ............  25.00 ............  ... ..... Kelowna
Men’s Club Fours ...............     Knowles Cup ........... . 75.00 . H. Lindsay ....    Kelowna
Seagull Sailing .............. ;..... Jones Tent & Awning Co. Cup ......  25.00 ............. Capt. Goldsmith .•... ........ Kelowna
Open Sailing ....     Hamber Cup ......  ...... 75.00 ......  ... Leo Maranda .......     Kelowna
225 Class Hydroplanes .............. .................. Ford V-8 Cup ....  ...  75.00 ............  Frank Sontag ....  Wenatchee
Ladies’ 50 yards, Open .................  ........  ....  Province Cup .......  50.00 ....... .....  Mary Baggaley ...........  Vancouver
Ladies’ 3-Metre Diving .......................... ..! Ogopogo Trophy .... ........ 15.00 .... . Lynda Adams ............  Vancouver
WOMEN’S AND MISSK’ 
SUMMER DRESSES
One and two piece styles, in rayon crepes, 
prints and florals. Sizes 14 to 20, -
to 44..............................................  2 )0 .4 5 ^
SPORTSWEAR
Terry slacks, shorts and pullovers in Q Q  
white and coloi-s; clearance, each ...... J / O C
NEW DIRNDL FROCKS
JUST ARRIVED— New Drindl Frobks—that are 
taking the country by storm. Sizes d*-|
14 to 20. Special, each ...................
AUGUST CLEARANCE 
OF SUMMER SHOES
Women’s and Misses’ Summer Shoes in 
white and colors in leathers, fabrics, lin­
ens, sandals, stripes—Shop early for these 
values to $3.95 for, 
per pair .... ................ ......... $1.88
FU M E R TO N ’S L IM ITE D
‘WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
le-1
Affection in the Classroom
The teacher had been giving a les­
son on the reindeer, its -haunts, habits 
and uses. One boy was not paying piJsed, and then replied: 
the slightest attention, so the teacher ’am, it makes things grow.
pounced on him.
“Now, Tommy, what is the use of 
the reindeer?” she asked him.
The startled youngster looked non-
Please ma-
REVIVE LADY 
OF THE LAKE 
COMPETITION
BiislE&ess Men !
IN U R IN G  the current week thousands of visitors 
from all Okanagan centres and many distant 
cities will be in The City of Kelowna to attend the 
regatta.. On this festive occasion the Kelowna 
Board of Trade requests that the visitors within 
our gates be shown by every citizen, that customary 
hospitality for which our city is justly famous.
Regatta IVeek is one of the more important 
events in the annual life of our city. It is a festive 
occasion and accordingly the city should be decor­
ated in a festive spirit. The City is doing its part 
by erecting the streamers of flags on Bernard Ave­
nue. However, as a gesture of welcome to our 
visitors, the Board urges every business place to 
make some individual contribution to the decor­
ative scheme. If every business place displayed 
one flag or suitably decorated a window, the entire 
business district would present an appearance in 
keeping with the spirit of the. occasion. Such an 
effort would impress upon our visitors that we-are 
pleased to have them with us.
Four Young: Ladies are Compet­
ing for Honor of Ruling Over 
32nd Annual Regatta
Revival of the Lady of the Lake 
contest is to be a welcome addition to 
Kelowna’s 32nd annual Regatta this 
year and will add a colorful feature 
to Thursday afternoon’s program. Four 
pretty aquatic stars. Dot Andison, Bet­
ty Poole, Alice Thomson and Noel 
Deans are the four beauteous young 
damsels who are competing for this 
high honor, won last time by Miss Kay. 
Hill, who was also known as Miss Ju­
bilee, being the Interior’s rep­
resentative for the title of queen of 
Vancouver’s Jubilee, an honor which 
lost some of its merit with the result­
ant mix-up in financial arrangements 
in the Terminal City.
The lucky young lady who is chosen 
as Lady of the Lake from these four 
contestants, who are all members of 
the Ogopogo Swim Club, will be in­
troduced by Lloyd A. Da5^  president 
of the Kelowna Boating Club, on
LAK E SH O R E  P R O P E R T Y
SEVEN-ROOM MODERN HOME
Beautiful gardens, 20 acres of land 
suitable for pasture. Lovely setting 
at Okanagan Mission. Owner has 
returned to England.
Very reasonable.
McTAVlSH & WHILUS, LIMITED
REAL. ESTATE INSURANCE
le-1
Thursday afternoon, when the Wenat­
chee Junior Eagles Drum and Bugle 
Corps is staging its fanfare.
The chosen girl w ill rule for the 
balance of the Regatta and until her 
successor is chosen in 1939.
Winner will be chosen from the 
votes of ticket sellers in the ladies’ . 
auxiliary ticket selling campaign. Each 
seller of a book of tickets may vote 
for any one of the four girls, and the 
girl who receives the most votes will 
be adjudged the Lady of the Lake.
Perverted Sense of Humor 
Isn’t Appreciated by 
Provincial Police
cient design. The feet were of hay 
stuffed into socks. But the head was 
the masterpiece. A  gaudy, brown 
Hallowe’en mask sufficed for the face, 
daubs of purple paint making the en­
tire picture more grotesque. On the 
head was an old, slouch cap pulled 
well down. White cotton, batten serv­
ed for the eyes. Over the white shirt 
was neatly draped a blue serge suit 
coat.
“ The provincial police still have Ex­
hibit No. 1 slouched over a chair in 
the office, in tthe typical position of a 
drunken man. They are continuing 
their search for the practical joker 
who conceived this stupid hoax.
The Board of Trade requests your co-operation 
in this matter.
K E LO W N A  B O A R D  OF T R A D E
le-
MAKE THIS YOUR 
HEADQUARTERS for
WHILE IN TOWN.
Okanagan Pottery  ^
“Kelowna” Souvenirs 
Framed Local Pictures
- all reasonably priced -
R O Y A L  A N N E  
SH O P
Royal Anne Hotel Building
le-1
A  practical joker with a' perverted 
sense of humor went to work last 
week and caused the provincial po­
lice no end of trouble.
Can you imagine a tall, six foot four 
policeman, climbing laboriusly hand 
over hand up the tricky incline of the 
high oil well timbers at Okanagan 
Mission beach, until he was more than 
100 feet from the ground, shuddering 
at the sight of a gruesome “ corp-se” 
dangling from the end of a rope. And 
can you imagine his disgust when he 
found that the horrible-looking object 
was only a dummy.
Such was the experience of the pro­
vincial police last Friday morning 
when they recieved several telephone 
messages from Okanagan Mission that 
a man had committed suicide and was 
hanging from a rope off the top of the 
oil well; -
Constable Ben Fowls, who is re­
lieving in Kelowna, was elected to 
make the hazardous climb and his 
hands still show evidence of the many 
slivers which he received. He did not 
pack the “man” down with him, he 
just cut the rope and let him drop.
Sohie practical joker had gorte to 
considerable trouble in *arranging an 
elaborate dummy. The body and legs 
were stuffed with hay, covered with a 
white shirt and grey trousers of an-
' . ■ i ''- ■ : ■ •' . . . .  ■
EXCITING DAYS 
AHEAD. .
New activities, new clothes, 
all requiring the careful flat­
tery of the Royal Anne 
Beauty Salon service.
M a k e  a n  appo intm ent today! 
P H O N E  503
ROYAL ANNE 
BEAUTY SALON
le-1
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M IS C E LU N E O U S  
SM ALL A D V T S .
S P E C IA L  L O W  R A T E  FO R  CASH  
One c«>nt per w o r d .  
Miiiiinuiii cliurge. twciitjT-flvo cftuta. 
If plioiicd or charged, two cents pci 
word. Minimum charge, thirty cents.
No rcBpoiiiiibility acce|)te<l lor error* in advert' 
iiirmriil* reccired by telcpbone.
A  N N O U N C T N G  the W re st lin g  m atch
on Wcdno.sduy evening at 0 p.rn. 
'rickets now on sale 'at P. B. Willlta 
& Co. Ltd. Ic-lc
SAVE YOUR M O N EY-Take a Busi- 
ne.ss Course. Herbert’s Business Col- 
Jt*ge, Kelowna tlie largest Business 
Seiiool in the Interior 11-'Ip
AlBilCOTS foj- sale at M. L. Kuii)ers. 
Okanagan Mission, Phone 2.'iOL3.
!»-:ic
WAN'l’EU — Furnislied liouse, thitsi 
bedrooms, responsible tenant, pos­
session last of August or September. 
Apply No. 219 Courier.
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-tiand 
furniture. O. L. Jone.s Furniture Co.. 
Ltd. at (f<
R O N  PROSSER 
G A R A G E
h'or all automobile troubles. 
Up-to-date equipment 
Skilfed labor.
S T A N D A R D  G AS & O IL
Phone 71 Kelowna
lc-1
THE WINNERS OF THE BIG RACE
.‘l , • 1 '/f , j. ' ' ,,v. s I i i ' V ’ I t  ^«|r<
k f
,,4
SECRETARIES—Use the Announcer 
.ment column to announce dates of com­
ing events and you will find others 
will assist you in keeping the dates 
free of conflicting engagements.
25-lfc
NO W  is the time to freshen up your 
desk for spring. Clean out the winter’s 
rubbish and refurnish with restful 
green blotting-paper, obtainable at the 
Courier Office, ten cents per sheet.
37-tfc
DURING THE 
REGATTA. . .
THE A Q U A T IC  
T E A  HOUSE
is ready to
L IG H T
SOFT
ICE
serve you with
L U N C H E S
D R IN K S
CREAM
ENJOY YOUR MEALS AT  'THE 
COOLEST SPOT IN  THE CITY
The Tea House is also in charge 
of the soft drinks and ice cream 
concession in the boathouse.
1-e
P U R E  F O O D  
M A R K E T
For Regatta Days and other hot 
.summer mealtimes, you will find 
Burns’ Coolced and Canned Meats 
are delicious and appetizing and 
solve the housewives’ cooking 
problem. Call in or Plione 135. 
Here are a few of the many 
splendid buys available:^
Boiled, Bilked and Spiced IIAM  
JELLIED TONGUE  
CHEESE LOAF  
HEAD CHEESE 
CORNED BEEF 
BOLOGNA — WEINERS 
King and Garlic BOLOGNA  
COTTAGE ROLLS 
TENDERIZED PICNIC  
SHOULDERS
only requires 10 minutes cooking 
to the pound.
IIORMEL CHICKEN 
whole or half. 
BONELESS CHICKEN 
SPICED HAM  
CANNED TONGUE  
BAKED SAUSAGE  
PICKLED PIGS FEET 
CORNED BEEF HASH  
CHICKEN FRICASSEE 
BEEF STEW
SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS  
SANDWICH s p r e a d  
SALAD DRESSING
PHONE 135
BURNS
AND COM PANY .'LIMITED
.i*C
{pV
'.V
...
H ’ '“'t
 ^ L*..
/ i.....
1
'jj
f
i.f.tefc
Way back in 1909 the war canoe races were just as popular as they are 
today. In the top picture is shown the Kelowna crew just after it vanquished 
Summerland and Naramata. Summerland and Naramata had big important 
regattas before the war and they were bigger communities than Penticton in 
those days. Their crews always gave Kelowna the real battle and now Sum­
merland is back in the running aS strong as ever. Four crews w ill' race on 
’Thursday, August 4, representing Penticton, Summerland, Kelowna and Oyama.
AMERICANS ARE 
PLANNING STUNTS 
FOR REGATTA
Cowboy Band and Cowgirl Trio 
to Perform Advertising Omak 
Stampede— Chelan Plane W ill 
be Coming
If its dilforent tiu'i) you can bet 
your bottom ilollar that it is American.
’I’liis axiom is true many times over, 
and tile visit of American delciitatioiis 
to ICi'lowiin for tbe 32rul annual Re­
gatta this year will beai' out l!u? tiuth 
of I lie statement.
’Two American cities are planning 
displays whieli will be dilTereiit in the 
extreme from any tiling which ha.s fea­
tured a Kelowna Regatta to date.
Fifty citizens from Onialc, Washing­
ton, will arrive in Kelowna for the 
two days, advertising tlieir well- 
Itnown Omak Slaini^ede. They will 
be accompanied by a cowboy band 
and a cow-girl trio, and tlieir addition 
should prove popular to the populace 
of this Canadian city and its many 
visitors.
Dr. Doug Dewar, who.se civic enter­
prise for his home city of Chelan. 
Wash., is well-known throughout the 
. Pacific Northwest, is planning to let 
all the attendants at the Kelowna Re­
gatta know full well that Chelan is 
ahso staging a bang-up aquatic sports 
carnival on August 6 and 7. Dr. De- 
war will fly to Kelowna, arriving in 
this vicinity about 2.30 o’clock Wednes­
day afternoon.
From his plane ho intends to dis­
tribute advertising material for the 
Chelan Regalia. Unfortunately, there 
is no customs clearing house for air­
planes in Kelowna and Dr. Dewar will 
have to take his plane to Vernon to 
formally enter Canada. The plane is 
piloted by Dean Godwin, who made 
a memorable flight from New York to 
Newfoundland in 1933, carrying serum 
to check an epidemic.
BOX FACTORIES IN
E M PLO YM ENT SERVICE OF C A N A D A
€]hange of O ffice
, * :  ■, V 'Due to the lack of space the Employment Service of Canada office 
has been moved from the B.C. Government Office to the former 
bowling alley, next door to the Government Liquor Store.
Employers are asked to bear this office in mind and when in need 
of workers call in or phone this office.
THE NEW PHONE NUMBER IS
in continuing operations.
The Wenatchee Box corporation’s 
in r  A OTTTI^T/^'T'J^IVT Plant here and the Wright Lumber
yy A N H I I M l l  a t ID I  L L iw i j l ! t  company’s plant on Blewett pass, shut
down Saturday night, July 23, throw- 
— ing 175 men out of work; the Harris
Lack of Orders Throws Hundreds mill at Ardenvoir shut down within a
f  ITT T\/r \\T__1, week, laying off another 175 men, andof Wenatchee Men out of Work chelan Lumber & Box mill will
--------- also close soon, leaving 125 men job-
With only 1,500,000 box shook deliv- less. The Zosel mill at Oroville has 
ered, compared with 6,500,000 at the already closed and one or two others* 
same date last year, and with no fin- have already shut down or are pre- 
ancial arrangements made for buying paring to do so.
the district’s box supply, Wenatchee Comparing the box situation now 
district mills are preparing to shut with one year ago, about 15 per cent of 
down until they receive orders for this season’s supply has been bought 
their output sufficient to justify them and delivered, compared with about 65
per cent one year ago at the same date. 
No steps have apparently been taken 
by any of the federal loan agencies to 
finance box purchases. The box price 
this year is about one cent lower than 
it was one year ago. Manufacturers 
declare that unless some arrangements 
are made immediately for financing a 
box supply, it will be physically impos­
sible to get out the logs and manufac­
ture the district’s box supply in time 
for the coming crop.
Candor
“Germany’s new air force is not a 
peace parade instrument.’’—Field-
Marshal Goring.
40 a
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CREWS
ROWING
*
• h
BAR€AIHIS
'37 CHEVROLET
$845 
'26 STUDEBAKER
>UPE. Good tires, motor. OpT
eap transportation ...... tOX iw O
'27 WHIPPET
DAN. With licence.....  1 Q
good little car...........
'29 CHEVROLET
$145
SEDAN DELIVERY
60-day guarantee.
Priced for quick sale .
COUPE. Good tires. 
Reduced from $265 . .....
TRUCK, Sold as is. 
No licence ..............
'29 CHEVROLET
$245 
'33 DODGE *
SEDAN. Transmission, pistons and 
rings replaced. This car Q K Q K  
won’t last at this price. t f fD O O
'26 CHEVROLETm
SEDAN. No licence. Q
It runs O.K....................d lA O
'37 FORD
“85” LIGHT DELIVERY
60-day guarantee. 6-ply
tires. Beautiful condition. < D '*O U
'29 ESSEX
$185 
'27 FORD COUPE
["he best model “T” in B.C.
■Jo licence ............. ....... W/OI/
'28 WHITE TRUCK
$185
'26 FISHER
$135
SEDAN. Motor and body 
good. Tires fair. ...........
A  real truck except on 
hills. No licence ..........
TRUCK. Runs well. 
No licence .....  .......
T H E SE  rARE! JUST-SOM E O F  T H E  E X C E L L E N T  B U Y S  W E  H A V E  TO  OFFER.
Don McLeati Motors
PHONE 207 BERNARD and PENDOZI
mwnnnnin
From Page 1, Column 3 
tween Kelowna and the two southern 
war canoe contestants from Summer- 
land and Penticton. When Kelowna 
went to Penticton last ’Thursday for 
the senior war canoe race, the Or­
chard City lads would not take more 
than thirteen in their canoe. They 
claimed that it, would not hold more 
than that number of senior competi­
tors. Penticton and Summerland com­
plained bitterly that this was not fair, 
but eventually raced, and Kelowna 
was adjudged the winner.
Issue U ltim atum
Summerland and Penticton have is­
sued an ultimatum that unless Kelow­
na agrees to place fifteen in its boat 
there will be no competition from the 
south for the Kelowna • Regatta. Ke­
lowna is sticking by its guns, so the 
Regatta managements has wired east 
to obtain an 'officials ruling on the de­
licate problem in question, and will 
ask all three , crews to abide by the 
eastern decision, which they will like­
ly do.
Over the half-mile course the senior 
war canoes generally are forced to 
take, a turn is necessary and with 
four canoes entered from Oyama, Ke­
lowna, Summerland and Penticton, a 
ball-up is likley to take place at the 
turning point. The' Regatta manage­
ment has solved this problem, it is 
thought, by arranging a straight-away 
heat with all four canoes entered. The 
first two crews to cross the line will 
go into the finals over the entire half- 
mile, with the turn included. If the 
water is at all rough then a few spills 
may be in order, and these are always 
to the delight of the customers.
Members of the three war canoe 
crews representing Kelowna on Thurs­
day afternoon are as follows;
Senior war canoe: R. Sanger, bow, 
A. Samberg, D. Verity, A. Reed, Tuck 
Embrey, H. Watson, Jack Thomson, 
Dick Cawdell, August Casorso, Jack 
Longley, Bert Daynard, Cli\'o McCall 
and Bill Sands, captain.
Junior war canoe: Basil Jennens,
bow, Lyle Sanger, Murray Brown, 
Bob Spall, Ron Wilkinson, Fred Evans, 
Lawrence Ashley, , Angus Roberts, 
Don McLennan, Bob Hume, Roy Rich­
ards, Jim Whillis, Dave Chapman, 
Jack Longley and Don Poole, captain.
Ladies war canoe: Maureen Mar­
shall, Joan Pantop, Wilma Jenkins, Ida 
Cawthome, Ivy Clagget, Alyce Ander­
son, Joan Blakeborough, Elsie Kras- 
isault, Dorothy Marshall, Wilma Day, 
Una Morrison, Patsy Longley, Daphne 
Rbyle, Jack Longley, bow, Bill Sands, 
captain. : ______■'
Before paper was invented, China’s 
scribes wrote on strips of wood, and 
later on cloth.
G ENERAL
E LE C TR ie
R ESEAR CH  K EEPS G-E  
PR O D UC TS YEAR S  
A H E A D .
In choosing General Electric you 
can be sure you have an electric 
appliance embodying all- the lat­
est conveniences—appliances that 
will give you years of depend­
able’ service.
For half a century the General. 
Electric monogram has stood for 
the highest quality and greatest 
value in electrical products.
SEE T H E  N E W
1939 G-E 
R A D IO  
$29^^
L .S .M cK IN N 0 N
—  at —
L O A N E ’S H A R D W A R E
UST  as the once efficient covered wagon and sturdy 
ox team had to- give way to progressive development, 
so the old time grocery store, having served its pur­
pose, has undergone a process of evolution, in recent 
decades, that places it now among the most highly spec­
ialized institutions in the field of commerce. ,
The few score of lines that once constituted a well 
varied stock of foods have expanded so that your grocer, 
today, must carry hundreds—;cven thousands— of them to 
meet your every day demands.
Food commodities from every continent and almost 
every country in the world are placed at your disposal now 
by your grocer and he knows their place of origin, how they 
are produced and processed, their uses and their qualities.
Your grocery store is interesting— get well acquainted 
with it. Visit it regularly and leisurely. • Meander through 
it, examine the goods, read the labels and “A SK  Y O U R  
GROCER.” If he is up-to-date, H E  K N O W S  and he is 
waiting to serve you.
Goriloii’s Grocery
PHONES -  30 -  31R E G U L A R  D E L IV E R IE S P R O M P TS E R V IC E
A L L  
W H IT E  
H E L P
A L L  
W H IT E  
H E L P
Special Buy for August
YO U RBED RO O M
GOES MODERN!
Four Fine Pieces
$ 6 9 . 5 0
DEUCATESSEN AND RESTAURANT
O F  K E L O W N A — N E X T  T O  G O V E R N M E N T  O FFICE  
Wish to announce that we will be open for business
August 1st, 1938.
OUR DELICATESSEN DEPARTMENT
VYill have a full line of roast meats, lunch meats, imported 
and domestic cheese, roasted fowls, meats, pies and saladk.,
OUR LUNCH COUNTER
Will have a wonderful assortment of foods to choose from 
at very reasonable prices.
OUR DINING ROOM
Is a place you will be proud to entertain your friends in. 
Full course meals served a-larcarte,
DANCING IN THE EVENINGS
OPEN ALL NIGMT
MR. & MRS. J. W. MYERS -  OWNERS
And you'll always be glad 
you selected this modest - 
suite—new and smart, styl­
ish and definitely not ex­
treme! Carefully selected 
walnut veneers— a splend­
id suite, nice enough for 
any home!
Suite consists of
BED - CHIFFONIERE 
VANITY - STOOL
O. L. JONES
PHONE 435 LIMITED BERNARD AVE.
1
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h O U  KtERERON
JL Jn^ Jh^ ML
Phone 105 Day or Night
T U B  ' ‘C O U tt lE R "  FO K  JO B  P R IN T IM O
Twot, Tootl
One niyhl, two men were drivinjJ 
furiously In u cur ulonj,' ii roucl that 
run side bly side with u railway truck. 
Suddenly lui express train, travelling 
in the o|)posite direction, llaslied by 
them.
“I say," said one, "did you notice 
how that village was lit up?"
“Yes," re,t)licd the other; “llrst house 
was on fire.”
-More About-
DUMP DUTY 
ON PEACHES
TWO B. C. CHAMPIONSHIP CUPS
T
AND
M O N E Y
with
Begg Motor Co. Service
From I’age 5, Column 4 
would be drying rnon; peaches than 
usual. The Washington Elbertas came 
blong about August 15. There was 
the possibility to be kept in mind that 
as IJ.C. was ahead of the usual nvur- 
kct time, California might not be well 
in advance and therefore would not 
have the fruit available for heavy 
shipments at this date into Canada.
Tl»e jobber ought to be warned to 
give the B.C. producer a fair deal, 
tliought R. D. Mutch. Kaleden. He 
felt that certain wholesalers brought 
in large quantities of American pcach- 
ca about dump duty time, the B.C. in­
terests should send some extra cars 
into their territory and give them 
some competition to tiiink about.
There was general agreement at the 
meeting that the date of protection 
should be sucli as to give protection to 
the Oliver-Osoyoos area aS Penticton 
and north would be certain to have it, 
duo to being about a week or ten days 
behind the other district.
There was also the feeling that the 
southern crop would this year be 
large enough to take care of the mar­
ket requirements when the U.S. flow 
diminished and before the Penticton- 
Summerland crop arrived.
There was considerable discussion 
about various suggested duty dates 
but eventually the matter was left 
with the tariff committee.
On the cot situation Mr. McNair ex-
UiiOt*
155.000 crates as compared with about
250.000 this season. B.C. cots were 
ready this year before the time expec­
ted and consequently there was a mar­
ket congestion.
might be accomplished.
The price of peaches came in for 
He argued that to fix a too-early some discussion. G. A. Barrat favored 
date for peaches would create a howl making the spread between No. ones 
in various consuming centers because and . Number twog twenty cents in- 
B.C. had the duty but was not supply- stead of ten cents, 
ing the fruit. In his opinion there was G, DesBrlsuy, Penticton, asked a- 
room for more collaboration. between bout the “select” grade which, explain- 
the Okanagan and the jobbers and ed W. H. Morris, had been provided 
some arrangemnt • should be worked for in the Act and which it had been
This is the busiest traffic sSa§6ti of 
the year. You’ve got to be alert every 
minute, ready for any emergency. 
50% of your safety depends oh your­
self—-the other 50% on your c^ r !
Have it checked now !
R E G A T T A  WEEK SPE C IAL 
W ASH  O R  GREASE
Our Regular $1.25 Service Work 
done by expert attendants with 
the most modern equipment. ......
SAIiES AND  SERVICE 
CHRYSLER  
PLYM OUTH  
DODGE  
DESOTO
Passenger Cars 
Dodge & Fargo Tracks
a u t o  accessories
FIRESTONE TIRES 
TOWING SERVICE
BEGG M O TO R  C O M PA N Y  LTD
Bernard Avenue Phone 232 Kelowna, B.C.
1
Encouraging word has been received 
out so that the valley had something thought would bring a premium but from Ottawa by Reeve W. G. Wilkins 
to supply to all markets. which did not. These are sixty fives on the tentative proposal of Penticton
Mr. Lewis thought that there had and larger and they show three municipality to obtain $100,000 from 
not been much consideration shown pounds more per crate. the governments at two per cent in-
by the jpbber§ to..the Okanagan’s ef- q . Mabee pressed for insist- terest for development of the domestic
fort for'co-operation. . ence on a premium for 65’s and larger water system.
Washington cot prices had been 55c s. Browne replied that the buyers A  telegram from Hon. Ian Macken- 
to 65c f.o.b, which Mr. McNair did ^ould in such an event merely order zie states that the machinery of the 
not consider dumped prices. An eco- j^y sizes and therefore the premium new act has just been put in force, 
nomic price in the Okafiagan was 65c ^ould not arrive. There was some Application forms covering the pro­
be thought. . compensation from the cannery in posed borrowing will be sent at once
The government should "be supplied jjaigg for large-sized peaches but not from Ottawa to the municipal office, 
with dates when the Okanagan was gj^ipj^enfs. Mr. McNair Hon. Mr. Mackenzie will support Pen-
ready to ship small lots, half cars and that a price difference ticton’s application, it is said by the
cars of peaches or other fruits, said larger sizes could be main-_ ____ _____ reeve.
G. Mabee. The Okanagan would only tgined ^ n"d*Mr~ Earrat rai<^ pd the ques- As soon as these forms are complet- 
be injuring its position by trying to whether there was a dis- ed and returned, information w ill be
steal a march with very early dates. criminating public willing to pay a forthcoming as to the extent of the
J. S. Browne felt that Rochesters premium loap available to Penticton., It is pro-
would make a good start and it was ^ was that the ^able then that a public meeting will____ an +v,o cTQT, Concensus of opinion was xnat_ xne ,
E v S i f a J d  the iS ;e r "ta frS t  be caUed, preparatory to submission
three V ’s which were coming
last season.into size and quality than
, Growers previously had grown a lot
® r.‘’McKTa5 “t e e d  with Capt. P o r -  > t  small ,fruit, perhaps because there
of a local bylaw.
t e Z  ;h r t h e ^ “9 r c r ; ^ w o C r ^  io“‘a was- so m «e_ dteere^^^^^ price he-
lo n rw a 'rto w V d rfllh n J  t h t w e S t . ;  S " c U o “  a M  S ^ e m f i i r T e a e t
But would there be 
price premium,
■IL
“CLO T H E S  OF R E F IN E M E N T ”
N O W  OFFERS
Extra Patats Free
Many of you know what the Leishman Label 
means to the supei^ior quality and workman­
ship of your tailored-to-measure suit. W ell 
known as “Makers of the best tailored gar­
ments for Men.”
The most outstanding values ever ofifered by Leishman.
Y o u  S a v e  from  $ 1 0 .0 0  to  $ 1 9 .5 0
SPECIAL PRICES
$35 .00 , $ 3 9 .5 0 , $47 .50
Canadian demand , for peaches. ___
T h ere  was plenty last year Mr. es were coming.
Browhe pointed out and until the ere- the advantage “  , ,
dit situation was changed the supply some of those present asked, 
in sight seemed sufficient. Capt. Porteous did not think the
Reverting to the idea of fighting the growers competent to set the opening 
jobbers who imported Anierican stuff price. Mr. Browne said that the Cal-: 
on the eve of the duty application, ifornia situation would have to be 
Mr. Lewis asked if the meeting wished known better. U. S. figures pointed 
to give authority in that direction, to forty to fifty cents on Elbertas.
Mr. Mabee agreed with the notion Mr. Loyd felt that 
and went on to suggest that the gov- pnee would 
eminent ought to give the fruit pro- same as last yean 
ducers full protection to the extent the market a^sorbed^^ore th^^ ^ e  
which would assure him a minimum B.CL crop, '
price based on experimental station McNair declared that a price ^
figures. No one here grumbled at a maintained if the supply was con- 
guaranteed price to the wheat farmer trolled.
such as 8 7 cents a bushel and he did It was to be remenibered that there 
not see any reason why, therefore, the was no money in selling peaches after 
prairies fruit buyers should object to the middle of September; Mr. Brown 
the growers getting a pegged price, reminded the: gathering. In his opin- 
Perhaps if all the producers got out i o n  ninety cents would not be out of 
and trucked their fruit and kicked the line for an opening price. Others fav- 
deal over for a year or so something ored ninety-five or a dollar.
- ' ' ' • • ' Answering a query Mr. McNair said
, the new Candoka peach had been well
received. This was a case of a limited 
quantity of an a>tractive article.
After further desultory conversation 
the meeting broke up.
The date of dump duty application 
for both peaches and pears was left 
to the tariff committee, with the real­
ization however that it will be very 
soon. The opening price for peaches 
was also left with the committee.
The idea of bearing down on whole­
salers who break the market with last 
minute American importations was 
canvassed.
The dissatisfaction over the apricot 
situation was reviewed briefly.
Views were exchanged upon the 
general soft fruit outlook.
It was agreed that southern Roches- 
ters should receive protection as the 
first in the peach l|ne to come under . 
the wing of the dump tariff.
And that summed up the afternoon’s 
business. ,
Torture *
A  long-winded lawyer defended a 
client unsuccessfully, and during the 
trial the judge received the following 
note: “The prisoner humbly prays that 
the time occupied by the plea of the 
.counsel for the defense be counted in 
his sentence."
T H IS  O FFER  EX PIR E S  A U G U S T  20th 
Be sure of a perfect fit and get your suit from
Melsdn G. Bdake
'Y O U R  SU IT  S P E C IA L IS T ’ 220A j^ernard Ave
AFTER THE DANCE
Follow the Crowd to
JIM  Q U O NG ’ S
All Night Service
CITY PARK CAFE
Just opposite south Entrance to 
the Park.
le-1
andBritish Columbia championships will be decided on Wednesday 
plained that the wholesalers probably Thursday as the Wrigley junior half-mile swim for boys and girls w ill be 
did not have any advance information decided. The first cup is the one for junior boys and the other is for the girls’ 
about the date of the dump. They half-mile. The boys’ trophy went last year to Gordon Lawrence of Victoria, 
bought the cots when the American gnd the girls’ to Betty Baggaley, Vancouver, who beat out her plucky Kelowna 
crop was ready, remembering that B. rival, Alice Thomson, by only one hand in the most thrilling event of the day. 
C. could not supply the trade last a  chance to take a trip to the Canadian National Exhibition at Toronto is being 
year when shipments amounted^ to given the winners of the half-mile Wrigley swims in B.C. this year by the
Wrigley company, it is understood.
MAY BORROW BIG 
SUM FROM DOMINION
Penticton Council Encouraged on 
$100,000 Loan Proposal
I
Y o u ’ l l  G e t  M o r e  P l e a s u r e  P e r  M i l e
C i
By L e t t i n g  U s  S e r v i c e  Y o u r  C a r  !
TRY OUR 3-POINT SPECIAL
1. —WASH
2. —OIL
3. —GREASE
Smith Garage
l e - l
COOL CRISP SALADS
make the ideal luncheon se­
lection — temptingly served 
at the
ULYBET
Cake Shop
T R Y  O N E  OF O U R  R E G A T T A  SPE C IALS  
A T  O UR  F O U N T A IN — A L W A Y S  
R E F R E SH IN G  A N D  C O O L IN G
Have you met our new forelady DOROTHY 
FRANKS—Experienced in making the very 
latest in attractive tea, luncheon and dinner
plates.
Remember FRED BURR Sr„ is your one and only 
MILK and MALT BREAD BAKER.
P H O N E  116 le -1
!
SEND TO
M A P L E
L E A F
Our modern equip­
ment, our modern 
methods give unpar­
alleled results to the 
cleaning we do. It’s 
done Carefully to pro­
tect fine fabrics, and 
thoroughly to insure 
your satisfaction. .
Special Attention to 
Ladies’ Work.
D R I-S H E E N  Dry Cleaning
Phone 285 for our speedy 
pick-up service.
MAPLE LEAF DYERS & CLEANERS
le-1
AHA! “Certainly, my good man, here’s
“Lady, could youse give me a quarter, quarter. Where is the family?’’ 
to get me where my family is?” “At de movies.’’— Commerce.^
We have a good supply on hand 
—be wise and get in your next 
winter’s requirements and avoid 
the risk of having to accept wet 
fuel.
$ 4 .0 0F IR  or P IN E  SLABS, 3 ricks
D R Y  BO X  C U T T IN G S —
D o u b le  L o a d  .................  $4.00-
S in g le  L o a d  ........... .......... $2J25
S.M. SIMPSON LTD.
PHONES—MiU Office: 313
General Office: 312
® Here’s a cHsliiiclive 
Canadian beer that is 
brewed and matured 
to a rare perfection
Also ask for famou» 
BURTON type ALE 
and SILVER SPRING STOUT
Westminster Brcnrcry. Limited
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor. CPhtroj Of
the Government' of British Columbia.
1
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D. CHAPMAN & CO.
LIMITED
H a u la g e  C on tractor*. W a re lio o e ln a  
and D iBtributiiig. W e  epecia li*#  In 
F urn itu re  M ov in g , C on tract o r  Mm- 
ergont F ru it H au lin g . P h o n e  2MI
A G E N T  FO R
D  V *  ^  j /k  S tw A S i
The Most Economical Fuel 
For Cooking
A . J. JONES
M A C H IN E  SH O P  
A N D  B O A T W O R K S  
Ph on o 172 W a te r  Btroel
N e x t  to P o w e r  l lo o a e
Okanagan G row ers and Business M en  
Rejoice as Privy Council V erd ic t 
Brings End to Vears o f Indecision
Leaders in Industry Agree that Upholding of B.C. Act 
Will Have Far-Reaching Effeqt—Expect Many Other 
Boards to Function Now—Promote Stabilization and 
Orderly Marketing
THRILLS AND SPILLS GALORE AS THEY PADDLE FURIOUSLY
JU L Y  27, 1938, will stand out as a “Red Letter Day” in the annals of the Okanagan Valley for the reason that it was the date of 
the announcement from London, England, that the Judicial Com­
mittee of the Privy Council had upheld the British Columbia Mar­
keting Act, as being within the powers of the province under the 
terms of the British North America Act of 1867.
Of Great liniiortaiicc
H O P  L E E  
LA U N D R Y
24 H O U R  SE R V IC E
One block up the street from 
the Park entrance.
W H Y  W E A R  A i R T Y  
CLOTHES?
lE -l
This decision, so key men in Britisli 6iiize (he milk producin/' industry 
Columbia’.s agriculture pointed out. was through control ctlected by licensing, 
of far-tlung importance because it Board’s power to enforce such
would not only strcngtlicn the move- control has been established iicrman- 
ment in this province to stabilize the cntly by the Privy Council’s finding, 
marketing of agricultural product.^ but 
it would have a similar clTept in On­
tario, Nova Scotiu and Now Brunswick
which have enacted legislation parall- j
cling that of British Columbia; in Qtie- m r "  X
bee whor Premier Duplcssis has cm- _ Vegetable
barked on a most advanced policy of 
agriculturardcvelopment involving or- ihe^Coast Than 
derly marketing and returns to farmers
Pui*cly Proviiiclul
Witli tlie Milk Board, tlio problem 
was purely provincial as its sales were 
made in Vancouver and district, 
the Coast
Marketing Boards, the bulk of the 
marketing is provincial, more so with 
with the Interior
above cost of production; and also in With the B.C. Fruit Board, the bulk
Kvnttrrcd Minimum Temperature
■So fur as known, the lowest tem- 
pi'iature ever reconhnl at Buenos Aire# 
is 2.'1 degrees, and at Brisbane, Aus­
tralia, 32 degrees. At l.oiulon 0 de- 
/;reet; above is the lowest minimumw 
whereas in a sinnlar latitmle at Seat­
tle the low is 3 ilegree.s'.
G O W E N
G A R A G E
Standard
G A S  &  O IL
Complete Auto 
Service
PHONE 35
le -l
he thix-e prairie provn ees which marketing is outside British
been deferring marketing legislation Columbia about half being in the 
pending the Privy Councils decision in provinces, mainly the Prairies.
^wuiil ubout half cxpoft. Just how Ihc Tucc with outboard motors attached. Some fun!While this particular case concerned t j , . : , , , ,  . . . m ____
c Fraser Valiev Milk Marketing • , ^ Council s decision will apply to c i rascr vauev iviiiK marKcimL mterprovincial and export trade has
not yet been defined. Those who 
fairly clear idea as to
It may not be the most expert race in the world, but the kids have more fun than anybody else when they climb' 
into their apple boxes and attempt to break all speed records over the 25-yard course. Each year the apple box race, 
with each entry sponsored by a packing house, is a feature. And an added attraction this year will be an apple box
the Fraser Valley ilk arketing 
Board, it naturally atl'ccted all the 
other marketing boards, including the would InvC t 
B.C. Fruit Board, which controls the 
tree fruits, and the B.C. Coast and B.C.
marketing boards which have been set which attended the Empire Producers’ F IN E D  F O R  S E R IO U S  O F F E N C E
up? 
This
conference in Australia in Mtrrch:
Interior Vegetable Marketing Boards of the judgment,
which have been marking time since However, the view is general amon, 
this last reference was made to the agricultural leaders in British Colum- 
Pnvy Council.
this effect are deferring expressing ^
.U.A.. the Fruit Boa^:d Pnvy Council’s decision should ^ve  with a serious offence under the crim-opinions until they have seen and ex-
. . .  „  Howard Smythe of Penticton appear-.
Congratulations to B.C. farmers, gjj police court on July 25, charged
e B.C. Chamber of Agriculture, 
jointly, to Hon. K.C. MacDon- the required impetus to the .effort of jnai code, section 476. It was alleged organized farmers seeking adequate that the accused sent false letters to a
and th '
g joim..y, .u xv.v.. .... ....... ...............................
ri lt r l l rs i  ritis  l - .uL '' 'f ’ ^erketing legislation and inspire con- y^ung girl in Penticton. Smythe
„  , , K u bia and other provinces that the rul- whose fighting spirit carried the mat- fidence to Boards operating under On- pleaded guilty to the offence, when
Not only will these boards be en- will onerate to nromotc stabiliza- successfully through to the highest tario legislation. Ontario Chamber of s„mmarilv tried bv the maeistnte A  
abled to function competently and with tion and orderly marketing generally Empire and to Agriculture anxious to press Ottawa fine of $25 and costs was imposed, and
authority under the Privy Council s de- ^^at it will pave the way for pro- agiiculture m other pro- for necessary legislation to implement the man bound over to keep^the peace
cision, but other boards will probably vincial legislation where this does not ^ -------- ---------------- - ------------------
B R ID A L  W R E A T H  
R EG ISTE R E D
Diamond and 
W ed d in g  Rings
The Prince of Gifts for 
Ever and Ever
B U LO V A
and
W ESTFIELD
W A T C H E S
Reminding the recipient of 
the esteem of the donor 
every hour of the day.
ROGERS
SILV E R W AR E
The Gift that all enjoy.
It serves while it delights.
James Haworth
Watchmaker and Jeweller 
C.N.R. Time Inspector
1
be established or re-established in con- „ow obtafn and for implementing Do- ""
nection with certain other branches of minion leeisl.ntinn in ihn reference to possible measures
Associated with this query was
Empire Producer’s Conference resolu­
tions.”
From J. T. Hull, secretary of thein n o en i gisla o to consolidate t e , u oic t i  rr l. nuJJ
primary production. This will be true, vvhole position. looking to interprovincial and export Manitoba Co-operative Conference and
as w ell,. in Ontario, Nova Scotia and Growers and businessmen alike in 
New Brunswick. Okanagan express the keenest de-
Some of the earlier marketing fight over the decision, not merely as
for one year. It is reported that the 
girl to whom the letters were sent is 
a minor. .
control thrqugh the medium of imple- of the Western Agricultural Confer- 
menting Dominion, legislation. ence:
It is interesting to note that hearty “Privy Council decision clears the
Down on the Farm
College man (vvho had come to work
boards which were organized in this a favowable court ruling, but because cgngratulations to B.C. agriculturists air and indicates co-operatives were ine nai vesu. i nave oniy one re-
onH n fh^ir n m ir in o p c  #3i+h#ar HiH n n f _____ i _ _  xi__ ______ 3 ______  j.t____   ^ d a r t o H  -fHo /-micfinQl iv3r\xrc»Tv^Q«i r io H f  in  f ir e f  QUGSl tO niHKG. ♦ .quest 
Farmer Brown: “What is that?”
and other provinces either did not it marks the end of more than ten ''^bo started the original movement right in the first place when they re
operate at all or operated only for a years’ difficulties and uncertainties in orderly marketing and who sup- commended provincial acts with Do- tvt . «r)i i f  f •
short time because their members re- connection with the tree fruit industry Ported the battle throughout the years, minion enabling legislation arid some , Man: Please let me stay in
alized that the issue of jurisdiction of the Interior__the basic industry. voiced in some of the wires. phrases in the judgment imply tbe bed ^mng^en^gh for the lamp chim-
was being thrown into the courts and ......  r,o,r n
C L A S S IF IE D  A D V E R T IS E M E N T S  I N  
T H E  C O U R IE R  B R IN G  
S U R E  R E S U L T S
industry,
They express confidence that a ful- 
that their boards were not in shape fer measure of prosperity will attend 
financially to pay for litigation. The agriculture ■ in all its forms, not only 
present ruling clears the way for ac- ' -  - - - -
tion by removing the threat of refer­
ence to the. courts.'
The case on which the Privy Coun­
cil has just ruled was an attack on the
Here are the messages:
From Hon. K. C. MacDonald:
law lords contemplated the possibility ^bol off.’
of implementing Dominion legislation.
in British Columbia but throughout „  i • x . .
Canada as a result of the decision. feel justified in making statement un
Growers’’ Reaction
 ^ . . . The; judgment gives directions for fut- Chamber of Agriculture will press for
Decision most gratifying but do not ^re efforts for national marketing le- federal legislation. Congratulations to 
- gislation. Colin Burnell, president of the agriculturists of British Columbia.” 
til copy of the judgment has been re- fhg Manitoba Co-operative Conference, From H. C. Oldfield, Royal Oak, 
viewed by legal department. Unable associates himself with me in this re- Vancouver Island, president of the B.
C. Coast Growers Association and di-V.XX wexo XX.XX xx.xx.xx _ _____ _ xxxx xxxx. Fronch, of thc executivo of tho to contact Premier Pattullo this after- pjy to your wife.” ________ ___ _________________
authority of the Fraser Valley Milk P-C-F.G.A., representing the North Ok- noon^but he has expressed the govern- From Erie Kitchen, Toronto, secret- rector of the B.C. Chamber of Agri- 
Board which had been trying to sta- ' Put the growers reaction in ment s gratification to the press here of the Ontario Chairiber of Agri- culture:
ihesp words: and hope% that now the question has culture: ’ ------------- -
" 'C A P I T A L  TO B A C C O  STO RE
WELCOMES YOU TO KELOWNA
We are prepared to serve your every 
tobacco and tobacco accessory need.
le -l
t e :
“The growers will be delighted by 
the decision. We can now carry on will move smoothly.”
Greatly encouraged by favorable
under the B.C. Marketing Act with 
confidence that our organizati-on can­
not be upset by the courts.
“I hope that all growers will get be­
hind the organizations, the B.C.F.G.A. 
and the B.C. Fruit Board, and make 
them loo per cent efficient
“Constructive criticisrri will be wel- 
I ome. Changes may be found neces­
sary to get 100 per cent support. It is 
most important that we hold what we 
have instead of breaking it up and 
starting something new.”
What will be the next step, now that 
the Privy Council has ruled that the 
B.C. Marketing Act, is valid and 
therefore enforceable through the
been settled the^ Act’s administration “Ontario agriculture highly pleased, decision which will restore confidence 
...,n x,-!.- „ Decision gives encouragement to en^ of primary producers, A  large part
From R. H. Maybery, director of forcement of Ontario’s marketing le- of our marketing is dependent on in- 
the Ontario Chamber of Agriculture, gislation. The ruling will have a far- terprovincial trade and it is essential 
head of the Ontario Dairymen and reaching beneficial influence for Do- that i/ve make every effort to secure 
member of the Canadian delegation minion agriculture. The Ontario implementing federal legislation.”
.----- -  — ......  ....... ....— ------  —  ' ^ From Aley H. Mercer, Fraser Val­
ley Milk Producers’ Association: 
“Privy Council Marketing Act de­
cision legally concludes a ten-year ef­
fort to stabilize British Columbia’s ag­
ricultural products’ values. Would ad­
vise delay in federal effort until op­
portunity is afforded to examine the 
Privy Council’s decision.”
KEEP YOUR CHIN UP, THERE
S i i t l i e r l a t i d ’ s  B r e a d
(CHILDREN AND GROWN-UPS, TOO) 
ENJOY ITS GRAND 
TASTE. RICH IN 
VITAMINS . . .
AND EVERY 
SLICE AN
ENERGY
MEAL'.!
I
 ^ F R E D E R IC K  J O U D R T  
Optom etrist  
Phone 373 -  -  R o y a l A n n e  Bn lldlng;
you are interested in statue 
trophies, either miniatures 
or for challenge trophies,
—  see
PETTIG REW *S
JEWELRY STORE
Figures for almost any sport 
can be supplied, either in the 
new Sun Gold, or in bronze 
or silver.
Prices range from
$3.60 to $100.00
PE TTIG R E W
Jeweller
Diamond Merchant
Don Poole looks on with a fatherly eye as the kiddies get their first 
proper instructions in swimming, as provided to the youngsters by the Kelowna 
Aquatic Association. The Courier cameraman went wild one morning and 
sna  ^ped the kiddies all over the lake front. Here he got an action shot as the 
youngsters are being taught how to hold their breath under water and not 
become scared while accomplishing same.
G .C .M . ‘ M ASSE Y”  B ICYCLE
The C A N A D IA N  Bicycle for C A N A D IA N S . 
Models from $29.50 to $70.00
IND EPEND ENT H A R D W A R E
Phone 661 
P . F . H A R D IN G
CO., LTD. P.O. Box 293
R O Y  H U N T  
l e
Sold 
By All 
Leading 
Grocers 
in the Valley
Delivered 
Fresh Every Day
G ET A
LO A F  T O D A Y !
Sutlierlaild^s Bakery
P H O N E  121 B E R N A R D  A V E .
l e - l
The Okanagan Valley’s Largest and most up-to-date locally-owned
Hardware Store wishes
T h e  K e l o w n a  A q u a t i c  A s s o c i a t i o n  
G o o d  L u c k  a n d  S u c c e s s  
o n  t h e  o c c a s i o n  o f  t h e  s t a g i n g  o f  t h e i r  
3 2 n d  A n n u a l  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  R e g a t t a
D. DUNWOODY 
R. J. E. STONE -
W. A, C. BENNETT - KELOWNA, OWNER
Kelowna D. LEWEIiS and T. FORBES — Keiowna 
Kelowna JACK ASCROFT — Vernon
P. A. WOODS 
D. HOWRIE -
Vernon
Vernon
PAO B T E N
WHO COMPlilNElT^ 
OF H ^ T  WAVE?
Orcliard City Didn’t Know What 
Heat Was Compared to Other 
Cities
T H E  K E L O W N A  COURIER
plained about the ijreut July heat wave, 
but they had nolliiui: really to com­
plain ahoqt co/upared to some Wash­
ington Stale cilk'8, news despatches re­
late. The highcfll teiniierature rccord- 
etle here was 97 degrees but Kelowna 
was really a piker.
At Wenatchee temi>erulures of 102 
and 105 were recorded. In Wulla Wal­
la things got so hot in the city hall the 
employees hud to go outside—where it 
was 100 degrees—to cool olT. Tlie city 
recently Installed a new heating plant.
TUESDAY. AUGUST 2, 1038
Offlcials unwittingly chose the hottest 
day in three years f«ir the test—lt 
worked. i
Dr. Frank M. CarroIPof Seattle has 
a recipe for the heat wave. Reach for 
a herring Instead of a long, tall cool 
one. "Eat all the ice cream and drink 
all the cold beverages you like, but 
don’t forget your salt in this weather." 
he advised. “There’s nothing better 
than a dried and salty bloater or a 
pickled herring for restoring the salt 
to the body, whicli is lost through per­
spiration.
At Yakima, tlie boys in the federal 
building took is.sue with Dr. Carroll. 
When it was 104 several bottles of 
evidence in the building’s vault hud 
beetj broken open. He and other oc­
cupants of the building had strong 
reason to believe that something was 
wrong. The bottles contained pickled 
llsh. The fish was not used to rebuild 
torsos recently deprived of their salt, 
element. The fish, evidence in a suit 
heard last term, was destroyed,
Sport
Gossip
By J. R. A.
Fruit Growers
H a v e  e v e r y  r e a s o n  t o  b e  j u b i l a n t  o v e r  t h e  d e c i s i o n  
o f  t h e  P r i v y  C o u n c i l  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e
Natural Products Marketing Act
The final decision, placing that act on a solid foundation, will 
assure controlled marketing for the future. It will mean greater 
prosperity and consequently greater contentment amongst those
engaged in the fruit industry.
WIU MEAN CHEATER STABIUTY
^  5
' ^
0 ■
G r o w e r s  C o n t r a  
s t i l l  d e s i r a b l e !
for many reasons and all growers who intend to sign the contract
are urged to do so immediately.
Little time remains for 100 per cent of the Okanagan 
Valley Growers to signify their wishes for complete control 
of the industry. Each and every grower who has hot signed 
the Growers’ Contract yet, is asked to make the decision as 
nearly unanimous as it is possible to do. More than 80 per 
cent of the growers have already requested that the growers’ 
contract go into effect. Have you done so yet ? .
;it Now
Malcolm, watch your hands! Bob, 
straighten up that back! Bruce, watch 
your slides! Bill, when are you going 
to get Into the swing! Bruce, let your 
hands go! Bob, pull through more, you 
uren’t getting any water! What the 
$xfl&r/!!! blankcty-blnnk are you birds 
trying to do. Won’t you ever learn. 
You look like a bunch of old washer­
women out there. You call yourself a 
crew. You’re an eyesore. Bill, get 
your hands away! How many more 
times do Ihavc to tell you. Ohhh! what 
a bunch.
If you haven’t guessed it by now, the 
above is a elose-up of Charles Pettman, 
coach of the rowing club fours pi'uc- 
tieally tearing his hair us only Chas. 
can, and weeping over the lack of form 
displayed by his crow. Sunday morn­
ing was pitiful. The boys didn’t have 
enough life to snap any kind of a boat 
through the wntoiv They were listless, 
there was no rhythm to their swing, 
and they plied through the choppy 
waves as if they were going to a picnic 
and had all day to do it in. But therein 
lies the surprising part of the whole 
deal. On Monday wening, you wouldn't 
have suspected they were the same 
scullers. They had pep, swing and 
rhythm. They got their hands away 
smartly and there was no trouble They 
look almost like champions.
It’s quite a lot of fun speeding ar­
ound the lake in a beautiful speed 
launch like the one Gordon Finch pat­
rols through the waters. On Sunday 
morning, your Gossiper, with Coach 
Pettman, chief eagle-eye Lloyd Day, 
The Courier cameraman and cartoonist 
extraordinary Terrible Terry Bennett 
were out watching the crew go through 
its exercies. There was weeping and 
wailing and gnashing of teeth, but to 
no avail. You just could not instil any 
life into the bodies, so eventually, when 
the boat tilled with water and sank the 
whole thing was off for the day. And 
not before it was high time. But as I 
have stated before on Monday the crew 
took on a new lease on life and was 
practically superb,
* ♦ ♦
But you have to hand it to Coach 
Pettman. Whatever sport he goes in 
for, he studies it with an acute eye. 
He gets to understand the simplest way 
to-perform the job in the best Way and ' 
then sets out in an attempt to perfect 
that method. He may not always suc­
ceed, but he’s in there iiitching all the 
time. Charles has a happy faculty of 
being able to explain all the fine points 
of the game he is participating in, 
mixed of course with a few suitable 
expletives which add greatly to the 
witnesses’ enjoyment.
Rowing is a funny sport. One would 
wonder why four otherwise apparently 
normal human beings would bother 
with the- violent exercise which this 
sport entails. It is the toughest racket 
in the world, and to be able to perform 
at your best you have to be in the pro­
verbial pink of condition. Your mus­
cles cry out with the exertion, you feel 
that you just cannot pull another 
stroke. And yet you plod along, lis 
tening to the cries of the coach as he 
screams with exasperation, and you get 
your hands away, straighten your ach­
ing back, and send the boat through 
the water with renewed vigor. It is 
a pretty sight to see a group of sculling 
fours in a close contest. “There is a 
rhythm and grace found in few other 
sports, and the customers thrill to the 
beat as the stroke steps up the pace 
and leaves the opponent floundering in 
the swell.
But another tough sport which prap- 
tically rivals rowing is the war canoe 
contest. You are on one knee, your 
blade dips deep into the water. Your 
shoulder muscles bulge with the exer­
tion and you have to keep perfect bal­
ance withal, or your boat will flounder.
War canoe racing is not well known, 
and few regattas have the competition 
in this line of sport which Kelowna 
boasts. This 32nd Regatta should see 
four canoes take part in the senior race. 
Penticton and Kelowna have been 
rivals for some years. Last year Sum- 
merland entered after an absence of 
many years, when that town claimed 
one of the Kelowna war canoes belong 
ed originally to the southern town. This 
year Kelowna has loaned a boat to 
Oyama, adding a fourth competitor 
The Regatta fans, and there will be 
plenty, I hope, should witness the epic 
race of the past quarter century as the 
boats steam over the course on Thurs 
day afternoon next.
* ♦ *
Recently, there was a slight incident 
on Okanagan lake out in Kelowna bay 
which has caused a few repercussions.
Mr, and Mrs. Oswell were sailing on 
the lake and got in the lee of the M.S. 
Holdup. When that ferryboat passed 
by, a sudden gust of wind caught the 
frail sailboat and turned it upside down 
in the water. Fortunately, Mrs. Oswell 
and her husband were thrown clear 
and were uninjured. The ferry picked 
up Mrs. Oswell and the skipper stayed 
with his craft until it was towed to 
shore. The Courier reporter was told 
of the incident and referred to the near 
escape from injury which the two had 
experienced. Mr, Oswell was indignant 
and wrote, to The Courier correspond­
ence columns objecting to the inference 
that sailing is a dangerous sport. In 
the normal course of events sailing is 
no more dangerous than any other 
boating pastime. If you know how to 
handle a sailboat properly then there is 
generally little trouble, except on such 
an occasion as Mr., Oswell experienced.
But there are times when sailing can 
be dangerous. If you walk dowq the 
street you would not expect a brick 
to fall down on your cranium and fell 
you. But such an incident can happen.
If the mast had caught Mrs. Oswell as 
she was thrown from the boat, then she 
might easily have been knocked uncon- 
sdious and drowned before being res­
cued. So your Gossiper upholds the 
stand taken that it was a near escape 
from injury, despite Mr. Oswell's sta­
tistics concerning the proportionate 
dangers of motorboating, car driving 
and airplane speeding which he has 
propounded. That will be aU for this 
. time.
R o y a l  A n n e  
H o t e l
KELOWNA’S LEADING, HOTEL
,welcomes you to the. Regatta, 
August 3 and. 4.
WILE AWAY TtlE IDLE HOURS 
WITH A  GOOD BOOK
They are easy to get and we have a large selection 
of over 1,600 volumes.
No deposit—No initiation fee required from established local residents
l O c  b o o k .
Monthly rates-if desired.
Here’s a few of the current best sellers and renters:
‘ FREE LA N D ’’ .......................................................  Rose Wilder Lane
“THE GREAT AM ERICAN NOVEL” ................ Clyde Byron Davis
“THEY MET AT  MRS. BLOXOM ’S” ...................  Hayden Norwood
INFATUATION” .....................................................  Anne Lawrence
jPARTS U N K N O W N ” ............... ................ Frances Parkinson Keyes
LISA VALE”  ............................................ Olive, Higgins Prouty
See our large assortment of Hand Colored 
Local Views. Postcards and > Pictures.
MORRISON’S LIBRARY & NEWS STAND
AGENTS FOR VANCOUVEER SUN  
________ ______________ le-
NEVER GROW OLD)!
KODAK FINISHING
In our studio) by $ a.m. — Ready by 5.^ p.m.
Don’t fiail to take-pictures this7 , 
year. Some may be: of record"
/ shattering events.
WE INSPECT and CORRECT ANY DEFECTS 
IN YOUR CAMERA REASONABLY.
If you are proud of. youn snaps. and want 
them well finished, take them to:
Studiir
Just 2 doors west oC the: Theatre;:
le-2
A  M O D E R N
B a t h r o o m
That Beautiful and Sanitary.
•. I
H O M E  is not modern un* 
less the. bathroom .is . up- 
to-date^ For beauty’s sake, 
for H E A L T H ’S sake, install 
a modern bathroom - now. 
,We are showing a complete.- 
array of beautiful nevv 
plumbing fixtures and the 
modern installation by our 
experts assures low costs 
and quick service.
For information on • your 
heating problems, see us. 1:1
FOR F R E E  E S T IM A T E  R H O N E  100
Galteaith, Ltd
P L U M B IN G  A N D  H E A T IN G } EX PER TS.
Just: As Of Old' visitprs to the Edison Institute, Mus­
eum, and Greenwich Village, at Dear-
In horse-dravm coaches, driven by Uorn^ Micltv may ride from one chosen 
coachmen dressed as in pioneer days;, point of interest to., another. . '
1^1.
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T  r e a d g o l d ’ s
PAINT STORE 
SIGNS
SHOWCARDS
PAINTS
VARNISHES
PAINTING and DECORATING 
DRY COLORS
Pendozi St. Phone 134
lo -l
TW O  IM P O R T A N T  EVENTS
in August
KELOWNA’S FAMOUS REGATTA
>
August 3rd and 4th —  and
Kelowna’s Ladies’ Ready- 
to-Wear Sale
—at the —
B o n  M a r c h e
Sale now on and will continue through August. 
This is the best Sale we have ever staged.
BIG RED U CTIO NS
on all clean, new, summer merchandise.
Be sure and take in the Regatta and 
Be sure you do not miss the
BON MARCHi: SALE
Y O U  CA N  A L W A Y S  
D E P E N D  O N  O UR  
M IL K  FOR P U R IT Y .
Prompt Delivery and 
Courteous Service.
HERE ARE THE \VINNING COUPONS FOR JULY
2170 6009 2209 4335 4137
If you have purchased a card of tickets for cash during July 
with a coupon bearing any of the above numbers, present it to our 
driver and get a card of milk tickets FREE.
\  Grande “ A ”
PHONE 550-R
Unquestionably, the best value 
for your money'—Our lumber 
is well seasoned and expertly 
machined.
SPEGALS WHILE THE STOCK LASTS
No. 2 Common Fir 2 x 4  and 2 x 6  Dressed 4 t  O ft  
Sides, in lengths from 10 to 20 feet, per M  ....
No. 2 Common Shiplap in Fir, Spruce, Pine or Cedar. Ybur
choice while it lasts. Randem lengths, *15-30
Stained Pine Boards, all widths and lengths. Q 'l  /i ftft  
Real value . ...... ..... ....... .
N E T  i>RICES —  NO  SALES T A X  T O  BE A D D E D .
Phone your orders. ,
S. %  SIM PSON LIM ITE D
QUALITY LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES  
PHONES: General Office 312 Mill Office 313
WONDERFUL DISPLAY FOR REGATTA VERNON INDUSTRY
STARTS OPERATIONS
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Vernon’s newest industry—the West­
ern Canada Pad & Drum Co. Ltd., 
commenct^d operations in Us plant on 
Coldstream road last month and was 
inspected by interested Vernon busi­
ness men who took advantage of the 
occasion to congratulate the managing 
director, W. W. Moore, on locating in 
this city and on providing anotlier pay­
roll here.
The factory is now running to capac­
ity, three eight-hour shifts daily. In 
order to supply the Okanagan fruit In­
dustry’s requirements. These pads were 
formerly manufactured In Vancouver, 
and savings in cost by location here 
liave resulted in lowered prices, ac­
cording to Mr. Moore. The result is 
tliat extra consumpUon will be used.
Chief demand for the pads is a pro­
tective covering for boxed fruits, and 
Wliey are also used on egg crates and 
for other perishable and fragile com­
modities. «
S  A  F *  Y|^3P N M d A i J / t i  . J K i f l ' w r B r  J h d M  mB  '
Regatta Food Specials
PRICES E F E C T IV E  up to and including 
T H U R S D A Y  M O R N IN G , A U G U S T  4th
CASHMERE GROWER 
SELLS JONATHANS
---------------------------- --------------------------------
Through the courtesy of the Shell Gil Company a colorful fireworks dis­
play will be staged on Thursday, August 4th, at 9 p.m., as one of the main 
features of the Kelowna Regatta, it was announced here today by I. J. Newman, 
local agent for the company.
“Fireworks are one of the main attractions to any community gathering 
and appeal to young and old as a very colorful means of entertainment," Mr. 
Newman said, “and with that idea in mind, our company is attempting to assist 
wherever possible by donating a show of this kind as its contribution to the 
success of our festivities.”
There will be a wide assortment of the latest inventions in aerial displays 
including the famous fight in the clouds, single, double, triple bursting bombs 
and rockets, together with blazing set pieces of varied designs.
A  pyrotechnic expert has been engaged by Shell to fire the show in order 
to gain the maximum effect with a minimum of danger.
Realizes 82 Cents for Extras on 
His 1938 Production.
Things are beginning to happen in 
the 1938 Wenatchee district apple deal.
Harold Smith, Cashmere grower, re­
ports that he has sold his Jonathan 
crop, extra fancies netting him 82c a 
box and fancies 72c after deducting 
brokerage and other charges to get 
them to Seattle.
Smith, whose Jonathan crop runs 
around a car and a half, said that last 
year no prices were offered until after 
September 1, and then they w;ere ridic­
ulously low.
Several fruit men said today that 
never before have so many foreign in­
quiries been received so early, in the 
season as this year.
Spanish Olives—7 oz. btl. 17c 
Ripe 01iv<!.s—Large, Ts 19c
Prepared Mustard—French’s 9c 
J3read& Butter Plekle.s—jar 23c 
CORNED “Helmet" o r
BEEF— 2 tins ......
Pork & Beans—licdlund's I’s, 12c 
Pork Sausage—Hedlund’s, I’s, 23c 
LEMONADE 'Grantham’s' O P
POWDER— 2 pkgs........  <6«IC
Lobster—"Eagle” >4’s .........  19c
Crabmeat—Fancy, i4 's 19c
Breast of Tuna— J^’s 2 for 17c 
Sockeye Salmon— '/ /s ,  tin 18o
LEMONS-Tr'inSc
Mayonnaise—B. Foods, 8 oz. 2Io
Kraft Cheese— I’s .................  30o
Kraft Swankyswigs~eu........  17o
Aspara^'us (tips and ends) tin Ho 
SANDW ICH Hcdlund’s | 7
PAS’TES— 2 tins ...
Aylmer Soups—Asst’d. 2 ti(ns 17o 
'fomato Juice— oz. 3 tins 17o 
JELLY Empress A  ior  
POWDERS, A.ssl’d.
Jell-O Freezing Mix .... 2 tins 19o 
Pineapple Juice—Libby’s, Uq Y2o 
Grapefruit Juice—Florida, tin lOo 
Ry-Vita Crispbread— I’s ...... 4l7o
Small 
doz.
4 19c
ORANGES- " r  19c
C O M PLE T E  STOCK  O F  FRESH  F R U IT  A N D  
V E G E T A B LE S  A T  A L L  TIM ES.
MEAT DEPARTMENT
Spiced Ham— 15 oz. t in .........44c
43cJELLIEDPORK (Sliced) TONGUE per lb. ..
Pickled Pigs Feet— 15 oz. jar 34c 
JELLIED
VEAL, H AM  (Sliced)
and TONGUE per lb. .
W E IN E R S — per lb.......................25c -
44c
Bernard Ave. Phone 666
FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO  T O  T H E  C O U R IE R
KELOWNA PLAYERS PROMINENT IN 
INTERIOR JUNIOR TENNIS TOURNEY
Joyce Haverfield Wins in Two  
Finals— ^Alan France Also in 
Final Rounds
Seeded No. 1, Michael McGuire liv­
ed up to all expectations, by winning 
the singles and teaming with Alan 
France, of Kelowna, by sweeping the 
doubles in the finals of the Iriterior 
junior tennis tournament at the Ver­
non Country Club courts. It was an 
added triurriph for McGuire for it was 
his last year in the juniors. He will 
go to the Coast as a result of his vic­
tories.
McGuire met the well-known player, 
Alan France, in the finals of. the 
singles. The game was a good one, 
McGuire had the edge in experience, 
but both players were evenly matched 
in speed and control.
In the opening of the first set, Mc­
Guire won his service. France used 
his powerful service to effect to make 
the score 1-1. McGuire won the next 
two games in succession before Fra’.ice 
took his second game to make the 
score 3-2 McGuire won France’s ser­
vice again and led 4-2, but France re­
taliated by sweeping the next two 
games to even up 4-4. Each won their 
serve to even up again at 5-5. Mc­
Guire, using his fore-hand to effect, 
ran out the next two games to win 
the set 7-5.
In the second set, McGuire started 
off strongly and quickly had a 3-0 lead. 
France won the next, and McGuiie 
the fifth to make the score 4-1. France 
began a marvellous comeback to draw 
even 4-4. He then proceeded to win 
the next to lead 5-4. McGuire showed 
perfect control ' to \vin out at last 
at 7-5.
In the boys’ doubles, McGuire and 
France teamed up to defeat John 
Fowle and Doug. Middleton, of Ver­
non, in straight sets, iB-6. 6-0. In the 
first, the lobs and cuts of Middleton- 
Fowle combination almost were too 
much for France and McGuire but 
they won out finally. The second set 
saw McGuire and France easily mas­
ter their opponents.,
Some of the more interesting mat­
ches in the singles were the gallant 
fight of the Chinese star, Lauranco 
Kwong, against Alan France. Kwong 
put up a stout battle but lost out 6-3, 
6-1. Another excellent match was be­
tween Alan France and Stuart Burris, 
of Kamloops. France was too strong 
for his able opponent' and took the 
match 4-6, 6-1, 6-4.
In the girls’ singles final Joyce Ha- 
yerfield, of Okanagan Mission, defeat­
ed Marion Wilde, of Vernon, 6-3. 6-2. 
Joyce was too steady for her“ dark 
horse” opponent who will, in time, be 
one of the best players in the Interior. 
Marion wa« featured in another thril­
ling match when she downed Miss 
Richards, of Salmon Arm, 8-6, 6-4.
In the boys’ singles consolation, John 
Fowle, of Vernon, won out from Dex­
ter Pettigrew, 6-3, 6-0. This means 
Johnny goes to the Coast, to compete 
in the under 15 class.
In the girls’ doubles, Pat Walkin and 
Marion Wilde played Janet Campbell 
apd iMiss Kennedy, of Penticton-Ke- 
lowna, and won in three sets, 6-3, 4-6, 
6-4. Both teams were very closely 
matched, and as a result, the play was 
keen and fast.
The mixed doubles saw the very 
strong team of Joyce Haverfield and 
Alan France defeat the Vernon-Pen­
ticton duo, Janet Campbell and How- 
and DeBeck easily in straight sets, 6-3, 
6-1. Prance’s powerful all-round game 
and Miss Haverfield’s steady play com­
pletely overpowered their rivals.
A t the close bf the tournamerit, the 
prizes were presented by Mr. Gardner, 
of Kelowna, who was introduced by 
Jack Kidston.
DISCOVER AUTO AT  WENATCHEE
The automobile used by Stanley 
Barnes, former manager of the Okana­
gan Telephone Co. Ltd., who left less 
than twu weeks ago following discov­
ery of shortages in the company’s ac­
counts, has been located in Wenatchee. 
It was a company-owned vehicle. So 
far no warrant has been issued for 
Barnes’ arrest.
H O T ?
AiWAVS PRINCITON
y o u  l ia v e
O U TB O A R D
M O TO R
TR O U B LE
see
. H U G H  
KENNEa>Y
Phpne 352, Ford Garage
le -i
There's always a cool 
spot behind a sparkling 
b o ttle  of P rinceton
ROyAL EXPORT.
Enjoy the added life 
and zest of this better 
beer today . . .  just one 
glass will convince 
you of its finer 
flavor.
Made by the Brewers of
O L D  G O L D  L A G E R
PORT
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by
the Government of British Columbia.
HAZELWOOD
Ice Cream
Offers you the choice of
"ZO T w e n t y  2 .0
Delicious Flavqrs.
Including: I
O R A N G E  
S T R A W B E R R Y  
C H O C O LA T E  
B U T T E R  SCOTCH  
T U T T I F R U T T I  
P E P P E R M IN T  C A N D Y  
CH OP SU E Y  
M A P L E  W A L N U T  ' 
M E L O N  D E W
24-HOUR SERVICE BOTH 
REGATTA NIGHTS -
H a i i t c e
L U N C H E S
Bernard Avenue West
S O D A S  ■—  S U N D A E S C A N D IE S
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FAMOUS HOCKEY 
STARS TO BE HERE
Lynn Patrick and Colville Bro­
thers W ill See Regatta Again
tour nieiiibcrs of the 
world-f unoiis New York Ilunt;er8 hoc- 
Icey te,tm vi.siled Kelowna for tlie an­
nual LOj^ jatla. Tin‘y were Lester Pat­
rick. manager of the famous Madison 
Square Gardens ami coach of the New
York Hungers, his equally renowned 
hockey-playing son, Lynn, and two 
other members of the llrst string for­
ward line, Neil and Mac Colville.
So enarmored were these vl.sitors 
of the hospitality and genial good 
time experienced at the Kelowna Ile- 
I'atta that three of them are return­
ing tilts year, Lynn I’atrick and tho 
Colville brothers have written Dick 
Parkinson, Regatta manager, stating 
that they will be present.
Le;:ter Patrick, the "Silver Fox" of 
hockey fame, finds that it will be im­
possible for him to return to Kelowna 
much us he regrets this inability.
WHO WILL TAKE THIS HANDSOME TROPHY? -More About-
SHAPE
PLANS
Campbell.
Publicity; L. L. Kerry, Fred Tult, 
H. Spurrier, It. < G. Rutherford, J. 
Armstrong and George Morrcivv.
its own. It is now herded on prairie 
plains where Texas long-horns once 
grazed.
I |l
R E G A T T A
Visitors
we welcome you!
night 
vention
From Page 1, Column 2 
to wind up the two big con-
Slrlft ill the N ation a l D iet
From the days of just being some­
thing in the back yard, the turkey has 
become a herd animal with a value of
Shorter Inch
 ^The olTiciut length of an inch in 
England is microscopically shorter 
than the inch used in American indus­
tries.
days.
Halls To Me Used
I v
.'l*'- I,
The United Chureli hall is the of- 
llcial convention liall, wliile the 1.0. 
O.F. hall will be the scene of all tide- 
gates’ luncheons and dinners. On 
Thursday the women of the United 
church will have charge of the lun­
cheon and dinner, while on Friday 
the women of the Roman Catholic 
church will olTiciate in serving two 
meals to the delegates.
Boy Scouts and Sea Cadets will be 
pressed into sorvioi? guiding visitors 
to their places of temporary residence 
and generally directing tralTic. Some 
200 automobiles will be needed to 
take the visitors on tours of the dis­
trict and generally to aceommodate 
tile many delegates throughout the 
two days.
At the 1032 convention there were 
532 delegates and maiiy more visitors 
assembled in Vancou\^er, making a to­
tal of about 800 persons. It is estima­
ted that this number will be equalled 
in Kelowna in August. To date, about 
400 accommodations have been prom­
ised by various home owners. Hotels 
will accommodate about l.'iO, while an­
other 100 beds will be made available 
through the Canadian Pacillc and Can­
adian National railways. Many of the 
vis i^ting miimbers of the legislature,
cabinet ministers and M.P.’s will be
your11IHEN you buy
Lumber and Build
ers Supplies from 
SIMPSON’S*
YOUR MONEY BUYS MORE. 
The highest quality at the lowest price.
arriving by railway and will be ac­
commodated at the hotels. The va­
cancies thus created in the railway 
coaches will be filled by other dole- 
™ . . . . .  , , , . gates, but no extra sleepei's will be
This wonderful trophy, which was donated by the Wm. Wrigley company provided by the railways, 
for annual competition at the Kelowna Regatta, Is awarded td the winner of < n .i •
the ladies’ open half-mile swim. Last year Mary Baggaley of Vancouver swam Adaitional, Beds Coming
a w ^  with this coveted piece of silverware while the year before Joan Cushing It is stated that between 50 and 75 
of Kelowna astounded many swimmers with more experience by being the beds will be provided by the Rest- 
class of the competition. There will be many girls casting longing glances at more company in Vancouver, if ne- 
* trophy of the swim during the next two days. The half-mile swim cessary. and these will be placed in
m il b^run  off on Thursday afternoon of the Regatta. In winning this race, readiness in either* the Armory or the
32nd Anniversary
K E L O W N A ’S A N N U A L  R E G A T T A
Wednesday and Thursday, August 3rd and 4th 
You’ll always have pleasant mpmolries of it.
ANOTHER KELOWNA ANNIVERSARY
Twenty-six years ago, (August 1st 1912), the McKenzie 
Co. Ltd. opened up a grocery store in the premises now
occupied by
McK e n z ie  t h e  g r o c e r
(The same McKenzie)
Despite sorhe changes, there has been 26 years of 
continuous grocery service from this same store. 
------  but after all, who cares? ------
W H A T  IS O F  IN T E R E ST  to every housewife, is, that 
at this store, you get selected groceries of Guaranteed 
Quality —  with cheerful service, prompt attention and 
competitive value.
 ^IT  P A Y S  TO  D E A L  W IT H  M cK EN ZIE  —
McKenzie The Grocer
P H O N E
le-1
Mary Baggaley set a new Canadian record of 11 minutes, 57 1/5 seconds.
99
A name known to millions.
ASBESTOS SHINGLES
-M o re  A b o u t -
32ND
REGATTA
From Page 1, Column 5
Empire Games Star
be able to purchase, a Johnson out­
board motor for one dollar. The tic­
kets entitle holders to admission to the 
grounds to view the monster fireworks 
display Thursday night. This display 
is arranged by the Shell Oil Company, 
details of which are on another page 
of this issue.
Provide a perrnanent, fire-proof 
roof of unusual beauty.
COMPARE OUR PRICES AND 
YOU WILL BE CONVINCED
$ .  M .
Quality Lumber and Builders’ Supplies 
PHONES: General Office, 312 
Mill Office, 313
l e - l
. F ine  A d ve rtis in g  M ed iu m
Not only does this annual regatta 
draw competitors from near and far, 
but it serves as one of the best adver­
tising mediums of which the Orchard 
City can boast. More favorable pub­
licity is received by this city from this 
event Than any other major attraction 
which is held throughout the year.
Business men, busy or not, from 
Vancouver and other Coast points 
make a special attempt to be at the 
Kelowna Regatta each year. C. A. 
Cotterell is expected to be present 
with a number of friends as guests, 
including H. R. Cottingham, manager 
of the Ford Motors for B.C. A  full 
list of the officials^ests from Vancou­
ver has not been received yet. , An in­
vitation was extended to Governor 
Martin of Washin;^on State, but it is 
not certain if hie can be pi;’e.sent.
Many prominent Americans from the 
Okanogan Valley down to Wenatchee 
and across to Spokane will be present, 
with Omak and Chelan sending spe­
cial contingents.
badminton hall.
Jim Douglas acted as chairman of 
the Friday meeting, those in attend­
ance including Dr. W. J. Knox, W. A. 
C. Bennett, E. W  .Barton, A. W. Hamil­
ton, W. W. Riddell, Fred Tutt, G. E. 
Brown, Roy Hunt, R. E. J. Hunt, An­
drew Ritchie, Ben Hoy, Don McLean, 
J. E. Young, J. R. Armstrong, George 
Anderson, Vic DeHart, Capt. C. R. 
Bull, G. H. Tutt, T. E. Cooper, I. J. 
Newman, R. G. Rutherford, Don Loahe 
and L. L. Kerry.
Members of the various corfimittees, 
as outlined last Friday, follow: 
Registration: H. V. Vraig, R. P. Mac- 
Lean, W. W. Riddell, W. A. C. Ben­
nett.
Transportation: Don McLean, George 
Brown, Sam Miller, Dave Chapman, 
George Kennedy.
Halls and Entertainment: R. B. Stap­
les, Earle Murchison, Vic DeHart, J. 
E. Young, R. G. Rutherford, L. V.
P E T T M A N ’S IM PE R IA LS
The Premier DANCE BAND of the Interior
S E V E N  O U T S T A N D IN G  
M U SIC IA N S
Hear them every Wednesday and Sat­
urday at the Aquatic Pavilion 
and on ^ <
Both Regatta Nights
P E T T M A N ’S IM P E R IA L S  ARE  
O P E N  for D A N C E  EN G A G E M E N T S
at any point in the Interior. Any 
number of pieces.
Phone 75, Kelowna, or P.O. Box 67, Kelowna
l e - l
LYNDA ADAM S
This pi'etty; diver went all the way 
-to Sydney, Australia last winter to 
compete in the Empire Games diving 
competition. She lost the coveted title 
by half a point and everyone, except 
the judges, who saw her perform say 
she should have been adjudged British 
Empire Games champion. She will 
let the Kelowna Regatta audiences 
judge for themselves on Wednesday 
and Thursday of this wtok. ”
M A T IN E E S
M on d ay , W edn esi 
F rid ay , S a tu rd ay  
at 2.30 .
25c 'an d  10c
E V E N IN G S
T w o  Show s, 7-9 
A d u lts , 40c 
B a lcon y , 30c 
C h ild ren , 15c
TONIGHT
August 2nd
STARS E N O U G H  FOR A  
D O ZE N  T O P -H IT  
M USICALS
A U C E FAYE
WEDNESDAY ONLY
August 3rd
ALLEN,
JIMMY DURANTE 
JOAN DAVIS
All these Stars—  
Ail these Lausrhs-
And Oh-hh, such Romance
Added
METRO NEWS
L A S T  S H O W  A T  8.30 p.m.
Thursday - Fri. - Saturday
August 4th, 5th, 6th
RECORD CATTLE SHIPMENT
A  record shipment was made through 
the Okanagan Falls stock yards on Sat­
urday, July .23, when nine cars of cattle 
were shipped to Vancouver. Two of 
these were Similkameen cattle from 
Messrs. Goodwin, McCurdy and Over- 
ton. The remaining seven cars were 
shipped by Val Haynes and had some' 
stock owned by Ian Brown "and son, 
and some by Knut Knutson. The Sim­
ilkameen cattle went to the Canadian 
Packers and the rest of the shipment 
to Burns.
MATINEES EACH 
DAY AT 2.30
-M o re  A b o u t -
DIVING AND 
SWIMMING
On the Screen
M IC K EY
R O O N E Y
SHIRLEY
T E M P L E
iEBLi
m
Hold That
KISS”
RANDOLPH SCOTT
JACK Haley * gloria stuart
PHYLLIS BROOKS * HELEN WESTIEY 
SUM SUMMERVILLE * BILL ROBINSON 
RAYMOND SCOTT QUINTET
From Page 1, Column 7
two strong mile swimmers in the Van­
couver contingent, making a record 
entry list.
Fred Burr will be Kelowna's lone 
contestant foi" the men’s Canadian 
championship .diving event, but he is 
in better form than he has ever shown, 
and should give George Athans of 
Vancouver and Chuck Redling of Seat­
tle a real try-out. ,
Llye Sanger, Basil Jennens and Ian 
McEwan are three junior divers wlio 
show real promise, and these three will 
also exhibit some mighty cute tricks 
in the trick diving being undertaken 
this season.
DRESS
UP Regatta
l o r  A q u a t i c  D a n c e s
Net Evening Gowns
There is something especially gor­
geous about our net evening 
gowns. They have charm and 
loveliness with their wide sweep­
ing skirts, frill, and tucks—crisp 
dainty jackets expertly treated. 
Slips all of celanese tafetta. 
Prices, $11.95, $12.95, $14.50, $14.95
.Printed Crepes
In dance frocks that breathe the 
very fragrance of sweet gardert 
blossoms in multi-colored .floral 
design.
Priced at ........... S16.50
latta
fo r  M e n
Men’s Kedsman Shoes
The ideal summer shoe with 
washable upper and non-sorbo 
insoles. - White with red sole— 
British tan with natural sole. 
Regular $3.00.
Regatta special ...... $2.35
White Kedsman
With black rubber sole— wash­
able uppers. Reg. $2.50 
Regatta special $L95
White Buck Shoes
Also white with black, and white 
with tan trim. Best quality shoes 
in Worthmox'e and Crompton 
make. Reg. to $7.50.
Regatta special $4.95
Added
PRICES FOR  
A T T R A C T IO N
T H IS
O N L Y
“GOOD SCOUTS”
A Disney Cartoon
M A T IN E E
Adults ... ............ ....... ....... 35c j
Children ....... :....... . . 15c j
E V E N IN G
Adults ....... . . ...... 50c i
Children ......................... ... 25c I
M A T IN E E  at 2.30 p.m. 
E V E N IN G  at 7 and 9 p.m.
“FOOL COVERAGE”
(Comedy)
PARAMOUNT NEWS
Friday and Saturday
Matitiee
at 2.30 p.m.—- Chapter s
“F L A S H  G O R D O N ’S 
T O  M A R S ”
w ith  L a r ry  “B u ste r”  C ra b b e  a s  F L A S H  G O R D O N .
T R I P
B R I N G  Y O U R  
N A B O B  
C O U PO N S
Dot Smith Contestant 
Dot Smith is entered for the ladies’ 
open Canadian championship dive ev­
ents. The, only Vancouvei' entries 
known to date are the famous Lynda 
Adams, Jeane MacLeod and Violet 
Mellish, the latter two being menibers 
of the Royal Life Saving Speiety.
Eleanor Klein has entered fyom Van­
couver, Wash., in the girls 16 and un­
der freestyle swim and the three- 
metre diving both under 16 and open. 
Ednest P. Hoff, Jr., from the same Am­
erican city will be in the men’s three- 
metre dive.
Other Vancouver girls whose ent­
ries were received at the first of the 
week are Jocelyn Ogston, Kay Bloom 
and Delwyn Beaty.
The greasy pole and sea horse races 
always were popular ones for the 
youngsters but looking over the re­
cords which. Audray Hughes had co.m- 
piled last Monday the 1938 entry list 
should surpass all previous records. 
The youngsters, are going for these 
two races in a big way. and the offic­
ials will have a tough job to take care 
of all the contestants.
Tafetta Evening Frocks
In plain colors. Plain bolero'coats with large full
$11.95  ^$15.95
Polo Cloth Coats
sleeves. White, green 
and blue. ........
For the summer evenings. A  nice white polo cloth 
coat—Jigger styles and longer styles.
Priced from ....... .......... ................. . $12.95
Be si'nartly, yet comfortably dressed for Kelowna’s 
Big Days. Wear one of our TROPICAL SUITS, 
or a pair of cream flannels, and a new white 
Forsyth Shirt.
Jantzen Knit Suits
Two and three-piece suits in pastel shades— Boucle
$12.95 •° $16.95
Tropical Suits
Of fine quality, all wool tropical cloth in single 
and double-breasted model. Colors, British tan, 
green, grey blue, grey, tan, and white. The smart­
est suits in Canada.
Priced from ........ $15.00 “  $22.50
Afternoon and Sport Dresses
In silk crepes, linens in tailored styles. White and
$5.00
White Shoes
White Flannels
A  fine grade English flannel tailored 
by Fashion-Craft ..... ....................... $6.50
pastel shades of green, pink, white and 
blue; priced ,f;tom
To complete me ensemble in sandals, T-straps and
fancy ties, all] sizes, all prices from .. 
to Heel Huggers at
$2.95
$7.95
Forsyth Shirts
White broad-cloth shirts of the finest quality. Per­
fect fitting shirts, designed for wear and comfort. 
Country Club Pall Mall. Bond Street
$2.00 $2.50 $3.00
SMART TIES—^Brighten up fli'j A A
for Regatta; priced at J OC/ «y X »U v F
leo. Meikle, Ltd.
P H O N E Q U A L IT Y  M E R C H A N D ISE K E L O W N A
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URIER
COURIER WILL 
BE ISSUED ON * 
THUR^EVENING
Delayed to Carry Regatta Results 
— All Roads Lead Kelowna- 
Wards
This rt'fiatlu issue of The Courier re­
places the Courier Advertiser for this 
weclc. The re/'ular Thursday Courier, 
will be delayed'a fhw hours that the 
complete results of tlie regatta may 
be placed in the hands of our readers 
as soon as possible. The Courier this 
week will be issued us soon as poss- 
sible on Thursday after the com,plction 
of the flnar event of the regatta, n ie  
Courier should be on the street early 
Thursday evening.
T w o  D a y s  B r i m  F u l l  
O f  E n t e r t a i n m e n t  i s  
R e g a t t a  P r o m i s e
Swimming, Diving, Boat Races, Wrestling, Water Skiing, 
Baseball, and Dozens of Other Novelty Events Plan­
ned for Wednesday and Thursday
E x p e c t  R e c o r d  C r o w d s  fo r  3 2 n d  A n n u a l  E v e n t
•vc-.v:-;-;
t
x v
Second Section
m m m
FE A T U R E S  galore arc the order of the two days of Kelowna’s 32nd annual regatta being staged this year at the Kelowna 
Z  Aquatic association’s entensive outlay on Lake Okanagan. Swim- 
in their hands early Thursday morn- and diving are the main competitive events, but other attrac-
Ing. City subscribers this week will tions promise to nearly overshadow the main competitions 
obtain their papers ’i]iuisday evening. Roth afternoons, Wednesday and Thursday, water skiing will
rocdve*"hlhs mSl FridaT  thnller to watch, performed maiply by Gordon Finch and Bruce
This regatta extra is Issued in an on- Tandem skiing, jumping and novelty stunts will be performed
deavour to acquaint the people of the '"cse two young men, who are now expert perforhjers. 
district with tho splendid program of Dives 40 Feet ---------------------------------- ———______-
tlc'''aub'’directors'h^^ Freddy Burr, known as one ol. lire Smi," to the n'sl
S s  ™  to’r c “5r!f j;]u“r1 „ ru £ lfl;; Sk?uo^rw!.rprn°;o'7ror^^^^^^ iS lS to  S e r^ 't l?
REGATTA EXTRA
A.
/ /  - .
----
PAGES 13 to 16
 ^  ^ 's
year Yo be°one o ftho  most"successful been seen here before ‘ Fo“ "[a.ee‘’v e a r s ' l S
ever staced A  line nroaram h^ c• hron one bf the mam extras of. the nnee ycais 1 tnticton and Kelow-
arranged. The weatherman promises ySar'^ SiLmcrlancT S o r e d  "^nri *
perfect weather and on Wednesday and Royal Life Saving Society ^  ^ K eSw iiY  Tolled^
Thursday all Valley roads lead to Ke- Vancouver. Composed make ™  foluth ^
lowna. The number of cars travelling about fifteen young men and worn- ®There wH 1 bn iunim- •
Kelownawards on these days promises en this drill crew consists of members races betwc4n PenUrlon
to be great enough to raise such a '^ho are expert swimmers and c?ews £  well a,?d ^
cloud of dust to hide fhn <3iin nvon savers, and they will conduct educa- judging fi om the
more than the smoke has done during classes for the benefit of the last ^ThSday
the past week. Your relatives, your hundreds who will line the S g  close ^a?es
neighbors, your friends and your en- grand stand, verandahs and beaches. will result,
emies will all be attending the regatta. Regatta attendants have ofterk seen .Many Speedboats
Better plan on meeting them there for youngsters paddlings furiously in the ^  war canoe nres Mm 99 ,^
a friendly chat At 'anv rate  the ^^unt apple box races, but this year i . 'be 225
events are so numerous and the’ com- ^e treated to the sight of ^ass has a record number
p™SSn” ™ m t o i r t 7 b r s o \ e ™  kPPl= k=l"E propelled bP out- o lrn e T  u p '^ S % ® o T
you will not have time to continue board motors. Whoever gets his out- f  ^P ^"T^rzan" P l a r t ^  
your argument. So a couple ot happy, “ > ™11 probably w.n Vernon. % h ? ae  tw ^  antagoSsls wln
oaretreo daya may be youra tor the bv  In there aghting over the waters
I f ''“SraM *'" Cto r^kif'’?;
 .   l   , kmtrd to start Brat will l  .  . Th?s  ? ?^^^
tokfn?^ 3 X 1™°,to thc’'ctoWd "t the The Oppo^Club has been Pm-Ucu- f  blrt ^w^sttonrSeaMfe 'hoato regatta. 'nt'y n'twe ttos season and has de-.„«„,,.„““'.„™h.,5Wong _seattle_ boats.
Controversy O v e r  First Regatta is 
Settled  by Investigation o f O ld  
File Copies o f  The Kelowna Courier
Some Persons Say Regatta Started in 1905 or 1906 but 
First Proper Regatta,, Separated from all other Events, 
was Held in 1907-—Had Sailing Races in Connection 
with Fair Previously
Th e r e  is some controversy as to the actual date of the first Regatta to be held in Kelowna, some of the old-timers con­
tending that the event of this year of grace 1938 should be titled- 
by  a higher number than thirty-second, on the ground that the first 
/Regatta was held in 1905.
First Regatta in 1907 
Investigation of - old files of The 
I Courier shows conclusively that the 
first regular Kelowna Regatta, held as 
an event separate from all other cele­
brations, took place on Thursday,
August 15, 1907, and the serial num­
ber of thirty-two, applied to the Re­
gatta, is therefore correct.
It is true that sailing races were 
field on several occasions in connec­
tion with the annual Fall Fair, but 
there was no general program of aq­
uatic sports until the Regatta of 1907.
The issue of The Courier of Sept.
20, 1906, states: “Arrangements for
ssdling races during the Fair could not 
be perfected, much to the regret of 
our keen amateur sailors. It is to be
Regatta Secretary President Program Chairman
I  ■ F
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*
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COMMUTATION 
TICKETS USED ON 
LATE FERRIES
■a ;
A l
R. F. “Dick” PARKINSON M AX  dePFYFFER
Government Grants Local R e- jg Who, as president of the Kelowna
questr—May Be Used On Extra us being an able executive. Dick Aquatic association, is-general chair- 
TrFhT-rw 'TVinre/1-i r Parkinson belongs to more organiza- ^nun of all Regatta conimittees. He is
nerry Anursaay iMignt tions than any other person in the - uianaging director of the Okanagan
-------- , Okanagan. For instance, he is presi- Fruit Shippers Ltd. during his work-
Word has reached Kelowna that the dent of the B.G. Junior Chambers of iug hours. Max is an energetic ex-
dena’rtment of nublic w o rk s  Viotnri-i Gommerce, president of the Interior ecutive and when he tackles a propo-
^ ^ ^  V  ^ of sition he carries it through until the
hoped a really good . Water C a rn iv a l has granted the request of the Ke- Keldwna Gyro Club, past presi- job is accomplished.
will be arranged for mid-summer of lowna /board of trade and o^her bodies dent and now secretary-manager of —^ -----:—-------- — ;—
next year.” that the regular commutation tickets the Kelowna Aquatic association and lowna Club. During working hoursA n  editorial article in the issue of , i j  , ,
July 12, 1906, strongly urged the in- accepted on the late ferries to be
stitution of a Summer Carnival, fea- on Thursday night, the final day 
tilling principally aquatic sports, and of the regatta. ’,
a year later the proposal materialized 
after a public meeting held on July L
,19, 1907, when a committee was ap- 
pointed consisting of Messrs. H. B. D.
Lysons, L. C. Aviss, G. H. Packer, J.
Wilks Euid A. L. Meugens, with power 
to  add to their number. Messrs. W .
M . Crawford, J. Bowes and F. A. Tay-
This means that the residents of 
Westbank, Sumiheiiand, 
Penticton and other southern points 
may come and enjoy the regatta and 
play until their hearts are content, 
until two o’clock- on Friday morning 
when the late ferries will start to
manager of the Regatta activities. Be- . * t  ^xi.
sides that he is vice-president of the assumes control of the Crown Fruit
Kelowna Rod and Gun club, and a Go. That would seem to be about 
member of the directorate of the Ke- enough for any one man.
BERT JOHNSTON  
Manager of the Kelowna branch of 
Safeway Stores Ltd. As program 
chairman he has had a busy time but 
he would rather be devoting his time 
to his chief hobby, radio announcing. 
His cheery , voice is heard dozens of 
times over the airwaves and this, sum­
mer he has been particularly busy 
acting as master of ceremonies for the 
half-hour broadcast from the Aquatic 
pavilion. Bert is a member of many 
organizations and is known far and 
wide for his energy and enthusiastic 
work on behalf , of. community pro­
jects. He is vice-president of the Ke­
lowna Aquatic association.'
veloped some expert stunt divers. Chelan and one from
These performers w ill exhibit their expected to give .Sontag a
skill before the audiences on both af- money,
ternoons and many good stunts have nntag has designed a new type of 
been promised. . ’ racing boat, using an outboard hull
When the fireworks display is in full P^ t^ , placing his engine as an inboard 
bloom, the Kelowna Boating Club will iu />f pniidships, thus
parade an illuminated boat on the wing the/propellor in front of the 
water, thus adding to the attractive- °ri\^. He expects to get fifty miles 
ness of the evening’s colorful panor- S” new craft, but the
ama ^ - Seattle and Chelan boats have also
Bearded BeauHee Here r e S “ ‘ 'ell the
In co-operation with the Vernon There are twenty boats in the Ke- 
Kinsmen Club, which organization is lowna Boating Club, and most of these 
staging two big days on August 17 and will be participating in the launch 
18, the Kelowna Regatta committee race, racing hulls barred. Gordon 
has offered special prizes to. Vempn- Finch and Cliff Renfrew will prob­
ites who have joined the bearded ably be the boats to beat in this race, 
beauty clan. Large numbers of young open to all pleasure craft. ^
Vernon men have been receiving no- Sailing has taken a more prominent 
toriety fon their beards during the part in the regatta during the past 
past few weeks, and the bushiest and few yeap and it is anticipated that a 
wooliest beard as well as the young dozen of these lovely vessels will skim 
man who has the neatest trimmed through the waters in an endeavor to. 
beard will get special awards. obtain the coveted Hamber cup, pre-
Baseball has always been; an popular sented by the Lieutenant-Governor of 
part of the Thursday afternoon card, British Columbia.
and this year should be no exception scullers always occupy a pro­
as Penticton and Kelowna, two rivals nainerit part in the activities, and the 
of long standing, will tangle at the Kelownp senior four has been training 
athletic park just a short distance strenuously to turn back the str-.ng
/ _________  ' ■ ■ Nelson crew. The Kelowna '-P
consists of Bob Hayman, stroke, Mal­
colm Chapin, Bruce Paige and Bill 
Treadgold.
Senior and novice club doubles will 
be participating, as well, with quite a 
number of cre\vs from Kelowna tak­
ing part. Malcolm Chapin and Harold 
Burr are two of the chi^f contenders 
in the senior doubles, and they will 
have a tough tussle against the Koot­
enay lads, according to advance in­
formation.
I t ; was -expected that the Kelowna 
crews would go to Nelsgn last week­
end for the Nelson Regatta, but a case 
of infantile paralysis in that district 
some time ago precluded any such 
event.. However, by thh time the Nel­
son crew leave for Kelowna the ban 
will be lifted entirely.
REGATTA WEATHER FAIR  
AND  COOLER
A  weather bulletin direct from 
W. A. Thome, of the Dominion 
meteorological department, Vic­
toria, states that present indica­
tions point to tiie weather in 
Kelowna <m Wednesday and 
Thursday being “fair and warm  
Wednesday but possibly more 
unsettled and cooler by Thurs­
day.”
This bulletin was received by 
The Courier late Mondby night 
in responise to a wire sent to the 
Department.
lor were added subsequently to the I’^ n. In addition they may get across 
committee. Other officials appointed the lake and return to their homes at 
later included Mr. F. E. R. Wollaston; this hour at the cost of only one punch 
referee, , and Mr. H. W. Hai'dman, on their ticket and not at the regular 
judge. fare. The commutation ticket innova-
Par’t of the C.P.R. wharf was shaded tion is one which is sure to meet v/ith 
by an awning and. used as a grand- widespread aproval and will .be en­
joyed to the fullest extent.
Busy Executive
stand, and there was a large and en­
thusiastic attendance, the program 
- being carried out very successfully.
The Courier report of the day con­
cludes thus:
It Was First of Many
“Every one seemed much pleased 
with the day’s sport, and the Regatta 
must be pronounced a great success.
May it be the first of many!”
This would seem to settle author­
itatively the question of date of the 
first Kelowna Regatta, which its 
thirty-one successors have followed 
without a break and with a remark­
able record of excellence of program 
and aquatic competition.
Another regatta was held in 1908. 
and in 1909, after tho Kelowna Aqua­
tic association was officially formed, 
this body took over the handling of 
the annual water sports and enlarged 
the committees from members outside 
the directorate. The dates for the 
Regattai that first year under the as­
sociation'were August 11 and 12. P.
Diimoulin was appointed chairman of 
all regatta committees.
The regatta committees were com- 
-prised of G. F. B. James. G. C. Ben- 
more, L. C. Aviss, A. L. Meugens. C.
Martin, A. Hamilton. Frank Fraser, P.
DumouUn, D. W. Crowley. J. B. Elnow- 
les, G. H. James, A; Edwards, S. J.
Currie, J.: E. Harvey, T. Wilkinson,
and G. C. Rose. j u
Baseball was; a big item in the two -w^ ho are aiding the 32ind annual Re- ,
days’ sports and the balance sheet of gatta program toi be one of the finest First Building Step
Turn to Page 14. Story 7 on record. The first step was to build a bathing
Kelowna A q u a tic  A ssociation  
Came Into Being on M a y  18/1909; 
G reat Progress Seen Through Years
Ambitious Program Of Building Undertaken by First Dir­
ectorate—Eleven Presidents Have Been Chosen in 29 
Years Big Change Came in 1933.
Proclamatidn of Welcome
IT  was on May 18, 1909, that the Kelowna Aquatic Associa,tion Kelowna’s most popular organization during the sumnier months, 
was brought into being. That is just 29 years ago and those who 
remember the meagre start look on with wonder now at the great 
progress which the association directors, through dint of many 
• hours’ strenuous work through the years have been able to ac­
complish.
Reigned Four Years
G. C. Rose was chairman of that 
first meeting and he was the first pre­
sident, reigning over the Aquatic laur­
els for four years, until in 1913 his 
place was taken by Dave W. Crowley. 
Both these men will be keen witnes.ses 
of the-32qd annual Regatta which 
takes place this Wednesday and 
Thursday.
house and wharf at a tender of $640 
as supplied by J. A. Biggar. Then a 
contract was let to T. 3^. Clarke, whose 
tender of $1,900 for the erection of a 
pavilion was accepted. James Bros, 
received the wiring contract. It Was 
planned, to build an Aquatic club­
house and wharf at a cost of $3,000 
and so plan it so that an additional 
$2,000 could be spent at a later date. 
Mr. Wilkinson, known as a profes-
D IA N A  DeHART
President of the Kelowna Ladies’ 
Auxiliary to . the Aqq|ific Association
Since 1909 only 11 men have ruled
?lin s = e “
$3 men and $2 Mdies.
G. F. James, L. C. Aviss and D. W. 
Crowley were members of the first 
building committee.
In 1910 the opening of the Aquatic 
was postponed from May 19 to May 27 
owing to the death of King Edward. 
One of the most important addir
sojourn in office.
Members of the first executive coun­
cil of the association were: G. C. Dse, 
president; P. Dumpulin, vice-piv’si- 
dent; G. A. Fisher, secretary; Aiv L. 
Meugens, treasurer; D. W. Crowley,'-L. 
C. Aviss, W; M. Crawford, G. J. F. 
James, E. R. Bailey, T. M. Stirlin,:?. 
Others present at the initial meot-
ELOWNA has in the past won for itself an enviable'repu­
tation for hospitality and to those of you who are present 
in the City during the current week to attend the thirty- 
second annual regatta of the Kelovypa Aquatic Association, the 
City of Kelowna, officially bids you welcome. To those of you 
who have visited us at this time in other years, we hope that this 
year again you enjoy yourselves to the extent you obviously did 
on former occasions. To those pf you who are attending the re­
gatta for the first time, we express th^  hope that you will enjoy 
yourself to the full and that you will return to your homes with 
enthusiastic memories of your visit to Kelowna.
heads a busy group of ladies this week -ing were C/Clarke, F. R. E. DeHah S'gr^Shdrtfnd^ItiaTost o r l l . l s ^ S d
to seat 800 people.
In 19ill, A1 -Wedell, now customs col- 
Tiim to Page 14, Story 8
O. L. JONES,
MAYOR.
Y i.'*
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 ^ Lovely American
EVENING SHOES
I’OK TIIK
Regatta Dance
Copp'H urc nUrst siKaiii to b rin g  you  som ething n e w  and  sm art in
im ported  even ing  sun-
dais. G o ld , S ilv e r  or 
com bination  in  a il the
p op u la r heels.
.95
Sizes 
3 to 8
TENNIS SHOES
Women’s lace to the toe v^hwitc tennis shoes. 
Made in Canada ........................ :..................... 79c
QUINTUPLET SANDALS
Children’s sandals in red and green 
prints. Approved by .Dr. Dafoe...... 79  c “’“'89c
MEN’S WHITE TENNIS OXFORDS
Canadian made, first quality, heavy soles. 
Per pair*.......................... ........................... 99c
T H E
S H O E
M A N
K E L O W N A
-More About-
KELOWNA
AQUATIC
li
TWO HARD WORKING YOUNG MEN -More About-
From Page 13, Column 4 
lector, Was employed as an extra as- 
sislant at the Aquatic during the 
Humnicr ihonlh.s.
Dave Crowley was irustruniental in 
1912 in changing the Aquatic dunces 
from fortnightly affairs to weekly.
V ote  o f l l i a n ld  to M r . Rose  
In 1913, Mr. Ro.se retired and the 
■shareholdei\s pa.sscd q vole of thanks 
for “his untiring work for the asso­
ciation since its foundation,’’ A  dn‘cc- 
tor, in those days, had to tend strictly 
to businc.s.s, as a motion is recorded 
tliat a director absent from two meet­
ings without excuse satisfactory to 
tiie directors ceases to be a director, 
llie  first year of the war saw a 
change in secretaryship, H. G. M. W il­
son being appointed to that post. He 
held that post continuously until 1920, 
when lie resigned, after a service to 
the community which few can dup­
licate.
By 1916, Dave Crowley considered 
he had done his fair share and he re­
signed in favor of J. F. Burne, at pre­
sent Magistrate for Kelowna. Mr,
< *• <
hi
J CONTROVERSY
OVER FIRST
From Page 13. Column 1
the Rcgatla showed a iirollt of $103.20, 
including $31.15 carried over from the 
lirevious year.
G. C. Rose was the first commodore 
and umpire.
D id n ’t R un  E xeurs lun
O D X IIO A IID  M O T O R  S T O L E N
An outboard motor was stolen from  
the residence of W. H. H. McDougall 
on Thursday evening, the Provincial 
Police state. So far no trace of tho  
missing engine lios been found. T h e  
McDougall family Is ab.sent at present 
from Kelowna but tlie residence is in  
ciiurgc of u caretaker.
P IU Z i ;  C 'OMEH 'I’O  K E L O W N A
Miss Constance E. Wright of Kelow­
na, lias been informed by Levy Bros, 
lliat lier slogan in the recent Canadian­
wide “Bridal Wrouth Wedding Gift” 
contest received cightli award. Slio 
lias received a (iibie lump throughIn 1910 the ire of the Kelowna Re­
gatta enthusiasts was aroused by tiro Haworth of Kelowna,
failure of tile C.P.R. to run its usual 
excursion to Kelowna on the lake 
bout. An official protest was sent in 
to the Canadian Pacific on this ac­
count from the Aquatic management.
That year it was decided to hold the 
annual regattas as near to August 10 
as possible.
NOTICE
^ L L  P E R S O N S  h av in g  ou tstand ing
accounts of the Kelowna Aquatic 
Association are requested to have them 
A grandstand hud been erected by hands of tho Secretary-Manager
that year and in 1912 a note was made tho Clpb not Inter than Thursday 
in the Aquatic minutes that boxes in morning next.
DON POOLE HARRY “P I” CAM PBELL front of the grandstand, containing
If there are two harder, working young men to be found anywhere in the w
nagan durine these summer months then thev mii.qt he rI.'ivi'r for thn Ufn- two daysOkan g y us b sla es, e lifC'
R. P. PARKINSON, 
Secretary-Manager.
lo
guards at the Aquatic have a multitude of duties lo perform doily, fidn Poole ‘^tore was talk postponc-
has become a prominent figure in Kelowna Aquatic circles each summer and of the Regatta because of the
Crowley received a hearty vote of ap- being aide^i during the two holiday months by the well-known Pi Camp- news of the World War commencing,
predation for his many years of, ser- I^ell of track and basketball fame. Not only do these two athletes supervise  ^^ Regatta officials went proudly
vice. the youngsters during their bathing hours, but they are conducting swimming nhcad and s^ged the annual affair
In that same' year George A. Moikle classes three moimings each week which arc attracting more than 200 young- regardless. There w i«  talk of having
qommenced his lengthy stewardship sters to each class. This is an invaluable work as it not only teaches the kid- “ hydroplane at the Regatta, the fir.st
with the Aquatic, as a director. dies, the rudiments of swimming, a pleasurable sport, but also shows them how 5°®*" between .$7o0 for the
By 1920, good times had arrived and to protect themselves from danger while in the water. The classes are con- two days. Later a temporary arrange- 
thc Aquatic extended the pavilion 30 ducted from 10 to 11.30 o’clock in the mornings and the Aquatic beach is" filled I? a plane here was made,
feet east at a cost of $3,000, according with kiddies three mornings each week. Besides these lessons Don takes quotation reduced to .$500.
to first estimates. The cost eventually charge of special classes in swimming and diving for those who have got beyo iJ  However, nothing 
worked out at $4,490. -Another $2,000 the rudimentary stage, and also plays a big part in the war canoe training, o^^oogement.
worth of association stock was issued The swim classes will be carried on right through to the end of August 
to coyer part of this cost.
over came of this
It was in 1925 that the handwriting 
on the wall became apparent to E. M. 
Carruthers and he suggested at the 
annual meeting that younger blood be 
brought, into the Aquatic association. 
His ideas did not meet with favor and 
the subject died, but today almost the 
entire directorate is composed of 
young people.
C oldstream  G u d rds V is it
A big profit accrued from the visit
Coroner’ sfJury Returns V erd ic t 
That D avid Jones-Eyans M e t  H is 
Death b y  Fall over Bank o f C liff
By that year Peachland had won the 
coveted war canoe trophy three times 
in a row and the silverware belonged 
to that town. A  new cup was offered 
by W. M. Crawford to replace the J. 
B. Knowles cup, which Peachland 
then retained.
In 1915 the Regatta was planned as 
usual for two days, b/ut w’as later 
brought down to a one-day affair.
In 1916 the Regatta was , changed to 
a Saturday, but the following year it 
switched back to Thursday. In 1918
REGATTA
PICTURES
F o r  a  p leasing  and c llcotivo  r e ­
production  o f your regatta  snaps  
b rin g  them  to , us!
Our work is guaranteed and w ill  
be completed to your satisfaction.
M cB r i d e  and y o c h i m
Four Doors East of Royal Anne.
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only a one-day event was held as had
Coldstream^ Guards Band under P ^ S s ib i l i t y ^ T h R '^  A n o t h e r  Y o u i lg S t C r  IVTlght H a .v e  L c e n  been the practice the three previous
IT’S NEW!
IT’S MODERN! 
IT’S ORIGINAL!
the sponsorship of the Aquatic in 1926 
but the following year the association 
lost $287.65 in sponsoring the Aus­
tralian National Band.
An .old-time friend of the Aquatic 
died in Noverriber, 1927, in the person 
of W. M. Crawford, president of many
With Dead Boy Has Not Been Exploded—Tasker Lad‘ years. In 1919 Penticton re-organized 
Gives Straight-Forward Evidence Before Jury
the switch back to two days was made.
t h a t  David Jones-Evana fourtean-year-old son of Mrs. B arn ey
A  lo n e s - i l iV a n s  o r  i v e lo w n a .  r.amf^ Vne •^1/^ TltOO ”. Jo es-Eva s of East Kelo a, ca e to his death between Tues- tic was charged $500 for bringing in
hfs^ ’^ oid^RRfi f^atlT  ^ mourned by day, July 19 and Sunday, July 24, 19398, at East Kelowna by falling plane, and the Aquatic and Capt. 
nis oia associates. -------- ...i------urr _ a-i , .. . . ' °  TTnv cniit returns for flights,
S h L S  ti5%pi=ce.
Aquatic^for the^ Silver Regatta in McTavish’s ranch was the considered opinion of the jury empanelled As the Regattas progressed through 
1931, and to^celebrate the year altera- m the inquest concluded by Corner J. F. Burne on Monday afternoon, -the ’20s there was little change in theTinn.Q JlTYlOnriTI Ti cf Tr\ <21 1 ^51 _  ^ “ « . . . .  ,
Brand New
Modern 
Brightly Decorated
tions amounting to $1,161 were made AusfUSt 1 
to the boathouse. This' was the first ^ J ^
year in which R. F. Parkinson was Investigation Ends
associated with the Aquatic, he taking This decision brings to an end an
the place of W. R. Carruthers. .who ^interesting police case which entailed 
resigned to take the secretaryship. ^ great deal of investigation owing to 
The following year Mr. Parkinson the evidence produced but which in 
was named yice-president under. Paul the end could not be termed other 
Tempest and the big shake-up in the than accidental death, 
association affairs ' occurred the fol- Young Jones Evans was missed from 
lowing year. The Aquatic had been tiis home on Tuesday, July 19, when 
losing membership and its revenues he  ^was believed to have gone swim- 
were dropping steadily. It was real- ming in Mission creek and probably 
ized that something, had to be done hunting groundhogs afterwards. A  
quickly or the whole framework search party on Sunday afternoon 
would disintegrate. found his badly decomposed body
Extraordinary Meetine three-quarters way down a steep cliff
As a ------------------ --- -------_V , . , overlooking Mission creek.
Gates and Policing 
Chairman-
consequence a special extra-
was known to haveelation was called in for Junp 7 1933 mming or a mand thiR RPocJr>« xiT been wearing on the, day he disap-
C A B A R E T
DINE AND DANCE to the music of 
the FOUR
R H Y T H M  ACES
Hear the piano accordion and electric guitar 
swing out modern dance tunes.
PHONE 700 FOR RESERVATIONS.
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rmrl j x ; Dc xn a n a
a sub-rommitTAo Of peared, about 75 yards south of tKe
kinson P V  To  ^ mprising Dick Par- spot where he evidently went over 
r u S s  RcTlnn W. R. -Gar- tbe bank to his death. Immediately
submit nWr, n  ^i fall . to below the hat, near the cliff bottom,
sutoit new proposals. ^ 3 3  found the stock of a rifle. . It was
this ^new set-up allowed three dir- not until two days later that the bar- 
ectors to be appointed by the share- rel was located in some brush only 
holders and five others from the or- about ten feet away from the stock.
Parkin- General Assumption
son was named, president with W. W. i ^  .^ u *
Pettigrew vice-president H A  Fair The general assumption was that 
bairn and- Ken Maclaren were the Jones-Evans had lost his rifle
choices of the shareholders The othpr attempted
directors elected by the ordinary vot- 1° clamber , down the cliff, hadl missed 
ers were Dr. Milton Thorne W  w  footing and had catapulted to his 
Pettigrew, L. A. Day J  B Snurrier ‘^ ^ath. After this assumption was 
and Ken Shepherd. ’ - more or less realized the statement of
__ , ' W. McTavish, East Kelowna rancher
oiinnffo r  ^ were formed acting as off whose property the boy had plung-
set-up, except that the competition 
became more keen. In 1926 a big fea­
ture was the visit of the Coldstream 
Guards Band, and the Aquatic and 
Regatta cleaned up a tidy profit from 
this venture.
Dance lovers will remember in 1928 
when the Four Horsemen played for 
both Regatta night dances.
The silver Regatta was held in 1931 
and $1,161 were spent in alterations 
to the boathouse, By 1932, the Aqua­
tic was not operating profitably, al­
though the Regatta had come through 
all right, which brings this account­
ing right down to present day times.
W IT T  STA M P 
W ORKS
W im  STAMPS 
WORK
Stamp Pads, Stamping 
Inks and Rubber Stamps 
to suit every purpose.
We specialize in Packing 
House recfuirements*
PHONE 436-Rl —
k
any previous set-up. ed, that he had seen a boy wearing a 
internal manage- similar straw hat '
CHAS. M. DeMARA
- o -  ouxe 11C.X to that worn bv corner, vve have big Charles
life-sav- David on the fatal Tuesday, in com- countenance
S v  a dances, pub- pany with another fair-haired lad seen most any day on Bernard
hcity and membership. walking along the bank edge. trackmg dqwn
A  ladies’ auxiliary was formed in A  search was made for the other „ spects. for he is known
1935 to aid the association in its work boy, and Eric Tasker, blondei-haired • ^
K E LO W N A  FU RN ITU R E
was established in 1892, years before 
the Kelowna Regatta was heard of.
With a record of years of dependable service be­
hind it, The Kelowna Furniture Co, joins with 
other merchants in Kelowna in extending its best 
wishes for a most successful Regatta.
le
^^^^cr body accepted its af- youngster who had beeh a playmate ^car with the Aqua-
filiation gladly. The same year Dick of David’s, came in for some severe x..„ proving to be one
ifxH no a * -^------- - the ablest of
of
BEATTY’S
New and Used
WASHER SALE
1 used Connor electric, $5.00 per month. 
1 used Connor copper tiib washer.
1 Easy electric “Spin-dry” W asher.
2 used Beatty copper tub washers; bench and two 
tubs free with these two machines.
I new Beatty Electric Washer ........$65.00
0 . L . JONES FU R N ITU R E  CO.
Phone. 435 Bernard Ave.
Parkinson resigned as president and cross-questionftig. At the inquest on ,,,hicr,D,-Qoi ^^® /^^tectors. He
accepted the position of secretary- Monday he faced the jury and gave n the other day fhat
manager, the same post he holds to- his story in a straight-forward manner _ . P  owna 21 years ago from
day. W. W. Pettigrew was his sue- with never a moment’s hesitation 
cessor as president for two years with 
Max dePfyffer i^rexy for tbe .past 
two seasons. .
KELOWNA LEGION 
SENDS DELEGATION
Deputation of Fifteen Going To
Provincial Command Conven- issue of The Courier, 
tion
Iicsxxc.uiuix. the prairies and has never regretted 
He denied having any knowledge of — ange foi one moment.
David’p fatal mishap, explained his ^   ^ “
whereabouts that Tuesday afternoon {r | «|  A  | B fA A C
and gave a satisfactory explanation »*  *  ULim aJ
for all his other movements. His fa- A  1
ther corroborated most of the details I  J U  1  V rlY  X
of the boy’s story and told of giving
the lad a thorough cross-questioning, ^  j  n n/r- -r»T.
besides that administered by the nro-. Miners W in  b y  4-2
vincial police, Count in Other Big Battle
Preliminary details of the investig.a- , , _ _  .
tion were contained in last week’s Two bang-up baseball g^mes
\ r -
., , . _ . - v/ere
On last Monday Eric Tasker was the ton^^as^ Sunda^” t1ie ’^H i^ a i.d ^ ’n’ai 
first witness, followed by William Jic- Mners defeallS Summeri?nd i f
. . ' Tavish, who said he saw two boys, sudden-death Snnfh ni,-anatyo.o ^
Fifteen paembers of the Kelowna one wearing the straw hat which 4-2. and Kelowna defeatingbranch Canadian Legion and Women’s peared in court, and the other lad a Penticton 4 -i in an I f
Auxiliary are to attend the annual fair-haired boy having no cap or hat. fd e ,? M „ e rs  h o fp fa fK e lo w n a  f ' ' '  
provincial convention of the B. C. The boy with the hat carried -  ^ ‘ ^  P^uy ixeiowna im aa -22 best ^oP three series, the' first game to 
cliff, he said. He heard their voices
The official delegates from the Can- and observed them from a distance, day.
puf? that found^below the be at .Penticton next Sunday and the
cliff, he said. e heard their voices second h  Kelowna the following Sun-August -4, 5 and 6 .
Is Your 
Wiring
5 "le £ ? e "s“ ii’l’' w  r Joseph B ean  W itn ess . /southfners to three L a T t e r e l  h fe
Fowfer and D ElliV' , Joseph John Bean, also of Fa i^t K e - His okfleld of Boklage, F. Chapman
The Women’s Auxiliary delegates \Was one of the, search party  s^d |al Lier worked like clockwork
are Mrs. E? Fow lfr o f S l  and £  found the stock of the rifle and und pAilled off some marvellous catch-
T3-..nxx,. i\T.,„ -ntn;,, V/r..„ dster the barrel. He said they were o®. JVEcGahan, I^enticfton’s featured
about 70 yards from the point wliere American hurler, was touched for nine 
the body was found lodged against hits fluring the contest, 
a tree. ------ 1—-^--------------------■ '__________
e i
U P-TO -D ATE ?
Badley, Mrs. Ellis, Mrs. Barton, Mrs 
Richards, Mrs. Gurr, Mrs. MePhee and 
Mrs. Cookson, fraternal.
jF YOU are planning to build let us figure
He told of seeing Eric Tasker on werd n doubt, 
the Thursday evening of the week the Ev^c Tasker swore he had not seen 
Jnnes-Evans lad was missing Daifid Jones-Evans with a gun since 
-T.U- • rr. J A X r. and the former youngster was coming last April and does not remernher
from the direction of the creek. Tas- what it looked like tLm
F IR S T  A I D  C L A S S E S  U N D E R ­
T A K I N G  E X A M IN A -n O N S
your house plans for wiring and show you 
the latest in lighting fixtures. If. you plan 
to remodel or repair, let us check for faulty 
wiring (so often the cause of fires) and pro­
vide convenient outlets in every room.
proximately 25 members of the Ke- ker, however, explained away most of 
lowna junior board of trade first aid the suspicions which Bean had im- 
classes will be taking^ examinations in agined when he saw Tasker.
Dr, W. J. Knox’s office. The classes Mr. Tasker Sr. gave evidence volun- 
have been held each week for the tarily, but his dates were mixed at 
.........  .........past eight weeks under the direction first. He corrected himself, later a s ,.____  „„„ to mo nonr,. ,n
FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  OO T O  ,T H E  COtjR IER  a L  Dr J S ^ H ? S s o n  marshall, to the days in question and satisfied (the recovering of the body ^ ^anf the
ana ur. 3. t>. Henderson. the jury on some points on winch they hearch for the rifle. ^
to the jury’s verdict was a 
ider that the jury wishes to thank 
alph and Joseph Bean, Roger' and 
ichael Sutton, William McTavisli, 
ind Frank Hawkey for their co-opera- 
ion and assistance to the police in
Electrical G. W. COPE Contractor
200B Bernard Ave. Rhone 25
le-l
......
\
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ENFIELD
PERMANENT
Fetithcrwoight, Heatcrlcss, 
Aircooled
V IT O N E  o r N O M A  M iicliinclcs» 
Pcriiiancnts fo r  fine and  
d ifflou lt hair.
A U T U M N  O IL  P E R M A N E N T
including reconditioning process
CHARM
BEAUTY SALON
Jubilco A partm en ts: 152 B e rn ard
WHO WILL BE LADY OF THE LAKE FOR 1938?
'■’W '
,1
f*l' V V I' ' !•
Eor Appointm ents P H O N E  642
le-1
DOT ANDISON NOEL DEANS BETTY POOLE ALICE THOMSON
These four beauteous maidens are the contestants for the 1938 competition outboard motor will dei^ignate the girl for whokn ho wishes to cast his vote, 
to decide the Lady of the Lake. The winner will be chosen through the ladies’ The one having the most number of votes by Wednesday evening will be ad- 
auxiliary ticket drawing. The seller of every book of tickets on the Johnston judged the Lady of the Lake. Can you guess who she will be?
=;pes
F ifty - tw o  U n e m p lo y e d  M e n Advertising Chairman
FALL FASHION
C A LLS  FOR A  
N E W  C O IFFU R E
KEEP BEAUTIFUL:
True beauty is neatness 
plus smart appearance. 
Look more youthful and 
beautiful by keeping your 
hair, complexion and 
finger nails attractive.
VIVIENNE BEAUTY 
PARLOR
T a k e  Possession  o f  C am p
 ^ r , • > Alderman Sutherland told The Cour-
First Contingent Receives City s “These men have our sympathy
Hospitality—  Kelowna Focal and are a decent lot of boys who are 
Point of Movement down on their luck. The city will do
______  everything it can within reason.”
• Fifty-two unemployed men arrived “We considered every available site 
in the city on Saturday night and im- camp, ’ Mayor Jones told The
mediately went into camp on the pro- Courier reporter. “We considered all 
perty north of the C.N.R. docks The locations and decided that this was the 
camp had been prepared for tl>em on suitable one. It is near the lake
Saturday. ond at the same time it is dry and
N. Harris, advance agent for the ^satisfactory sanitary arrangements can 
men, told The Courier that these men made. It is also far enough away 
would likely remain here for a week. «other property that there is no
They have already had three days danger of fire from their open camp 
work in Kelowna and Kamloops, starr fii’os.”
ting on July 2Gth, and they will not Un Sunday morning the camp was 
be eligible for more until August ICth. visited by a Courier reporter. The 
The present occupants of the camo were busily engaged in washing
will probably move on to Penticton clothes, and bathing. Some were
or Nelson before that time and will to catch some fish from the
.seek their next allottment of work in C-P.R. and C.N.R. docks for their mid-
those cities, if they can show that they meal. ■ . ,  ,
have sought work in the meantime. ^he camp was tidy as one could. ex- 
K e lo w n a  F oca l P o in t were well spoken and
The local camp, however, wiU not well mannered. Qne might easily 
.be vacated when the present occu- have imagined that he had stepped 
pants move on for they will be sue- into the camp of any group of busi- 
ceeded by another quota which will mqn out in the wilds for a hoh-
come here from Vernon and Kamloops, /There was, however, a pitiful
This movement is part of a well or- “ ^ual camp equipment. A
ganized plan of the men which includ- 9 0PP^e of pots of stew were simmer-
es continuous circulation between the 
Interior cities from now until Septem­
ber 15th. During the next few wee.is 
groups of men from sixty to two hun­
dred and twenty-five will move from 
Kamloops to Vernon to Kelowna to 
Penticton to Nelson to Kelowna and 
thence to the other cities in rotation. 
Kelowna is apparently the focal point 
of the movement.
Want Two More Days’ Work 
According to N. Harris, the men’s 
advance agent, the men are planning 
to approach the government to give 
them an extra two days work per 
month, that they may purchase clothes 
and, shoes. The men get $3.20 per 
day during the three days they work 
on the roads. The extra two day.*? 
work would assist them to clothe 
themselves.
On Friday and Saturday, Mayor O. 
L. Jones and Alderman George Suther­
land, chairman of relief, were in con­
tact with Mr. Harris, the men’s ad- 
Ug I vance agent. The out come of the
ninov trv T conference was that the camp was
Diner, to waiter: Could I see your establishert and rpadv for thp fiftv menus for the-past week? in,’/, 4... esraDiisned and ready for the hfty-
mg on a makeshift stove. Few of ’he 
men had blankets and their clothes 
for the most part were decidedly the 
worse for wear.
Prizes Chairman
For appointments Phone 32
le-1
f  4.I.- two men when they arrived,get the recipe for this wonderful
hash.”—Pearson’s . “We will do everything we can,’'
C o m m u ta tio n  T ic k e ts
All residents of the westside of the lake should take 
special notice that—
COMMUTATION ACCEPTED
on the late ferries which start running at two a.m., 
Friday, August 5th.a le
M a k e s  H is t o r y  In 
O r c h a r d  C ity
W ith  the pu b lication  of this 
special R egatta  E x tra , the K e l­
o w n a  C o u rie r  m akes history, 
a w ith  the assistance o f the m erch ­
ants an d  business m en  of K e l - ‘ 
ow na. T h e  C o u r ie r  h as been  en ­
a b le d  to  pub lish  fo r  the first tim e  
. in  the h isto ry  o f the O ro m rd  C ity  
a  fu ll-s ized  e x tra  edition . In  (h is  
issue there  a re  s ix teen  pages con­
ta in ing  n ew s  stories o f  the fo rth ­
com ing K e lo w n a  R egatta  on  
W ed n esd ay  and  T h u rsday , A u gu st  
3 an d  4, a lo n g  w ith  som e history  
o f the past regattas and  the  
b u ild in g  u p  o f  the K e lo w n a  
A q u a tic  A sso c ia tio n .'
P ic tu res  p laY  a n  im portant part  
in  th is issue, an d  T h e  C ou rie r  
p h o to -e n ^ a v in g  departm ent has  
been  kep t bu sy  fo r  d ay s p repa r­
in g  fo r  th is specia l event. Som e  
o f the o ld -tiih e ‘ p ic t u r e  w e re  
. k in d ly  con tribu ted  b y  D r . B , 'F .  
Boyce , B e r t  Johnston  a n d  R ib e -  
l in ’s P h oto  Studio. D o n  W h it -  
h am  o f W . R . T ren ch  Ltd . has  
assisted T h e  C o u r ie r  in  obtain ing  
c lo se -ups o f those w h o  a re  tak ­
in g  an  active  p art in  the R egatta  
proceed ings. M a n y  other persons  
h ave  a id ed  in  p u b lish in g  this 
extra.
T h r e e  tbousand  coiiies o f T h e  
C o u r ie r  R egatta  E x tra  h av e  been  ' 
issued today, fro m  the tiine the  
first copies le ft  T h e  C o u r ie r  o ffice  
this m orn in g , at abou t 6 o ’clock. 
B y  b reak fa st  tim e e v e ry  house­
h o ld er in  K e lo w n a  h ad  a  copy o f  
the E x t ra  on th eir doorstep . C op ­
ies a re  be in g  d istribu ted  as fa r  
north  a s  O y am a  an d  a s  fa r  south  
as Sum m erland , w h ile  ex tra  cop­
ies a re  b e in g  sent re g u la r ' su b ­
sc ribe rs  to  T h e  C ou rie r .
K e lo w n a  is d e fin ite ly  advancing  
in  these tim es 6 f ra p id  progress  
and  T h e  C o u r ie r  is k eep in g  step  
w ith  th is p rogress.
LEN  LEATHLEY '
For the past two years Len Leathley 
has been active in Aquatic circles as 
a member of the executive. Len is 
employed with his father in the Ke­
lowna Printing Co. and has lived all 
his life in Kelowna. In fact he was 
bom in this fair city. He recently 
joined the Gyro club and is beginning 
to appear more and more in commun­
ity activities.
Band Chairman
HANDY, COMPLETE 
REGATTA PRO­
GRAM PAGE 3
Couple Snips of Scissors and Four 
Page Self-Contained Program 
Obtained
> Vi
CHARLES FRIEND
-ICE
is like the Regatta—r—
W H Y  ? B E C A U S E  T H E Y  A R E  A L L  
T Y P I C A L L Y  K E L O W N A .
Kelowna Creamery Ice Cream is manufactured from
the purest of cream right here in Kelowna. The cream 
is brought daily to our modern,, clean plant by the 
farmers of the Kelowwna District— It is homogen­
ized and pasteurized and double-filtered to ensure 
that there is not the slightest trace of taint. * 
Kelowna Ice Cream is better because it is pure.
SOLD IN  H A LF -P IN T S , P IN T S  and Q U A R T  SIZES.
Lpok for the big red Delicious apple on the packet.
Scrumptious ice cream bars sold for five cents each 
in a sanitary K. C. xellophane wrapper.
—  Always ask for —
KELOWNA CREAMMY ICE CREAM
A  complete and self-contained pro­
gram of the entire regatta will be 
found on pages 3 and 4 of this issue.
If you turn to page 3 you will find 
that a few snips of the scissors' is 
all that is necessary to provide you 
He, of the broad grin is Charley with a cqmpact and  ^handy; program. 
' Friend, proprietor of the Maple Leaf wne which you can fold into as small 
Cleaners, a flourishing Kelowna busi- f, P^*^het as yOu hke; small enough 
ness. Charles is known for his big “^t you may carry it without any . in­
laugh, his friendly, open-handed man- ^onvenience in any pocket or your 
ner and his general genialty. He has nandbag. ^
been an energetic Aquatic director for Turning to page .... you will find 
the past two seasons. Besides his work one and four of the program
for the Regatta and the Aquatic club, you in the lower right . hand
Charley has played an important part corner of the page. Now all you have 
in the formation of the Elks lodge in siorig the horizontal
Kelowna and was Grand Master of where it says “Clip-her.” When 
"the order in Kelowna for a couple of that is done just continue clipping a- 
years. Ipng the perpendicular line as the di-
__________________ _____  rictions say.
One more slight operation and the 
program is ready for uise. Just fold 
down the centre of the small sheet 
which you have in your hand, making 
the crease where it says “Fold Here.” 
That being donfe you have the com* 
plete four page program of the regatta 
events.
NefW just fold it to fit the pocket or 
handbag in which you plan to carry 
it and you have a four page program 
always available during any moment 
of the two exciting regatta days; some­
thing with which to check the vari­
ous events at any time. No bulky 
program this; no clutter of useless 
pages. But every bit of information 
which you desire about the regatta 
events; and right at-your 'fingertips.
JACK TREADGOLD
Here is smiling Jack Treadgold, an­
other native son, and like Len Leath­
ley he works for his father in the 
printing business. Although, iii this 
instance, he paints signs and generally 
daubs the paint around, for T. Tread­
gold. Jack received all his schooling 
in Kelowna schcnols and is .probably as 
well known , to the general public; as 
any young man in town. A t one time 
he officiated with the traps in local 
dance orchestras and even now some­
times picks up the sticks and emits 
some weird noises ' from , the bPxes. 
Don’t tell anyone, but Jack is also a 
proud father. v
HAIRDRESSING PARLOR
> W c do all Hues of hairdressing 
including Permanent Waving. 
E X PE R T  H AIR D R ESSER S
/ ( A f Fully modern equipment.
I ’l lO N K  N O W  F O R  A N  A P P O IN T M E N T
181 L aw ren ce  A v e  Phone 416
le-1
REMODELLING WEATHER
Have your home remodelled now so that 
you will be able tb enjoy the comforts and 
co/ivenierices that an up-to-rdate home 
offers before winter.
Call for an estimate with no dbligatiori.
KELOWNA SAWMILL CO., LTD.
le -1
Building 
A Commimity’!
Has it ever (occurred to you how. much an enterprise 
like D. K. Gordon Ltd. has contributed toward the building 
up of Kelowna and district?
L E T  US G IV E  y o u  A  F E W  FACTS —  '
This business was established over a quarter of a cen­
tury ago, hnd has continued steadily to grow until it now 
serves the whole Okanagan Valley. This is not a mere 
meat market, but a manufacturing plant, for the expert 
ciiring, cooking, and smoking of meats and meat products.
Our live stock is purchased throughout the Okanagan 
Valley, and distributed from Kamloops to Penticton, 
through our own stores and others.
In addition to an extensive all-the-year-round payroll, 
we are very large users of the city’s waterj light and power 
services.
Our ice manufacturing plant uses pure city water, and 
in addition to filling our own refrigeration needs, serves the 
city with pure ice for domestic purposes, and also for the 
icing of fruits and vegetables for shipment.
Let our Valley flourish, by her industries.
P e l ic io u s
K e lo w t i a  P r o d u c t s
Smoked Hanis--Cottage Rolls—*Smo|ced 
Pic-nics— Breakfast Bacons— Back 
Bacons— Ayrshire Roll— Cooked 
Ham— Roast Pork - /
DELICATESSEN
Ox Tongue— Veal and Ham— Head Cheese— Pressed Beef 
Veal and Cheese Loaf— Spiced Ham— Garlic .Sausage 
New England Loaf-^Weiiiers— Bologna 
Pure Kettle Rendered Lard
H IG H E S T  Q U A L IT Y  BEEF, V E A L , PORK, and L A M B
Pure Pork Sausage
D. K. GOkeON, LTD.
PR O V IS IO N E R S
Kelowna Penticton Vernon Kamloops
' Je-l
Grandstand Chairman
MAURICE LANE
Filtering water through charcoal to 
purify it was done as early as 2,000 
B.C.
Lane, right hand man for J. B. Spur­
rier, the Okanagan’s chief fisherman. 
Maurice joined the Aquatic association 
this year when Don Fillmore found. 
his business engagements top pressing 
for . him to continue ' as a director. 
Maurice is npw going through the 
ropes and being initiated into the
That man who is hiding behind the great amount of work that is essential 
glasses is none other than Maurice to put over a successful Regatta,
A M N i l U M C I N I ^
A MONSTER
H o r s e
MEE’r
Sponsored by the Gyro Club of Kelowna
THURSDAY afternoon 
AUGUST 25, “
. SEVEN FAST RACES 
Thoroughbred Horses
— MANy ( n o v e l t y  EVENTS — ^
FIRST RACE MEET IN TWO DECADES
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E L K S  O H O A N IZ E K  T O  C O M E  I IE U E  
p, A, Mlqi^eloft, f,)r|^ anl2« r  for the 
E lk s  Lod^'o in Canada, will b e  a visi­
tor in tho Okanagan Valley during 
September and October and will make 
his headquurtera In Kelowna, it is un­
derstood.
H AYO ftlRG ES ROY HUNT FIRST 
STORE OWNERS PERSON TO USE 
TOOM IPERATE POST OFFICE
HE FUES THROUGH THE A R
IJnsctlletl
A  grocer .said to a youtli in his shop,
T hear you folks are going to New  
Zcalond shortly. Are you going to 
settle there?"
"Er, well, I don’t expect so," said 
the boy. "1 fancy w»*’ll keep on hav­
ing the things charged, the same as 
hero."—Minneapolis Journal.
Merchants To Decorate Buys Stamps Soon as Doors Op-*
Windows and Generally to Ex- cnctf  ^to 
hibit Festive Air for Regatta Morning
Public on Monday
REGAHA
PICTURES
For a pleasing and effcotivo ro- 
produotlon of your regatta snaps 
bring them to us!
Our work is guaranteed and will 
bo completed to your satisfaction.
M cBRIDE and Y O C H IM
Four Doors East of Royal Anne.
le -1
If Kelowna is to present a holiday 
air for tlic Kegutla the merciiunts and 
storekeepers generally rnu.st co-oper­
ate, Mayor O. L. Jones remarked to 
Tlie Courier on Monday. “I hope," 
ho added," Uiat every store owner will
B A N K E R S  B E W IL D E R M E N T
Many Citizens Attempt to Enter 
Old Quarters— Little Confusion
. , Kelowna's lino new po.stolfice open-
take special steps to decorate his win- business at eight o’clock on
dow and store front in keeping with Monday morning and throughout tho 
111 is festive occasion..” entire morning Interested citizens
Tlie city has the flags and bunting tlironged tho lobby to obtain their first 
Hying over the business section and if interior of the building
the business men will lake u little they had awaited many years,
extra cllort to decorate Uieir places of. honor of being tlie first person
business Kelowna will take on an air postal facilities goes
of joviality and festivity, he stated. Hunt of the Independent Hard-
Kelowna Regatta is known to be the vvrho, as tho doors were opened
feature event of the year in this Oka- eight o’clock, made the first stamp 
na($an Valley and attracts hundreds of Close on his heels was
visitors annually. If they are to come Wyrzykowski who resides at the
again, then they must be impressed g„j.ner of Bernard and Richter. The 
with the city and its evident attempt entrant was i^tanley Robinson
H i t h e r  a i i d  Y o n
Mrs. Bert Johnson was a tea hostess 
to a number of friends on Saturday 
ufternoon at the Aquatic Tea room.
' >:
. Mrs. A. S. Underhill and Mrs. Char- 
ies Gaddes entertained about tivirty 
ffiends at a beach party on Tiiiirsday 
T»» T T . j  • . afternoon at Mrs. UnderhlH’s lake-
Mrs. J Marty entertained at a very jtfjore home on Abbott street. Mm. L. 
lovely linen shower last Wednesday l . Kerry and Mrs. Max dePfyfler pre- 
evening at the Willow Lodge in honor sided « t  the urns while Mrs J J 
of Miss Bernadette DoulUurd whose Ladd, Mrs. J. S. Henderson and Miss 
wedding took place on Saturday mOrn- Maud Kincaid assisted the hostesses 
July 30tli. About twenty i{uests were in serving, 
present. . , • • *
TWTT T J i . » Walter Krasselt are
Miss Evelyne Ward entertained a holidaying at the coast at present 
number of friends at luncheon On, , • •
Monday at the Aquatic Club In honor ' Mr. Barney Bent of Penticton was 
of her slstcr-in-law Mrs. Herbert B. a visitor in Kelowna on Friday and 
Ward of Vancouver. ~ .Saturday of last week.
« * • ^
E. C. Peters of Vancouver was 
business visitor in town last week.
« i* •
Miss Constance Spall returned
Miss Helen Dalzill of Vancouver la
a guest at tho Willow Inn at present.
» • *
Mrs. W. W. Riddell accompanied by iv i u  on 
her two daughters left Saturday eve- Saturday from a holiday spent at the 
ning on a holiday to be spent in Now coast.
to hold out a welcoming hand. who, incidentally, was the first to ex-
E N JO Y TH E  R E G A T T A  W ITH
Galona Wine Products
PRICE LIST
Calona Champagne, large bottle....  ...... . $1.90
Calona Sparkling Burgundy, large bottle ........ $1.75
Calona French Vermouth, large bottle ......  $1.25
Calona Italian Vermouth, large bottle ......  $1.25
Royal Muscatel, gallon .............  ............  $3.00
^  gallon ........ ............. $1.60
40-oz.......1 ... .............. .85
26-oz. ........... . . ........ . .60
Royal Port, gallon ' .............. .a...................... $3.00
” gallon . . ............ ...... $1.60
” ” 40-oz. ......... . ......... . ........ .85
” 26-OZ. . . ................ ....  ..... .60
IN T R O D U C IN G  . . . .
O U R  R O Y A L  M U SCATEL
now on sale at Government Stores.
This supreme product of The Okanagan has been 
made available especially for the Regatta.
C A L O N A  W INES LIM ITED
P r o t e s t  L o c a t i o n
Here is a snappy action shot of Chuck Redling, Seattle ace 
will be George Athans’ chief opponent at the Kelowna International Regatta on 
nf fho new hoxGs Augusfs and 4. He wUl endeavour to wrest the Canadian championships from 
‘ " a L M c r S  "ro^d p a . s T d " c S :  Alhnns, who won them Inst year at this Kolowna Rogatta.
ually through tho doors throughout .■- -t— --------------------- —^ . — . . -
the entire day. . The majority of them 
felt they must make some purchase 
and so bought: stamps. In fact, the run 
on the stamp wicket was so great that 
one ofthe local postal clerks express­
ed the opinion that every person in 
Kelowna had not bought stamps for a 
month that they might replenish their 
supply on the morning the new build­
ing was opened.
Despite the confusion of the week­
end move from old to new quarters, 
the mail was handled without con­
fusion and as expeditiously as though 
the new office had been open a year 
or more.
Bankers Bewildered
Some few were a bit surprised to 
find the general delivery wicket clos­
ed during the sorting of the incoming 
mail. This procedure is one that is 
strange to Kelowna but is the common 
practice in other cities;
More than one person was a trifle 
nonplussed to find the old postoffice 
building locked when th*ey went to 
get their mail early Monday morning.
A  Courier reporter obtained his early
Westminster.
♦ • *
Mrs., Herbert B. Ward and little 
daughter Carol of Vancouver are the 
diver who B^^^ts of Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Ward 
this week.
Mr. R. A. McRae of Vancouver was 
a business visitor in Kelowna for sev­
eral days last week.
Miss Elsie Green of Vancouver spent
three days' holiday in town last week.' « * *
R. P. Jones of Victoria was a busi­
ness visitor in Kelowna last week.
• * *
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Grimes of W in­
nipeg visited with friends in Kelowna 
for several days last week 
* * •
Mrs. M. Hughes and daughter Gladys Mrs. L. Richards left on
of Strathmore, Alberta, are the guests Sunday to spend a holiday at the
of Mr, and Mrs. J. W. Hughes at pre» Boast, 
sent 4* ♦
« * * S. S. Pilcher of Moose Jaw was a
Mr. J. M. Macrae, General Freight visitor in Kelowna for a few days last 
Agent for the Canadian National Rail- 'veek.
ways at Vancouver, is in Kelowna this i,r^„ u- tp /~*u* t • j j. j,.
wcelc a «c „d i„ g ;h e  Regatta ,
Mr, Ralph Ismon accompanied by 4he Eldorado Arms in honor of her 
his two daughters are in town this sister, Mrs. Rush E. Hussey of Chicago, 
week attending the Regatta. ! “ • •  ^ '
___________________ _________ E. C. Spalding, Foreign Freight Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glenn left on
“  Agent for the Canadian National Rail- Sunday on a holiday to be spent at
Delegates Approach City Council Monday Night U fg - -g  ,
ing C^ps Be Removed to W h e r  Site-Fear^Camp p—  — w«k-te., o » F r i g y S S o r ^ t  h^^hSme
JViay Become Permanent— -JMO Unjection to Men as end with his parents Mr. and Mrs, A. pn Bernard avenue to a number of 
■p J C. Poole. friends when her sister Mrs. G. R.
x so u y  * 4, • Tench assisted her. The guests includ-
 ^ ' * Mr. Len H ill, of Kamloops is the ; ed Mrs. J. J. Staples, Mrs. Hughes of
— k l  I I d. guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs. C. Toronto, Mrs. H. F. Chapin, Mrs. Rush
CsO llinflittCC iN a in C d  t o  I n v e s t i g a t e  a . m n  this week wWle attending the Hussey of Chicago, Mrs. a . P. Petty-
. ____________■ ' ________  V Regatta.  ^  ^  ^ piece. Miss Gertrude Chapin, Mrs. M.
McDonald, Mrs.
C a m p
P. D. Dunn of the Canadian Pacific ■Mrs, R. Corner,,
Cameron
Dougal
Day,
Mac-_____ . . Residents of Manhattan Beach voic- men there would be more than likely , __________ ______
Monday morning smile when he chari- ^ strong protest against the estab- one of two who were not dependable. Railways at Vancouver is attending Mrs. A. J. Hughes. Mrs. Mac-
ced to catch the expression of absolute Ushment of the camp for the tmem- The women of the beach were already the Regatta in j;own^this week. . Dougall ehtekained th guests with an 
bewilderment that crossed the faces ployed in its present location to the hesitant about using the roadway after , T v rp K p n y iP  o f  B p a v p r r t p l l  a  amusingTeading. 
of a couple of the bank boys whem the city council at its regular meeting Mon- dusk. The sanitary facilities were cer- Me a ^  of Be d v ^  „ * ,
door of the old quarters refused to day night. The protest was based on the tainly a cause of annoyance to the peo- visixor m over me weex eiia. .
yield to their efforts. They apparent- f^ct that the camp makes it unpleas- pie passing'on the roadway. She felt m j ,; and Mrs. Carson McLeod of ? "d ay  evening.
ly were as puzzled at riot bmng aWe gnt for women and girls to go to and that, while it was true there had been Kamloops were visitors in town this . r/t.-co t tv/t •RiinhAT'H Trirnrifr, Tricit
to get into what they thought to be f^om town after dusk, especially as no cause for complamt as yet, there v^eek. Miss L-_M. Buchard o^
4-u^   ^ -----  —  --------- *j.__ ----— J.S1 in m • 6a in ’Lv610wnB on rriaHy.the postoffice as the ordinary individ- that s^tion of the road is” unlighted; was no /necessity of waiting until 
ual is on entering a bank. sanitary conditions are of the most “something happened” before raising a A. T. McKeen of the Canadian Paci-^  ^ ; ^  L  Mass of Vancou-
--------- ■ -V. ----  primitive type; that they fear an out- protest. In a group of this size, all the fic Railways at Vancouvei* is a visitor .^ g^j. .^ g^^ g in Kelowna laM
Young Webster break of pilfering-.and that the value members could not be relied upon, in Kelowna this week attending the .^ggj^ /  ^ . '
A  boy at school, when asked to de- of their property will be affected ad- She emphasized the fact that she was Regatta. , . ' ' * 4. 4<
scribe a kitten said: versely. not criticizing the men as individuals m f Mr. and Mrs. Peter Southam of Van-
“A  kitten is a little bundle of fur The petition was signed by some or as a group. uaptain ana "irs. Aian L^iampitt m in Kelowna on Thurs-
that rushes like mad at nothing what- forty-eight residents of the beach sec- His Worship pointed out that’the men ,day to attend the Regatta.,
ever—and stops before it gets there.” tion and Presented to the coimcil by a had done nothing to find fault with ‘B'^ding tne jxegaua. ^  .  ^v
•  ^ ------ — delegation of six. W. Morrison acted and as far as he was concerned they-^^j^ and Mrs. Grant Gunn of van- as
Now It Can Be Told as spokesman for the delegation and were going to be • treated like human are .guests at the RoVal Anne Mrs. , Neil Kerr
A  naturalist says in this book that presented the views of the Manhattan beings. —i-n. — j -.. - Jittie i
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Con­
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia,
™ , , .. .... Hotel this week while attending the
fish have no means of communication.” people. The delegation withdrew the petition Regatta.
“Huh! So that’s why they never Mayor Jones told the delegation that to .-which the Mayor objected and in «, * *
respond to the. lines; I  drop them!’ the petition was a terrible document its stead lodged a protest against the Mr. Dick Locke of Vernon was,-a
and it was an unfair accusation as the camp being in that location and re- visitor in Kelowna over the week-end.
--------------- -------- ------- — — — ; - ■■■: . '■—  men were condemned before they had quested assurances that it would be  ^ , . * * :*  ^ '
iwiaisiw ^ ^  . caused any trouble whatsoever. H e ‘only a temporary measure. Miss Connie Wright -o f Vancouver
felt that the road in question had been C. Roweliffe asked i f  Alderman Su- is a visitor in Kelowna at present., 
only open two years and the residents therland was serious when he said
J j i  — . _ .1  ^ V*ic* T\T»r»r»OT»+"ir -  - . . .
visitor in town over the' weekr
her 
and
son of Vancouver.
Mr. “Tommy”'Hulm e of Vancouver 
is the, guest of his neice Mrs. A. E. 
Gooksbn this week.
H. Mv Barr of Vancouver is a visitor 
in Kelowna at present.
Mi’s. George Richardson and daugh-oniy open t o years a u u  „  L o m e  M c M i lla n  n f K A m in n n s s '"  ®
of the beach might use the old road. that they could move to his property ' in town ” ver the' week- Penticton were visitors m Ke-
“After all,” His Worship Mayor Jones and suggested that if the council would ^ ' ' ' “  ' '
A N D
lowna last Wednesday.
Vi Miss Patsy Fernie of Kamloops who 
ot has been a guest of Miss Phyllis Tag-
LlFEGUAliD TIRES
A R E
S U R E P R O n e n O N  
AGAINST BLOWOUT ACCIDENTS
pointed out, “These men are human agree, the beach residents would pay Annie Rrieolisse
beings. We can’t turn them away from the removal co^s, ^ e  _also pom t^ Maddolcie, and Edith Gallicano
our door with no consideration. I have out that there was plenty of vacant Revel<itoke are puests at the Willow 4. * j 4. v. 1,.,
been a ^ u r r r e d  th ey  a p  a decent lo t S f d a y  *’ ^ "
and my own observation would bear was available and a hose could be Rgga^+a nesaay everimg.^ _   ^ ,
out that information. They might be supplied for w;ater accommodation. It ® . * Mr. Murray Inch of Vancouver ar­
sons of oufs and I can’t see how the was true that it was not near the lake Guests registered at the Royal Anne - j-ived in Kelowna on Friday morning 
city can refuse them this meagre hos- but then everyone else had to walk if Hotel this w^ek include: A. L. MdLen- to Attend the RePAttA 
pitality which we are giving them. they wanted to go there. If the camp, ban, Vancouver; C. H. MaLeod, Nal- 
“'There is another point. If we do not, were near his packing house he could son; W. Markham, Vancouver; C; W.
to attend the Regatta.
4 4 *
B. Powis, Kamloops, A. Hutton,
give them a definite place to camp, supply them with fresh fruit and veg- Burgis, A. J. Smith, C. McLennan, Calgary are guests at the Willow Inn. 
they will scatter all oyer the town, etables. • Vancouver; E. Harkness, Vernon; Mr.
Hpw can our police force hope to <iope Mr. Roweliffe pointed out that the and Mrs. M. Godfrey, Oyama; J. I. 
w th  a himdred men scattered over the beach people did not object to these Peters, Vernon; A. Mahon, Vancouver; 
whole city. On the other hand, wheff men themselves but they did fear a re- E. J. Fitzgerald, Princeton; M. Burpee, 
they are in the camp, the police can petition of the events of four years ago Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. M. E. De 
keep a watchful eye upon them and when the city allowed a camp in Laurier, Vancouver; Miss B. E. Har-
the city is much easier policed. that district and every year smee that graves, Saskatoon; G. S. Cloth, Mon-  ^ tamea inenas at me tea noiur on xues
“As for the location of the camp, I time a number of the men have been treal, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hawn, Van- 
only say this: we investigated returning. . . .  couver; H. Gunderson, Kamloops; D.
Mrs. F. M, Buckland was a tea host­
ess to a number of friends on Tuesday 
afternoon at the Willow Lodge.
4 .4  ',4 ■ ■ ' ’
Miss, Sinclair of Summerland enter--
day afternoon at the W illow Lodge.
® Should a tire blow out 
with Goodyear LifeGuards 
on your c a r there^,s no  
sudden, sickening swerve 
or lurch! With.LifeGuards 
you never have to fight for 
control of your car! The 
patented ‘‘inner tire” —^  
the L ifeG u ard -—retains 
enough air to hold up your 
t ire , to  k eep  y o u r  ca r  
stra igh t, u n til you can  
slow down to a safe, un­
hurried facing-straight- 
ahead stop!
The LifeGuard is in real­
ity a tire, within a  tube. 
When a blowout occurs.
■.4- ‘•j.
the LifeGuard assumes the 
load . . .  protects you from  
tire failure hazards.
Y o u  and  your fam ily  
need the protection of Life- 
Guards because a.blowout 
m ay happen to anyone* 
an d  a  b lo w o u t  m ay be  
dangerous even at normal 
driving speeds.
Drive in and see us about 
LifeGuards today . . . you 
can’t buy better protection 
against blowouts . . .  at 
any price!
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cope and Mr. and 
Mrs. Herman Cowie returned bn Tues­
day evening by motor from a holiday
PENDOZl STREET PHONE 287 KELOWNA
le
can ___  , _ .
every possible sit along the lake front When the mayor pointed out that A. Mann, Winnipeg; Herbert W&ller- 
and were forced to conclude this was these men were forced by the govern- ton, Germantown, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs.
the only suitable place. It is near to ment to look for jobs, Mr. Roweliffe W. Anderson, Nelson; Mr. and Mrs. jj|*yancouver
the lake where they can wash, swim stated that whereas there had been five J A. Card, Windsor, Ont.; R. P. Hud- 4 4 4
and perhaps fish a little. It is dry and, that day at his home, not one had ap- son, Windsor, Ont,; Mr. and Mrs. A. Miss Mary Hardy left today for Van-
most important, satisfactory sanitary plied at the packing plant. He expres- M. Colin, Vancouver; couver.
conditions can be arranged. A  point sed the opinion that it was hardly fair _  * * * , „  „  , ,  , , ,  .rr
in favor of this location^ too, is to ask the women of the district to Mr. E. N. Bonney and Mrs. F. D. -Mr. and Mrs. Barratt of Vancouver
that it is far enough from the sawmills walk two miles by the old road to a- Moore of Chicago, 111. have returned are; visiting in Kelowna at present,
and other buildings to make the danger void the camp and drew His Worship’s ^f^er a short visit to their sister Mrs. _  a C *Bennett has returned i
o ffirefrom  theiropencampfires creat- attention to the fact that although the J. E. Fish. ^  ^  frJrn^mtawa wSr^^^^
ing a hazard. The camp is a ^ o d  half present road had only been bmlt about Edwards has as her guest -Conservative convention,
mile from Manhattan and I honestly, two years there had been a path m that pattison and daughter Ruth Iron* ,
fail to see why the people of Manhattan location for thirty years. ’Vancouver Mrs. Heike was a tea hostess on M on-•
object.” The Mayor suggested that Alderman ----------------L _— —^ ----------------- ^ —  day afternoon at the Willow Lodge.
The men have definitely stated that McKay and Sutherland and himself but the protests have been ignored. It * • •
they are not here to undercut the local look the situation over on Tuesday and is another case similar to TranquiUe The wedding ceremony of Annie j 
labor markbt. They refuse to take endeavour to find another suitable lo- and the liquor store. We approached Pearl, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frankl 
any job at wages lower than the stand- cation. The camp was only a tempor- the local unemployment office when we' Saparite to Mr. Victor Alphonse Gau-|
ard wages here. They appreciate there ary affair, he said. > heard the men were coming and sug- vin took place on Saturday, July 23rd.j
are many unemployed in this and other “How temporary is temporary?” Mr. gested as the men were coming on the at the Church of the Immaculate Con-1| 
cities of the Interior and they feel it Roweliffe asked. government’s instructions that the pro- ceptioh with the Reverend W. B. Me
would be Unfair for them, strangers, “A  week or ten- days, the Mayor vincial A>ffice would care ' for them. Kehzie officiating. The bride was at-;|
to come in here and take jobs at a low returned. They just laughed at us.” tended by Miss, Claudia Hemstreet and
wage and force local men to do tiie “We have no kick if it is moved in “It’s the finest way in the world to the groom was supported by his bro- 
same thing. that time,” Mr. Roweliffe returned. make Communists,” said Alderman ther, Mr. Charles Gauvin, both of K e -‘
There was a report that they would The delegation appeared to be under Gibb. lowna. |
not take jobs offered. them in Kam- the impression that the camp was more His Worship pointed out that the men i«/r w  n tut i ff o’ i
loops and the northern Okanagam. One or less of a peimanent one and to clear were going to come here and that there' , Mr. Wallace_ Meikle teft on Tues-
case north of Vernon was reported 'to this up Alderman Sutherland stated was nothing the council could do about tor the PM  ^ j
me. I investigated it and found that. that it was impossible to obtain any it. The entire council concurred in where he has accepted a position i
the offer was for twerity-five cents and ’ information from the men or the gov- his opinion that it was better for police teaching on exchange^for a year. j
one meal for half a day’s work. This eminent as to their movements. “There and sanitary conditions to have all the jerj^an Hunt of Nelson is a visi-i
was lower than the raite paid the is no authentic information available,” men in one camp rather than wander- 4.-,,,,„ +hi<j wpaIt
local men in that sector and naturally he said. > ing willy-nilly throughout, the streets-  ^ ^
they refused to take the job: ' Alderman. Sutherland reviewed the all day and night. " Miss Lily Patterson returned this
His Worship asked the delegation if whole story of the situation for the Mayor Jones assured the council that „ VinUriAv <;r)Pnf- At Vancou-
there was any other location for, the benefit pt the council and a resolution the men had promised that there would ^ ■
camp which they might suggest and it sponsored by McKay and Whillis en- be no parades or canvassing. He urg- ’ 4 4 4
was pointed but that Alderman Suth- dorse the steps taken'by the Mayor and ed th a t’it he fully understood that Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Vance, Mr. 
erland had stated he would be glad Alderman Sutherland to cope with the there was nearly a hundred transients jack Stark, Miss B. McLeod and Mr. 
to have them in his backyard. Alder- emergency. in the city the whole time that were William Vance drove from Nelson on,
man Sutherland stated that hd had said . “It is ridiculous, to expect these men not connected with the group in the Saturday and spent the week-end at ' 
that and as a public spirited citizen to get jobs here when there are hun- camp. These men were causing what the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. Vance in
he would Be glad to have the men in ' dreds of men with a thorough know- trouble there had been. They were Kelowna. Mr. Stark is remaining here
his back yard providing the people of ledge of local work, already unemploy- panhandling from house to house and for two weeks’ holidays. He is adver- 
the beach would bear the cost of mov- ed, “His Worship said, ‘They are just were, for the most part, of an entirely tising mariager of the_ Nelson Daily
ing the cantip. shuttles in a big game.” Replying to a different type than the group in the News.
Mrs. A. T .Bath pointed out that the question by Alderman Gibb as to camp. He felt assured there would be v «  w  L i *  * j
people of the beach were not condemn- whether the city had to accept the men, no trouble from the bpys in the camp Mrs. E. F. Harding and small son o:
ing the group of men. They did bbject Mayor Jones said: “It is another case as they were w^B organizezd and had Monte Lake, are the house guests 
to the establishment of a camp there of the governmept over-riding the muri- their own discipline. I f  one broke the Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilkinson, Bemar
as they felt that in any group of sixty icipalities. Every city has protested rulgs he was kicked out of the groujp. avenue.
